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n0R),; WALDO POMONA GRANGE.
meeting of North Waldo
is
held with Sebasticook
-aturday, Sept. 11th. The
order by Past Master C.

w

:

Pomona

Grange,
meeting
C. Clem-

tem appointments were made,
after Worthy Master Nickerson
S.icers arrived, when all were presTreasurer. The Pomona has reason

!

of the number had ten

Br

to

Irive

of this

ires

jurisdiction

station,

fSpnrcro

hv

were

rep-

Progress, MornHarvest Home,
Penobscot Po-

Comet, Granite,
and Sebasticook.
..nruaonfcH

or more

railroad

a

follows: Star of

as

i.

reach

Plummer

..-rset by its Steward, Joseph Le
:i;Biatc, an<: Waldo by Mr. and Mrs. Edward
’.irs
T. B. MeAllister presided at
;;apg
(iuring the singing and also furnish,.f

degree work. Conferring
Pomona completed the forenoon

the

for

..- e

-pared

;r>,

ex-

taken for din;ch the members of Sebasticook
made the usual preparations and
which

o

,r

a recess was

in

pains

no

the

serving of the

"'-past.

fess ic

fifth degree
T. B. McAllisd the visitors in pleasing words of
and Alberta Nickerson voiced the

reopened
ngingby the

in

inge

—

f

Reynolds

the

choir

Pomona in

A.

appreciative

an

re-

called upon and

was

j

a story, which was followed
by Erma Davis. Mrs. McAlliss:—dilla Pease contributed to the prosrar
dering a vocal duet. Edward Ev.vas the guest of the day, talked to
i;; *
is on Efficiency in Grange Work,

with

|

ition

on the program was the topic:
and attention given the grange
interest of the farm and home? E,

umber
me

ably opened

:

the discussion and

1

was

O. B. Dow, W. J.
F. M. Nickersun, |
•nail, Maude Mudgett and Alberta 1
It was a one-sided discussion, yet ;
for many good reasons were ady C. C. Clements,
A. T, Nickerson,

's:

one

iy

mge

can

meetings

css

afford to

gatherings

spend

and

time to

contribute

to

a success.

called upon and gave a
declamation and responded t.o two
A letter was read from Mr. and
Matthews, Chaplain and Ceres of
ia, thanking the officers for the gift
of gold given by them at their
Blanc

idding,

was

close

a

...

mee-t.ng.
-ext

they celebrated Aug.
and
singing
very enjoyable and profit-

ceremonies
a

meeting will be

with

Harvest

■..range, Brooks, Oct. 12th, with an adwelcome by Albert Jenkins and
B. Dow; an address by
raponfie by O.
*
P
wes, Master of East Somerset Pofc
a
topic: What are some of the laws
v.-.e that the people would be better

be opened by J H. McKinley,
-entative to the legislature. This
the program arranged by the Poto

j

?’•

fr1

orer

and it will be

and

*

music

by

supplemented by
host Grange.

the

|

C.

D.

transfers in real estate.

j

transfers of real estate

wing
Waldo County Regi.try of Deeds
eek ending September 15, 1915.

^eurdf-.

j

Y.

to

the

were

-,n

w

fred W, Wyman, Providence, R.
I, to
Lt‘kTt<vv. Coombs, lslesboro; land in Islesfcro.

George

Gray, Troy, to The Turner CenDairy Association, Auburn; land in Troy,
^erge F. Harriman, New York, to Ellen

^reon.

W.

Belfast; land in Belfast.

Dexter 1. Clements and Ralph D. Shute,
wifasi. to George E. Lowell, do.; land and

Gildings

in Belfast.
and Fred H. Hasty, Thorndike, to
Hasty, do.; land and buildings in

i"ui8a
L

Thorndike,

frame G. Pearson, Belfast, to Alexander
-now, do., land in Belfast.
‘fabeii. Kelley, Unity, to Samuel Carson
*Gr’ f
a.rtield; land and buildings in Troy.
-"w

r<

w. Cates, Danvers, Mass., to Alfred
earsport; land and buildings in

frankfort.

F. Cushman, Searsmont, to James
"r

do; land in Searsmont.

orah A

Puller, Searsmont, to Alanson C.
k
land and buildings in Searsmont.
It. Bagley, Levant, to Sylvanus C.
rn,
Boston; land and buildings in
frank fort.
L'an;*! c. Nichols, Seasport, to Eudavilla
'■“‘av*8. do; land in Searsport.
HALLDALE.
11

M. W. White is in Westbrook visiting

r8

Natives.

^rs*fr

1

Warren of Belfast
Hall last week.
M.

Robert Hopgins of Nova
"8i8ter, Mrs. Bert Hall.

was

the guest

Scotia is visiting

^rs Myra
Bryant of Freedom visited her
;ajkbter, Mrs. Edith Vose, last Saturday and

■today.

&r;,ey Stevenson, who has been employed
the past year, returned home
He left Monday for Orono to enter
University of Maine.

j!‘eD.^aterville
8th.
Th

crop in this vicinity is ruined by
Many pieces are not worth digging.
*
outlook for farmers ia rather discouraging
toe

^nerUBt.potato

coming

year.

Percy Montgomery, Andrews Mitchell,
Rockland;H W Ladd,Searsmont;|Elias B Moore,
FrankfortjFred L Palmer,Monroe; J H Thomas,
A N Liscott, Thomaston; Benjamin Walter,
A C Burgess, Alvin Barnard, Warren; James E
C Savage, Bath; E M Hatch, City Point; E II
Davis, Belfast; James G Lane, Warren Ott,
Rockport; Harrison Emery, Owls Head; G F
Turner, Waldoboro; Moses J Keller, Atlantic,
Mass; E F Piper, Dixmont; G E Barnes, Edwin
Anderson, E G Wilson, J H Marshall, R B
Wade, D W Arey, Camden; Herbert S Dority,
Sargentville; Charles E Ames, A W Cun-,
ningham, Damariscotta Mills; L A Hall, Dam-

son,

which

usual

SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.

The Churches.
At

j

their

■

and treated

as an

own

The remains of Herman A. Hall, who died
Rockland Sept. 7th of typhoid fever, arrived
in Belfast Thursday morning. Sept. 9th, for
interment in Grove cemetery. His age was

in

recent

a

meeting

of

9th,

when

the

original emigrant,

twenty-four

of the
John

who

Miss Marie Sholes has returned from
weeks' vacation in Boston and vicinity.

there had been but one death in the past year,
ariscotta; B F Babbidge, Rockville; George ivic- I 12 years, 8 months and 10 days, and he was and that was Mrs. Augustus Tilton of Lynn,
Near, East Boston; Joseph G Maddocks, Owls born in East Belfast, the son of Alfred S. and Mass..granddaughter of Jonah Gay. There have
Head; J A Jones, North New Castle; Uliver B ; Nellie B. Robbins Hall. He attended the pub- been seven marriages and six births. Jonah
! lie schools here and was a member of the j Gay built the first frame house in the town of
Spear, South Bristol.
; North church Sunday school before going to
Union, and was killed there at the raising of
Rockland to make his home with his mother, j the saw mill in the
SECRET SOCIETIES.
year 1802. It has been reHis
Mrs.
Elmer
motber
acLarrabee,
j now
ported in Munsey’s and several other Amerihere
and the funeral can
companied his remains
magazines that the Gays of this country
The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter,
was held at 3 p. m. Thursday at the home of
were descendants of Pocahontas; but this is
Order of the Eastern Star, will be held tomorher brother, Alonzo H. Robbins, No. 21 Alto
not so, the relationship being with Lord John
row, Friday, evening. The inspection of the
street, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl o:: the Congre- Rolfe, who married Pocahontas,
although
Chapter will take place October 8th, nearly a
gational church officiating.
there was a Gay who married a descendant of
month earlier than usual.
the Indian maiden, After the historian’s reThe annual meeting of Belfast Commandery,
I Camden lost one of its best known citizens, port, the address of welcome was given by C.
No. 947, United Order of the Golden Cross, | Sept. 2nd in the death of Fred D. Aldus whose
A. Levenseller of Waldo and the response
will be held in their rooms in Red Men’s hall, ! health had been failing for several months. Ktt A T Hav n f Ralfact kin Vi
f
nrki
Eaton block, this, Thursday evening. Supper 1 His age was 77 years, 6 months and 20 days.
their hearers in constant laughter by
will be served at 6 o’clock, followed by a Mr. Aldus was always so bright, cheerful and kept
Officers were then
their witty remarks.
dance at 8 o’clock.
lively that he never seemed to be an old man elected for the ensuing year as follows:
The annual State fair session of Kora tem- and it was hard to realize that he had passed Gilbert Levenseller, Waldo, president; Jennie
ple, A. A. O N. M. S„ was held Thursday the age of 77. He was a man of the most genial Levenseller, Waldo Station, secretary, Albert
a staunch
evening, Sept. 9th, in Kora temple, Lewiston, personality, honest and upright,
T. Gay, Belfast, historian. A program of the
with a record breaking attendance. At this friend and the life of every gathering where music and recitations was then
nicely renderof
was
a
memoer
Geo.
S.
He
he
was present.
meeting Imperial Potentate J. Putnam Steved and the reunion closed with singing “God
a
commander.
and
A.
Cobb Post G.
R.,
past
ens of Portland, was the guest of honor and
Be With You Till We Meet Again.” The meetat 6 o’clock the Arab Patrol, with about £00 He was also a member of Amity Lodge of ing next year will be held at the same
place,
Shriners in line, escorted the imperial poten- Masons and Mt. Battie Lodge of Odd Fellows. the time to be announced later.
tate from his hotel to the temple where he In these orders he took an active interest and
Elijah Gay of Montville, father of A, T. Gay
was given an informal reception.
The tradi- was a regular attendant at the meetings. Fu- of this city, was the oldest member present,72.
conducted
were
held
services
Sunday,
neral
tional banquet was served at 6 45 with nearly a
He is a member of the First Maine Cavalry,
Rev. C. L. Stevens, assisted by Rev.
thousand nobles at the tables. At 8 o’clock a by
L. D. Evans. The Odd Fellows burial service and went to Bucksport to attend the reunion,
short business meeting was held, which was was also carried out by Mt. Baitie Lodge. He and the boat broke down and he had much
followed at 8 30 by the grand ceremonial ses- leaves a wife, one daughter, Mrs. Leo.Strong, ; difficulty in getting back to Waldo, but arrived
and the ministrations of these loved ones in on
sion, at which time 21 candidates were initiated
time, nevertheless. The youngest member
his last sickness were untiring. They have
into the mysteries of the order. Among the the
sympathy of a wide circle of friends who present was the little daughter,less than a year
initiates was Ralph A. Peavey, Belfast
will greatly miss the cheerful presence of this old, of Mr. and Mrs. Eaten Braley of Belfast.
genial old soldier.—Camden Herald.
Yesterday was State of Maine day at the
Candidate for Fish and Game Commission.
big exposition in San Francisco and many
CENTER MONTVILLE.
from the Pine Tree State will be present and
Hon A J Skidfnore of Liberty has announced
Several of our teachers attended the teachers
among them the representatives of the Grand
that he will be a candidate to succeed Walter
last
Belfast
in
week,
convention
of
I.
O.
O.
lodge
Maine,
F„ to the Soverign
I Neal of Waldo, whose term as a member of
Grand lodge whose sessions will begin Sept.
Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Ford of Whitefield, the Inland Fish and Game Commission exThe four representatives from the Maine, called on relatives Sunday.
20th.
pires Feb 5,1916 Mr Skidmore is a prominent
Maine grand lodge left Portland Wednesday
Miss Yuba Berry has resigned her position merchant in the town of Liberty, having been
for the trip across the continent. They are
in business there for a number of years He
in the telephone office and is at home.
Charles E. Jackson of Portland, Leon S. Merhas always been a Democrat and a worker for
Mrs. Volney Thompson spent last week in his
rill of Orono, Sherman L. Berry of Waterville
party; has twice been elected representathe guest of her sister, Mrs. Lena tive to the legislature, has held various town
and Ellery Bowden of W interport. They wer,e Belfast,
offices
and is at present town treasurer He is
Frost.
to see all the interesting spots on the way and
assured of the full support of the Democrats
of Tewksbury, Mass., spent
Robert
Mr.
Gay
at
the
home
have their headquarters
Hotel Bellevue
of his
county and of support from other
with his parents, Mrs. and Mrs. sections.
on their arrival in San Francisco.
They took his vacation
and returned Tuesday.
many of the State of Maine flags with them Elijah Gay,
The Shoe Situation.
and not only will these be shown on State of
Mr. C. R. Richards, who spent the summer
Maine day but they will be much in evidence with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O
Advices from footwear salesmen who are on
during the session of the soverign grand lodge. Birtlett, returned to Massachusetts Tuesday the road with
samples state that
spring
and will enter Harvard College.
buyers are displaying more interest, though
Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox of Fryeburg, Me.,
The funeral services of Mr.James O. Bartlett still showing conservatism in placing actual
a national officer of the Ladies of the G. A. R.,
at hiB residence at 11 a. m., Sept. orders.
Weather conditions have favored
has recovered from her recent illness and were held
motored to Boston, where she is staying at the 7th,Rev.T.R.PentecoBt conducting the services retailers in clearing out summer goods preAdams House. She will represent the Ladies The interment was at Marshfield Hills, Mass. paratory to displaying fall lines.
trade
and her daughter, Mrs. C. R. with
jobbers is expected to improve) following
of the G. A.*R. at the encampment to be held Mrs., Bartlett
the
remains
and
a
second
Richards
.accompanied
the completion of present
in Washington, opening Sept. 26th.—Boston
sales.service was held there.
Dun's Review, Sept. 11th.
Herald.
A

w|rile
reduction^
\

..n.

a

few

Mr. and Mrs. N. Houston Small left Saturon a business and pleasure
trip to New
York.

Last Sunday the Unitarian society united
with the Universalists in the morning worship
at the latter’s church. Rev. A. E. Wilson
preached on Crisis. Next Sunday Rev. A. A.
Blair will be the preacher, and this arrangement will be continued until the Unitarian
church is ready for occupancy.

day

Hon. L. C. Morse of Liberty has been reelected a trustee of the Maine State (air association.
Mrs. George Priest of Boston Swas the guest
days the past week of Mrs. H. L.
Woodcock.
for several

Rev. Charles McElhiney of Sears port, has
accepted the call of the Island Avenue Congregational church to become its pastor and will
assume his new duties the first of October.
Mr. McElhiney has a family consisting of a
wife and five children, a daughter of 21, sons
19 and 16, and daughters 11 and seven years of
age. Mr. McElhiney has supplied' the church
here two Sundays and was given a unanimous
call by the church.—Skowhegan Correspondence.

in Pittsfield.
Earl of Appleton visited relatives in Belfast
the past week.

Mrs. John O’Connor and two children have
returned to their home on Franklin
street
after a visit of several months with
relatives
in Boston.

Prof, and Mrs. James Sleeper, who
^pent the
summer at the Battery, left last Thursday for
The services in the Congregational church
their home in Beloit, Wis.
will be as follows: Sunday at 10:45, worship
Mrs. Arnold Leighton of Boston was the
and sermon; subject, “God; the State; and !
Man.” Bible school at noon. At 7:30 p. m., ; guest the past week of her sister, Mrs. Edwin
the second in the series of illustrated Jectures ; A. Jones, at the Windsor Hotel,
MisB Juliett A. Wiggin has returned home
on Great Religions will be given:
Hinduism,
The Religion of 300,000,000 gods.”
Prayer from visits with relatives in Wellesley Hills,
meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7:30; sub- Chestnut Hills and Newton, Mass.

Frank B. Hazeltine, who had been
clerking
a National Bank in
Boston for the past
will
year,
continue his studies in Bowdoin Col-

in

lege

“Modern Obstacles to Religion.”
Edward N. Winslow of Lawrence, Mass.,
The last meeting of the Baptist circle to arrived Sunday, called here by the death of his
take place before the departure for Manches- grandmother, Mrs. Ellen M. Chase.
Mr. E. D. Burd and family, who spent the
ter of Mrs. Sturtevant was held Wednesday
afternoon, Sept. 8th, at the parsonage on Union s eason at Little River, left last Thursday for
street, and a very enjoyable afternoon wa* their home in West Medford, Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Proctor and little
spent. Mrs. Robert P. Coombs, president, in
behalf of the circle, presented Mrs Sturte- daughter Annie Viola, who spent the summer
vant with a gold thimble as a parting gift, in South Windham, returned last
Friday evenwhich the latter accepted in fitting terms. Re- ing.
freshments were served. Mrs. Sturtevant
Mrs. Fred Rackliff and little granddaughter
will be greatly missed in the circle and other
Emily went to Portland laBt Saturday to spend
branches of the church work, in which she
a few days with Mr. Rackliff, who is engaged
has taken an active interest.
in hnninpHR therp.

or

Christianity.”

journals,

their
the

in

which

notable days of the

field

played

a

piano

they

Julia Little-

solo and Mrs.

C. W. Wes-

Rev. and Mrs. Charles B. Ames closed their
cottaeb

orderliness, industry

and

ethics.

Vacation

basketry, taught by
Harriman; cooking, by Mrs.
Wilson and Mrs. H. E. McDonald; needlework,
by Mrs. E. L. Stevens and Mrs. George O.

classes have been held in

Mrs. Jame& S.

Bailey, and
cones

an

exhibition of the work

following the

feature

was

served

program.
The house

Ice
was

was

Monday

wholesale

profusely

as

designer

for

Ring sanatorium. She will also continue her
the Posse Normal school of gymnastics in Boston.

studies in

Stacey J. Noyes, son

of James F. Noyes, and
graduate of ihe Belfast High school, is
visiting at his home in this city. He will

a

Sept. 21st to enter his Junior year in the
Louisville, Kentucky, Dental College. Walter
Wilder of Montville, formerly of the Windsor
Hotel, is also a student in this college.
leave

Boston

Johnson of Northampton, Mass., has
guest for several days of Donald S.
Clark.
They left Saturday for the University
of Maine, where Johnson will continue his
studies. Donald will return home today,
Thursday, and leave Sept. 22nd for Boston to
enter the Massachusetts Institute of TechnolCarl

been

immediately

after their

mar-

riage, returned to Belfast Sept 9th, and left

NEWS

OF

THE

Tuesday

GRANGES

for New York.

there the 18th for their

They
new

will sail from

home

in San Juan,

P. R.

i

Children’s night was observed at Tranquility
Grange Thursday evening, Sept. 9th. A fine

;

program
]
hall was

j

successfully carried out and the
tastefully and attractively decorated.

Candy and nuts were served and
joyable evening was passed.

:

a

very

en-

C. S. Stetson of Greet, master of the Maine
Grange, spoke at a field meeting of
Granges in Monson, Sept. 9th. He reports
that much interest has been manifested in the

O. Stoddard, who is taking a
SimmonB’ Colege and at Wellesley will visit during September the Industrial schools in New York
Miss

State

coming

course

Tuesday in

The executive commitPortland to make arrange-

ments for the session

shortly.

Victor Grange, Searsmont, is having a literary contest between the married and single
members
Last week the married members,
Mrs. Alice Andrews, captain, furnished the
program, which consisted of

Abbie

in Vocational Science at

Bedford, Hartford,Springfield, North
Hampton, Amherst, Worcester and Fitchburg.

December.

will meet in

readings, recita-

city,

New

trip

to

Eastport,

Houlton and Greenville.

Walter 1. Neal of Waldo, a member of
tions, tableaux and music; and this week the the Inland Fish and Game
Commission, was in
single people, witn Miss Helen Cobb as cap- Lewiston at the fair on
S
Thursday. Mr. Neal
tain, furnished the program, The judges are for several
years had charge of the poultry deMiss Fannie Hanson, Mrs. Abbie Ordway and
| partment at the fair, While in Lewiston he
Orrin Jackson.
f
| attendad to several matters of official business
The first meeting of the season of Seaside • in connection with the State fish hatchery at
Grange was held last Friday evening with a I Lake Auburn.
small attendance, and the program
planned
The steamship Pennsylvanian, Capt. H. M.
for this meeting was postponed to tomorrow,
Tapley of the American-hawaiian line, Bailed
Friday night. The evening was devoted to from this port for Rio this week, and is
for three voyages to Brazil and River
the regular business session and to the hanging chartered
Plate ports. Capt. Tapley, who has for some
of a picture of the seven founders of the time made his home in Alameda,
recently sold
grange, which had been presented, framed,by out there and moved his family to Brooklyn,
where his friends will now find him when on
Worthy Master Lucy A. Cochran.
The
leave at 285 McDonough street.—The Marine
founders were William Saunders. F. N. MacJournal.
dowell,John Trimble, O. H. Kelley, A. B.Grosh,
Mrs. Amy Pratt and daughter Margery, who
J. R. Thompson and W. M. Ireland. This pichad been gueBts of the former’s sister*, and
| ture, with that of the charter, one of Mr. brothers in this city, left for their winter home
[ Kelley and the past masters, are now hung
as did Mrs. T. B.
Gregupon the walls and are an attractive addition in Chicago, Sept. 9th,
ory, Mrs. Pratt’s sister, and her daughter Ruth,
to the hall
and
her other sister, Mrs. Emma
for New York,
Kochersperger of Sea Breeze* Fla. Mrs. KochDARK HARBOR.
ersperger will remain in New York with Mrs.
A few people talk of building this fall and it
Gregory for some time and may return here
is hoped they will decide to do so.
for a visit before goiDg to Sea Breeze.
Hon.

j

home from Boston for
two weeks’ vacation with her sister, Mrs.
a
Rudolph Hatch, and Mrs. W. R. Grover.
Miss Elsie

Wyman

is

The schools opened this week. Ten from
Dark Harbor Grammar school have entered the High school reducing the school here
so much that only one teacher will be emthe

ployed.

|

!

The first families of the summer colony to
return home were Dr. Geo. Draper’s, the
Blagdon’s and the Stantons. The Ernest
Iselius returned to New York Sept. 4th. The
Robert Brownings returned to their country
borne in Rosemont, Pa., Sept. 6th.
The Kissels left Sept. 7th, the Harold L. Pratts returned to New York the first of the month;
the Brandigees returned Sept. 11th; the Moseleys and the Parsons went last week. The
Kelloggs return to their home at Morristown
N. J., Sept. 25th; the Atterburys, Davis’s and
Tiffany’s stay till about October 16th. Dr.
White, the Bisects and the MRebels will leave
the middle of the month. The Frothinghams,
Beaches, Silsbees, Sears, Alexanders, Biddles,
Willocks and Pauls, do not go till Oct. 1st, and
the Howes, Potters, Elkins and Kinnekulls go
the last of September.

Dr. and Mrs. W.

day night frem

(

L. W

est

last Tues-

returned

days' trip, which included the following places: Calais, St. Stephen's
and St. John, N. B.; then acrosB the Bay of
Fundy by steamer to Digbv, Annapolis Royal,
Grand Pre, N. S., and on the return visited
Fredericton, N. B., and Houlton. The entire
trip was by automobile except across the Buy
of Fundy.
a

ten

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, Mrs. Wm. H.
and daughter, Grace H. Hall, William A. and Miss Loula A. Mason, left last
Mrs. Amos Clement and daughter Louise re- | Monday morning in Mr. Hall's
touring car for
turned Friday from Beal Haibor, where they an extended trip to include Niagara Falls and
summer.
Miss
Clement
will
return
West Point. Ihey will leave their car at
spent the
West Point and visit New York city and other
to her studies in the Waynflete school, Portland, Sept. 21st. They were recent guests of ! places of interest by boat and train. They
Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Clement on an automobile were accompanied as far as Brookline by Mrs.

session of the Maine State grange, to
Portland commencing the third

be held in
tee

a

ogy-

Mrs. George O, Scott of Roxbury, Mass.,
sister, Mrs. A. R. Reeves of Baltimore, Maryland, were recent guests of their
parents, Mr and Mrs Hartson Clark, 9 Union
Mrs. Walter Nash is also at home
street.
from a short visit with her sisters in Roxbury.
and her

was

their

in

Miss Alice I. Whitten left last Saturday for
Arlington Heights, Mass., where she has a
position in the gymnastic department of the

dry goods firms.

Northern Maine

visits

streets.

Mr, and Mrs. Amos J. King, who left for

decorated with dowers, arranged by the Junior

from

wedding trip, which inBoston, Maiden, Mass., and
Providence, R. I, and are housekeeping in the
Thombs house, corner of Church and Grove

cluded

her studies at

tion from her duties

Unnrio.,

Belfast Sunday. He was pastor of the Belfast Baptist church about forty years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Cuzner returned

Miss E. Louise Heal arrived Sunday from

in

I oU

Rev. R. B. Fish of Monrovia, L'alif., retired
has been visiting at the home of
Capt.
Bartlett Wadlin in East Northpoit, was in

Boston to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A S.
Heal. Miss Heal will take a two weeks’ vaca-

the

cream

OuantatiMrr.dk

who

Myrtle E. Frost left Wednesday to reWheaton College in Norton, Mass., and Miss Ethola W. Frost has returned to her teaching in Acadia Seminary,
Wolfville, N. S.

sume

at

guests until Wednesday of Mrs. Ames’
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George G. Wells, when
they left for their home in Grotton, Mass.

were

Miss

two songs.
Badges were awarded
for honors in observing certain rules of health,
cott sang

Mrs, J W. Jones, will leave
his Btudies at

to continue

Miss Ethel L. Frost returned
Wednesday
from a few days visit in Waterville with
relatives, and with her mother. Mrs. Lena H.
Frost, will leave today, Thursday, for a visit
with Mrs. L, T. Foster in Montville.

guest for several weeks of her sister, Mrs.
Horace B, Sellers, left Friday for New York
city, where she will teach in the public schools
the coming year.

have recorded

summer.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Crommett and
Mr. and
Mrs. Woods of Weens’ Mills motored
to Belfast Sunday in the Woods car and were
guests
of Mrs. Crcmmett’s
sister, Miss Mildred M,
Slater.

the

A. E. Wilson, director. All the members took
part in the program, reading extracts from

son

the University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
after spending a few weeks at home.

Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Harmon have returned to
their home in Brewer after a few days’ visit
with relatives and friends in Belfast. They
made the trip by auto.

At 2:30 the

S..

Harold

today, Thursday,

regular
service will be held in East Northport. This,
Mrs. Frank E. Chase and daughter Lillian
Thursday, evening prayer meeting at 7:30 and have returned to
Angus™ from a two-weeks’
probationers class at 8:30. The Baraca class vacation at Weeks’ Mills and
Palermo, where
will meet at the parsonage next Monday eventhey had been visiting relatives.
to
and
discuss
for
the
ing
reorganize
plans
W. H. Lawry of Augusta was in Belfast
There will be an important
coming season.
8th and 9th on business. It was his
meeting of the official board Tuesday evening. Sept.
first visit here and he was very favorably imThe Junior Alliance of the Unitarian church
pressed with our city—as all visitors are.
gave a reception Saturday afternoon in the
Harry White returned to Orono Sept. 10th
parsonage to their mothers and the Woman’s
to resume his studies at the University of
Alliance, In the receiving line were the
Maine, after spending the summer with his
officers: Marian Waterman, president; Chargrandmother, Mrs. Martha White,High street.
lotte Wadsworth, vice president; Grace HazelMiss Florence Mabel Ferris, who had been
tine, secretary; Alice Spear, treasurer; Mrs.
winism

next term.

Rev. Harry l utz, who has been at
the San
Francisco Exposition with Mrs.
Lutz, has returned and preached in the
Channing church,
N ewton, Mass., last
Sunday.

ject,

At the Methodist church next Sunday morning Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak on “The
Universal Quest,” and in the evening on “Dar-

Chester Holmes of
Cambridge, Mass., a Harvard student, was the
guest the past week
of Harold S. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury are expected
home this week from East
Boothbay, where
they spent the summer.
William S. Mitchell of
Medford, Mass., was
the guest Sunday of his
aunt, Mrs. John W.
Jones, at Windanspray cottage.
Mr. Grant A.
Stoneburg of the Boston
Music Store haB been
stopping for a short time
with Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
bridges.

Leslie Black, M. C. I., 1915, of South Brooksville, passed a few days last week with friends

from

j

of

Weather permitting there will be services
Mr. and Mrs. Warren E. Marsh have returnMrs. Warren A. Nichols returned
home SunSunday afternoon,Sept. 19th, at 4 30 o’clock in ed from a visit with relatives in Whitefield.
day from visits in Boston and
vicinity.
St. Margaret’s Episcopal
chapel. Rev. Henry
Miss Evelyn Fisher of Brookline, Mass.,
Misses Hazel Coombs and Ruth
Macomber
Jones of St. Thomas church, Camden, will be arrived
Saturday to visit Miss Maude E. Barker. have entered Shaw’s Business
the preacher.
College Portland.

came

England in 1630, assembled in Ritchie
Grange hall, Waldo. The morning was spent
socially and after a very bountiful picnic dinner the business meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs, A.T.Gay of Belfast.The
minutes of the last meeting were read by the
secretary, Miss Jennie Levanseller, and the
historian, A. T. Gay of Belfast, then read his
report. The principal facts brought out were
that out of the 52 families residing in this part
of the country, from the Jonah Gay branch,

Miss Carrie Shireffs of Rtckland is the
guest
Mrs. John O. Blsck,
Mrs. Charles E. Davis of
Augusta is the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Adelbert Millett.

scot.

descendants of

Gay,

PERSONAL/

Mrs, J. G. Paul is visiting relatives in Penob-

Sept, Alliance.

child. She
is now Mrs. Frank W. Smith and with her two
little sons, Elon and Hubert, survives. The
funeral took place at the late home Monday
afternoon at 4 o'clock, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the Baptist church officiating. The
bearers were Messrs. Isaiah W. Cross, Israel
A. Gardner, Frank H. Smith and Michael Collins. The interment was in Grove cemetery.
name

PERSONAL.

the official board of
the Methodist church it was decided to
paint
the woodwork of the exterior of the church
and also to paint the parsonage building.

I

.tied with this attendance of offi-

er

OBITUARY.

The annual meeting of the Waldo County
The llth Ma,ne. Pres.
Ellen M., widow of George S. Chase, died
Albert Maxwell o
New York presided at
Sunday school association was held in the
the business session in
Sept. 10th at her home. No. 46 Cedar'street.
Congregational church. Brooks, Sept, 10th.
Portland, Sept. 8th, of the llth Maine
Regi She was born in North Belfast, Feb. 28, 1829, The church was
mental Association, held at
prettily decorated for the octhe West En< j the daughter of the late Isaac C, and Bertha |
casion With potted plants and cut flowers.
Hotel and the
following were chosen officers Reed Brown. When a young woman she marMrs. Nathan Hunt of Morrill opened the detapt. J. M.
Thompson,Sacifc President; Charlei ried Mr. Chase and came to the city to live, ;I votional
service in the morning and after
H Poster, Stetson.and
Horace S Mills,Berwick
and her long and useful life was spent here,
several familiar selections the leader
vice presidents; Thomas F
I
Tabor, Verona Park j She was genial and companionable, a devoted singing
read the 40th Psalm.
Prayer was offered by
secretary and treasurer; Dr George B
1
Noyes wife, an indulgent mother, a kind neighbor, i| Rev. Thomas
Martin, pastor of the Brooks
Stonington, chaplain and chorister.
and a true friend. For years she was a memand by D. O. Bowen of Morrill. The
i ber ot the Methodist church and active in its church,
address of welcome was given by the pastor,
The 32nd Maine. The annual
reunion ol ; interests as long as able to attend. Her health
and Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill, the county
the 32d Maine Regimental
Aseociation wai failed gradually and death resulted from a genheld at Grange hall in
Gray Sept. 8th and th< eral breaking up. For several years Mr. and president, responded, The symposium (a)
The scholar. Attendance and Attention, Rev.
veterans were the guests at dinner
of Col Joht Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown had lived in the Chase
James Ainslee of Searsport; (b) the second
D Anderson. These officers were
chosen: O C home and cared for her, but more recently her
topic, the Lesson, Facts and Message, Miss
Stetson, Augusta, president; Cyrus Goff
Gray elder daughter, Mrs. Adelaide C. Quimby,made Frances
and Miss Alice G Milliken,
Walkley, North Belfast; (c) The
her
home
with
her. Her other daughter, Mrs.
Portland, vice presTeacher and Interpreter of Life, Rev. Nathan
idents; Col E C Milliken, Portland,
secretary Elizabeth Chase Winslow of Elizabeth, N. J.,
Hunt. Morrill. After music Rev, J. J. Hull of
and treasurer; Henry C
Huston. Portland, arrived by boat Saturday morning. Others of
chaplain and necrologist; George W Richards, the family surviving are—her daughter-in- Portland, State superintendent of adult work,
State work and especially the fl
L H Collins and Roger Foss, executive
law, Mrs. George W. Chase, her daughter, Mrs. spoke along
comnancial end. The secretary, Mrs. Annie M„
mittee.
Raymond Guyer and children, William HarriFrost, Belfast, gave her report for the year
j man and Elsie Guyer, of Guyer Hot Springs,
from the different echoolp, and the chair then
First Maine Cavalry. One hundred and 1
Idaho; Mrs. Winslow’s four children, Mrs.
fifty guests, members of the First Maine Theodora Myers, George Wm. and Kate Chase appointed the following committees: Nominatcavalry, and their friends, assembled in Bucks- Winslow of Eliz .beth, and Edward N. Win- ing committee, George Varney, Unity; Rev.
JameB T. Ainslee, Searsport; Miss Mabel Rose,
port Wednesday, Sept. 8th, to hold the annua) slow of Lawrence, Mass.; Mrs.
Quimby’s
Brooks;resolution committee, Rev. A J. Lockreunion of the association and were given’ a daughters, Miss Katherine C.
Quimby, Mrs C.
hart, Winterport; Nathan T. Hunt,^Morrill; D.
ccidial welcome by the local veterans and C. Pineo and little
daughter Katherine E.,
O. Bowen, Morrill; credential committee, Mrs.
members of the Woman's Relief corps. The now in Sao Paolo, Brazil; and a
sister, Mrs.
Gracie Bowen, Morrill; Miss Eva Wentworth,
town buildings were decorated in honor of the Simeon
Lewis, of Hyannis, Mass.
The fuMorrill; Mrs. Charles Stubbs, Knox.
occasion. Except for the dinner no special neral took place at her late home
Monday
A picnic dinner was served at nooj, and the
The morning and afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson
program was provided.
afternoon session was called to order at 1.30
early afternoon hours were spent visiting dif- of the UnitariaD church officiating. The bear- !
with a praise service led by the pastor.
Afferent points of interest about the town and ers were Messrs. James H.
Howes, Charles W.
ter singing several selections, he read the
especially the scene of the recent fire. At Frederick, Elmer A, Sherman and Edward N.
scripture, and Rev. H. B. Sellers of Belfast
noon dinner was served in G A R hall under
Winslow of Lawrence. Mass.
and A. J, Lockhart of Winterport offered
the auspices of the W R C, which prepared a
.prayer. The singing was then followed by an
bounteous repast.
Rev. Henry Webb was
Miss Mary Witherle Hooke, for many years j
address on The 'Teen Age and Its Needs, by
guest of honor. The business meeting was the teacher of the primary school of Castine,
j Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Belfast. The departheld at 4 p. m. and officers were elected as fol- died
Sept. 6th at her home in that town. Her 1 ment conference was conducted
by the State
lows: Gen. Henry L. Mitchell of Bangor presi- work had covered a
period of more than forty
J. Weir of Portland; the
dent; Thomas A. Davis, Mrs. Elizabeth Savage years. Nearly everybody in Castine had been secretary, Wesley
j subject, “Four Things Essential for Our Sunof Bangor and Caleb Lang of Portland, vice to school to her.
She had devoted her life to
presidents; Rev. Henry W. Webb of BuckB- i the education of young children, using her j day School.” An address, “Christian Thinkwas given by Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of
port, corresponding secretary. It was voted great gift with fidelity, with unwearied pa- | ing,”
Belfast and a vocal solo was rendered by Miss
to admit to membership sons and daughters of
i tience, with bright good humor, with unfailing j Esther
Hunt of Morrill, followed by an adveterans of the 1st Maine Cavalry Association ;
kindness, inspired always with love for little dress
by Rev. Horace B. Sellers of Belfast on
and also the Ladies’ Auxiliary. The necrolo- children. She was the
daughter of Frederick “lhe Value of Decision in the Formation of
I
gist’s report showed 32 deaths in the associa- A. and Sarah Witherle Hooke and was born in
Character.” The business session was then
tion in the past year.
; Castine, May 28, 1849. She attended the East- held.
County treasurer Gerald Howard of
Belfast reported. The credential committee
Rockland, Me., Sept. 10. The 4th Maine courses elsewhere in her special subject as 1
reported a total attendance of 76, with 21 from
Regiment. 2d Maine Battery, Berdan’s sharp often as she had the opportunity, down to reBelfast alone. The other towns represented
shooters and Naval veterans held their annual cent years. She was graduated from Miss
were Winterport, Morrill, Brooks,
Northport,
reunion at Grand Army hall today.
Porter's
at
academy
Among
Farmington, Conn., and
Knox, West W'interport and Searsport. Fifthose present were Percy Montgomery of this I studied for two years at the Boston Conservateen schools were represented.
The com- ;
city and Charles E. Ames of Damariscotta tory of Music. Her first work as teacher in
mittee on resolutions reported and gave
Mills, the oldest and youngest members, res- Caetine was in 1871, when she taught in the
thanks for the entertainment provided, and
pectively, of the associations. The former is fourth district school for the spring term. In
the nominating committee reported the folAs they shook hands the fall of that year she came to the primary
97 and the latter is 69.
officers, w,ho were duly elected: Presion the Grand Army lawn the other members
school in the village for only a single term; lowing
dent, Rev. T. H. Martin, Brooks; vice presito
around
offer
then
fcr
two
or
three
she
was
gathered
engaged
years
congratulations.
dent, Dr. E. H. Boynton, Winterport; secreThe business meeting was presided over by in study. The Rev. James Goodwin read the
tary, Mrs. Annie M. Frost, Belfast; treasurer,
H.
the
The burial services on Wednesday at Miss Hooke’s
Nash,
retiring president
Myrick
Gerald Howard, Belfast; superintendents—
necrologist reported 19 deaths since the last home. Miss Hooke is survived only by a broth- Home
department, Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, Winreunion, the largest number yet recorded. er. Charles W. Hooke of New York, who was
terport; elementary, Mrs. T. N. Pearson, MorThese officers were elected: Frank E Ay 1 ward with her during the last of her illness.
rill; teachers’ training, Rev. A. A. Blair, Belof Rockland, president; Ellis Davis of Warren,
Alexander Burgess of Warren and William O
Lydia E widow of Capt. George W. Rob- fast; adult, George Robertson, Belfast; misMrs. Annie Craig, Belfast; temperSteele of Rockland, vice presidents; John W
erts, died Sept. 11th at her home, No. 69 Mil- sionary,
O. E. Frost, Belfast.
ler street, after a year’s illness caused by old ance,
Titus of Rockland, secretary and treasurer.
It was voted to pay $15 more into the State
She was born in Belfast Dec. 7, 18i>2.
It was voted to hold the next reunion at thp age.
for the Sunday school work. Generthe daughter of the late Joseph M. and Lydia treasury
Dinner and supper were served
same place.
al Secretary Weir made extended remarks
Dodge Woods. In early life she attended the
by the relief corps.
along general lines and a vote of thanks was
These members registered: Myrick H Nash, Methodist church and had always held that
given to Dr. Pearson for his services as presiJohn W Titus, James W Clark, William O belief. She carried her principles into everydent for the past ten years. The meeting adSteele, Benjamin Gribbin, Charles N Chatto, day^' life in her home and with friends and
journed with prayer by Rev. A. J. Lockhart
F
Roberts
Aldeu
died
in
Sewall
W
F
neighbors.
Capt.
Thomas,
Wooster,
George
June, 1902,
of Winterport.
Hewett, John Graves, Frank E Aylward, C A Two sisters survive, Mrs. Elvira Thurston of
Jameson, John D Stahl, William H Maxcy, Belfast and Mrs. Welthea Clark of Rockland.
TnE GAY FAMILY REUNION.
William H Smith, Daniel Martin, F W Potter, About twenty years ago Capt, and Mrs. Rob- I
W N Benner, J E Rhodes, William H Simmons, erte took Miss Abbie Andrews of Beverly,
The weather was line and the Gay family
John W Turner, Robert N Marsh, John SimpMass., into their home and she was Known by had a gay time at their annual reunion

|

personals*
smart Style Points. .States to Share
o.i.OOC from National Forests. .Lasrr:i and Sweetland Reunion. .County
(j o espondence.
Editorials, The Roads. .Good Things

|
j

!

Regimental Reunions.

Capt. Fred Hutchins of Orland, the mariner
who had a miraculous escape from death
about a month ago, when he fell 75 feet from
the topmast to the deckload of laths on the
schooner Fannie F. Hall, breaking a grindstone
in the fall, but escaping without any broken
bones himself, is in the city, alive and well.
The Fannie F. Hall is loading lumber at
Sterns’ mill. Capt. Hutchins must bear a
charmed life, say those who know of his tumble. He landed on his side and although
shaken up considerably, was able to be about
soon after the accident, which happened while
the schooner was bound from Boothbay Harbor to Boston.— Bangor Commercial.
Among those who attended the reunion of
the First Maine Cavalry in Bucksport last
week were James H. Clark, Samuel J. Gurney,
Surmandel Richards, A. O. Stoddard and Isaiah
Cross of Belfast; J. L. Knowlton of Liberty
and G. H. Dunton.of Winterport. Of others
who attended Arthur P. Gross, who is a
great-grandfather, had his 11-year-old son,
Arthur, with him, and G. E. Powers of Eddington was accompanied by his wife and four
daughters, Mrs. Florence French, Miss Clara
S. Powers, Miss Ella J. Powers and Mrs. Eliza
A. Taylor, Bangor. Several of the old soldiers
have passed the 82nd mile-stone of their life
journey but are hale and hearty.

Hall, Sr.,

Grace

who

here

of her

Thompson,
by the illness

was

called

recently

daughter,

Geneva.

Mrs. F. E. Boothby of Waterville
Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley.this
week only, but hope to get to the Crawford
House before it closes.
In a personal note
Col. Boothby says: “It seems that every week
Col. and

are

at the

you have something in The Journal of interest to me. Last week you had the Martin H.
Kiff letter. I know him and boarded at the

Mansion House, Augusta, in 1873 when
in

the

legislature. I am proposing
write him asking him to give an account
his walking on the ice from Vinalhaven
was

Belfast

he

to
of
to

Rockland to get back from home on
one occasion to reach Augusta.
I am sure it
would be interesting.”
or

SWANVILLE CENTER.
Levi Seekins is slowly gaining,
j
Erastus Cummings is very low at this writ-

ing.
remains very comfortable and
little.

Mrs. Morrill

is gaining

a

Ralph Robertson has
High school.

Monroe to at-

gone to

tend the

Mrs. Pendleton and daughter of Winterport
were

week-end guests of her

nephew,

Lewis

Murphy.
They are having a very interesting Sunday
school at Swanville Center although the attendance is small.

Mr. and Mrs. Win. fcmart and Mrs. Harry
Gross and two daughters of Searsport were
Sunday guests of Mr. Gross.
The students in town have all returned to
their different schools, and the place seems
qaiet alter they and the summer visitors depart.
Mr. and Mrs. David Wingate and son of
Monroe and Charles Clements of Searsport
were

Sunday guests

of Mr. and

Mrs. H. P.

White.
Miss Kimball, who teaches in district 1 and
is boarding with E. A. Robertson.
Lee
Bucklin is to transport the children in this
district.

2,

Pembroke Staples, driver of R. F. D. No. 1,
is having his annual vacation. He spent last
week in Boston, and is spending this week in

Winterport
s

with relatives.

His

sop

tituting, and Billie makes good time.

is sub-

t

Through the Yellowstone Park

■-_

Stomach Catarrh Is

Enjoyable Camping Ttip.

An

V.

The welcome

“dudes,”

news was

‘and even

allowed an

I

“wranglers”

the

extra hour

or

so

of

two ambitious

sleep. The

In this climate catarrh Is a
prevalent disease. Catarrh affects the stomach as often as
any other organ. Perhaps ever}'
third person is more or less
troubled with stomach catarrh.
Peruna is extensively used in
these cases.

photographers were up and off shortly after five, in
order to get the early morning lights and
shadows in the canyon, not returning un-

j

ing

PERUNA HE

til breakfast was almost over. And to
have missed that breakfast entirely
would have been nothing short of a I ----tragedy. Cook had ample time in which
to prepare it, and such a breakfast as it quite climb enough for those of us who
was—trout and deliciously browned pota- were “out of training,” as the very
toes, fried eggs, crisp toast and frag- much runover heels of my walking boots

coffee,

rant

and towers of the most de-

cakes”—griddle cakes, we
call them,
“back east”—and
At 10 o’clock the rigs were wait-

“hot

licious
would
syrup.

to

somebody

whom he considers

Ego

to maintain its own little

had

an

excellent

view of the 112-foot drop, and the rapids
above and

below.

Wonderfully beautimorning sun making

ful it was, with the
rainbows in the spray. A quarter mile
telow are the Great Falls, 360 feet in

height,

whose

majestic beauty in the
setting of the canyon awes
one to silence. To Point Lookout, Grand
View and Inspiraton Point we drove.
At each place we had ample time to
make the descent to the platforms, and
from each a different view, each excelling in some particular, was obtained.
wonderful

The pen fails when it

comes

to describ-

defined game trails—the silver river hurrying along at the bottom—all form a se-

the scenes—but Rev. Dr.

side

are

vast

pinnacles

of

sculptured

width of 200 feet between the
and Lower Falls, to less than 100
feet when it takes the plunge. The
shelf of rock over which it leaps is absolutely level. The water seems to wait a
moment on its verge: then it passes,
with a single bound, 360 feet into the
gorge below. It is a sheer, unbroken
compact, shining mass of silver foam.
But your eyes are all the while distracted from the fall itself, great and beautiful as it is, to its marvelous setting; to
the surprising overmastering canyon into which the river leaps, and through
which it flows, dwindling to but a foamy
ribbon there in its appalling depths.
These rocky sides are almost perpendicular; indeed, in many places the boiling
springs have gouged them out so as to
leave overhanging cliffs and tables at
the top. Take a stone and throw it
over, you have to wait long before you
hear it strike.
But this is not all,
nor is the half yet told.
Go out on that
jutting rock again and mark the sculpof
God
turing
upon those vast and solemn
walls.
By dash of wind and wave, by
force of froBt, by file of snow plunge and
glacier and mountain torrents, by the
hot breath of boiling springs, those
walls have been cut into the most various and surprising shapes.
I have seen
the ‘middle age’ castles along the Rhine;
there those castles are reproduced exactly. I have seen the soaring summit of
the great cathedral spires in the country beyond the sea; there they stand in
prototype,only loftier and more sublime.
Then, of course, and almost beyond
all else, you are infatuated by the magnificence and utter opulence of color.
Those are not simple gray and hoary
depths, and reaches and domes and pinnacles of sullen rock. The whole, gorge
flames. It is as though rainbows had
fallen out of the sky and hung themselves there like glorious banners. The
underlying color is the clearest yellow,
this flushes onward into orange. Down
at the base the deepest mosses unroll
their draperies cf the most vivid green;
browns, sweet and soft, do their blending; white rocks stand spectral; turrets
•of rock shoot up as crimson as though
they were drenched through with blood.
It is imposIt is a wilderness of color.
sible that even the pencil of an artist
What you would call, accan tell it.
from

a

Upper

nnatnmorl

fn

the anffpr fints rtf

nature

Artist

why Thomas

tional

now

hanging

Conversation had been

ity
by

an

in the Na-

impossibil-

the way over, but on our return
the excellent carriage road I was inon

that the Pleadwells

learning
previous summer at
Mooselookmeguntic in Maine, and that

terested in
had

spent the

the doctor had been stationed

Kearsage

on

the

for several years with Com-

mander W. V. Pratt, of whom he spoke
most

highly.

When

horse-drawn
stages about 50 miles it seems a modern
miracle. It was opened June 15, 1911,
cost over three quarters of a million and
has accommodation for over four hun-

you ever saw had been caught and held
upon that resplendent, awful gorge.”
One feature of the morning drive was

transported

als had to be

The cozy

dred guests.

on

foyer,

and

huge

finished in birdseye maple,

lounge

are

and the

lights

lanterns that

concealed in

are
are

a

decorative scheme.

hanging
unique part of the
The hotel

has

its

power and heating plant, of course,
and its ice plant was the first on the re-

own

Telephones connect the
floors, and except

reserve.

rious rooms and

va-

for

the fact that the papers on the newsstand were nearly a week old one could
imagine himself almost anywhere except
far from “civilization.” The Art Shop
was a wonderful room, crowded with
treasures of all kinds. Carvings, jewelry, laces, Indian curios, rugs, bears in
all sizes and of all materials from ivory
to fur, crowded the show cases and were

ranged

on

the floor and walls until it

Transportation companies. Billie was
quite excited over the band, and did not
understand why we didn’t have one, too!
A pleasant salute from each rig and a
smiling greeting was, and is, the rule of
Most of our party
the road in the park.
visited the wonderful Grand Canyon
hotel that morning before the return to
camp, but we tarried so long at Inspiration Point and along the way, that we did
not

make the visit there.

About

two

the

TEN

Steam.

German and Turkish waters.

While the rest of the world has been

dreaming

of

day

the

when the trans-

Atlantic submersible would be an accomplished fact, the thing has been done by
American genius and American crafts-

manship.
In just five months from

the time that

Charles M. Schwab of the Bethlehem
Steel Company signed a contract for the
submarines with the British
the “little
be

known,

vipers,”
were

as

Government,

they have

that visited in

Canyon from
the morning.
The family
the afternoon, “Daddy”

come

to

turned over to British

the

separated for
staying near camp with Billie and Theodora in charge, with fishing aB an amuBement, and the writer joining Dr. and
Mrs. Pleadwell for the walk. Crossing
the canyon bridge and passing the Shaw
A Powell camp, high on the canyon Bide,
we followed the path through the woods
until the place where the descent to the
foot of the Great Falls, over Uncle
Tom’s trail, was made. “Uncle Tom,”
an old-time park character, built a set of
steps to the foot of the falls, but they
were unfortunately allowed to go to
pieces, and the descent is now made over
a steep trail, with a rope as a guide and

the war zone.

Five

land,

are

now

operating

near

Helgo-

behind which island the main Ger-

fleet has been hiding since the outbreak of the war. The other five are
with the allied fleets in the Dardanelles.
All records in submarine construction
have been surpassed by this feat, and all
records for speed and sustained effort
have been exceeded. Within two weeks
after leaving Montreal five of the submarines were safe in the English Channel. Inside of twenty days the other five
were in Turkish waters, and their commanders had reported for instant active
service to the British commander of the
allied fleets, Vice Admiral.Derobeck.
The construction of these craft and
their dispatch to the European war zones
were attended with the greatest secrecy.
In the face of the wonderful German
friend in the worst spots. We watched system of
espionage the American worktasks unsuspected. So
a number of the party start out on their men did their
were the
precautions taken
way down, but we three decided to save thorough
that until now not a person outside of
our time and strength for other things.
to
know
had an inkling of
those intended
The trail along the canyon edge wae what had been done.
man

10c. per doz.

up:

feet.”

Thus extremes meet, and from the

reasoning

And

of

so

he

THE BLUE CROSS.

keeps

immovable

As recently stated in The Journal,
Mrs. Grace C. D. Favre now in Lausane, Switzerland, is engaged in the

organization, and
operations

work of this

lowing

account of its

the fol-

up

aim

uecome

Tip Top

old

House

Mt.

on

Washing-

burned, and
among
guests who were staying at the new
house for a few days, describe the fire
some

ton

a

exciting

most

and

upon to take care of many of the tourists, its loss is greatly regretted, and the
season

is a

trying

one

to those whose

it is to make the new house shelter
number of guests far beyond its room-

duty
a

ing capacity.^
Here

at

Crawfords the rush continues

and will continue

through

the

“foliage

season.” Already the sides of the

The

Cross has six

Blu1

hospitals

in

Do

will

as

I tried

B^

B

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

Camp, Cottage
-AND-

Home
Everything

in

Supplies

Staple and Fancy Groceries \
j

Fruits

Vegetables

and

IN THEIR SEASON.

Ward’s Bread and Cake
Received

Poland

daily fresh

lrom the

bakery.

Spring and Mineral Watei

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE,
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

Atwood’s Medicine does frail children
a world of good.
It is good for constipated bowels, helps along the appeacts
as
a
tonic
and improves the
tite,
general health. This mother says so:
Spruce Head, Maine.
I have used “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine,
ever since I was a little girl.
I have a family
of small children now and keep it in the house
all the time.
I think it a very good medicine
older

good

Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

care

or

as

Goes farther—a help in household econon
—because it is milled by a special process

weak children need watchful
If your child is sickly, it needs

for children

just

^^^^^William Tell Flour^^^^J

this Mother did

Medicin

Drugs.

Groceries,

people.

Mrs. Gracie Allen.

Buy

a
or

35c bottle at your nearest
write today for a free sample.

FREE.—On
wrapper with
will send

good
in

receipt of a yellow outside
opinion of the medicine,

your

one of our
assortment of high

every

Needle Books with

a

grade needles, useful

family.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO,

Portland. Me.

and with one sweep of his brush will
great obliterate it all and
change the face of
DIRECT LINE
nature to a dazzling whiteness. Then
the last guest will go hurrying down to
case, and now he is on a strict diet,”
warmer localities—and I—to my home
and she went on with a most appetizing
and the Passagassawaukeag River.
list of delicacies that he could eat.
In
COMMENCING
R. T. Newell.
the meantime the dear little dog as he
Crawford House, N. H., Sept. 8, 1915.
Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
sat on our office window ledge, kept his
Most disfiguring skin
eyes upon me, and watched every moeruptions, scrofula1
STMR. GOLDEN ROD
tion of my hand.
‘‘Don’t touch him” pimples, rashes,etc., are due to impure blood.
Will run every week day as follows:
Burdock
Blood
Bitters
as
a
blood
said the lady. “He doesn’t like strangers
cleansing
Leave
Brooksville, 6 <*5 a. m.; Castine, 7.00 a
to touch him.” How I ever resisted the tonic, is well recommended. $ 1.00 at all storeB
m; Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; ardesire to pull that little dog’s tail, I shall
rive in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Belfast, 8.30 a m.
never know, but I hope that somewhere
Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p m; Castine 2.00 p
my selfdenial has been written down to
m; Warren’s Landing. 2.20 p m, in time for
to Boston and give people about 2 hours
boat
credit.
Marie
Sinclair, grand daughmy
Know the Importance for shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Belter of Frank Jones the brewer, is stay- Many Belfast People
fast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
of Healthy Kidneys.
Castine and Brooksville.
ing here, and some of the dogs are hers.

simply from indigestion.

Wonderful for pastry, too, and

B

-

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whethe i
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for

lots of

we

king

B

more than coddling.
Give
nourishing food, keep the child
outdoors as much as possible, and see
that all the habits are regular ”L. F.”

good

until “Jack Frost” shall have exhausted
the snow

■~

Makes Cakes Like This!

Frail,
care.

store,

unconscious

1

Be

WoRRIEDABOUrYOUR CHILD

moun-

paint box, and then
come stalking through

r

Mr. and Mr3, Silas Plummer have had
this week as their Chouse guests Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Libby of .Unity, Plummer
JLibbey of Houlton and Mrs. Osgood
Smith of Houlton. The party has been
touring for several weeks, passing some
time iri the White Mountains and were
on their return home—Fairfield Journal.

are

all the colors in his

ft

will be

chairman is Sir Ernest Flower, the honorable treasurer is Sir Claude MacDonald,
and the supply department is in charge
of Arthur J. Coke. The expenditure of
funds is Junder charge of the war office,
but the erection and maintenance of the
hospitals is, without government aid.
The hospitals are under the conduct of
experienced veterinarians, with corps of
“Blue Cross” (male) nurses. A hospital
will care for about 1,250 horses, and
these Jpatients have both surgical and
medical attention. Those that are wounded and can be saved for service upon regaining strength are returned to the
army. The patients include both cavalry
and work horses, and they come to hospitals both from the battlefield and the expeditionary service.
A postcard which is in general and
wide circulation is as follows:
I’m only a cavalry charger.
And I’m dying as fast as I can
(For my body is riddled with bullets—
They’ve potted both me and my man);
And though I’ve no w >rds to express it,

thickly sprinkled with autumn
colors and each day they will increase and
the scenery will grow more beautiful,
tains

B^j^^a jM jM^R ^B ^ j &

France and others in Italy. At its head
as
president is the Earl of Lonsdale associated with Lady Smith Dorrien. The

our

thrilling experiAs the old house contained sleepence.
ing accommodations and was depended
as

or

ueau

a

fathers clock around in her arms.”
Whether this conversation did or did not
take place it is beyond me to know, but
the recital of it in Mrs. Wright’s happy
manner reduced the rest of us to a state
of utter helplessness, and I think if the
clock had not been deprived of its bell it
would h ive laughed, too.
On the night of August 28th the

whether they got up the
mountain and down again in safety.
“Every dog has his day” is well represented at Crawford’s this season. As
near as I can reckon there are ten high
bred, aristocratic little dogs stopping in
the house and three little dogs of lesser
pretensions stopping outside. One lady
told us the other day, speaking of her
King Charles Spaniel. "He is really
very delicate. He used often to throw
ms

enjoyed

with them to the

^^^k

b

^^

read with interest:

delightful automobile ride
Profile, and a walk up
when it must be swept away into the the wonderful Flume, a place which it is
greater, vaster sea of eternity—and I quite beyond me to describe. I remember that coming down, we reached a
was wondering—just wondering—
This serious train of thought started point where half an acre or more of
yesterday, Sunday, when in search of smooth level ledge spread out before us.
solitude I climbed the stone steps lead- One of the party suggested that this
ing up the cliff from the Bhore of Saco would be an ideal building spot because
Lake, and then climbed higher and high- the lawn would never 'need mowing.
“Tempus fidgets” as the old lady said,
er up the steep side of the mountain.
When I finally sat down to rest the world ar d it hardly seems possible that a year
The mention of
was at my feet, the blue sky and the has passed since then.
I’m trying this message to tell
immensity of space was above my head, the Profile reminds me of a young lady’s
To kind folks who work for the Red Cross—
and behind me the stillness of a vast remark the other day upon hearing someOh, please help the Blue one as well!
forest. A forest from which the eyes of body call it “Profeel,” “Oh do say ProMy master was one in a thousand
file”
heard
she
never
said, “you
people
the big bear that has lately been seen by
And I loved him with all this poor heart
(For horses are built just like humans,
several people, were probably watching talking about a woodpeel, why should
Be kind to them—they’ll do their part);
they talk about a Profeel”.
me critically and curiously, while his
So please send out help for our wounded,
children.
clock
still
amuses
the
And give us a word in your prayers;
My
bearship was making up his mind whethThis isn’t so strange as you’d fancy—
Just now, returning from lunch, I found
er he would, or would
The Russians do it in theirs.
not, like to have
me for supper.
Almost straight down, it in a conspicuous place on the window
I'm only a cavalry charger,
And my eyes are becoming quite dim
was the Crawford house, and the rail- ledge, wearing around its neck a tag, “75
(I really don’t mind tho’ I’m done for.
road station, and the road with its con- ctsjProceeds to go to the Belgian fund.”
So long as I’m going to him),
stant procession of automobiles, coming “Why it cost me a dollar,” I cried as I
But first I would plead for my comrades,
Who’re dying and suffering too.—
and going through the Notch. Voices rescued it from its precarious position.
Oh, please help the poor wounded horses!
and laughter from groups on the veran- “What if you did” said Mrs. Wright.
I'm sure that you would if you knew!
das, the station platform, scattered “It was an alarm clock when you bought
Dean’s Rheumatic Pills for Rheumatism
about the grounds and strolling around it, now itB just an ordinary, plain clock.” and
Neuralgia Entirely vegetable. Safe.
her
what
that
a
asked
She
tells
me
guest
the lake, floated up to me, softened by
Fairfield personals.
the distance into something akin to “that woman” (meaning myself) carried
music. And so from my lofty perch I that clock around for, and she says she
Dr. Percy W. Whittaker of Unity, was
looked down upon my kind with medita- replied, “Oh she’s a little “out” you in
town, Monday afternoon, calling $>n
tions that were sometimes whimsical and know, and she runs to clocks. She seems friends.
humor
so
we
all
other
way
right every
sometimes serious, until the scene wearNormEin Merrill of Windermere Park.
But we expect that by next year
ied me and I started to climb down, her.
Unity, was in town Monday with a party
a big grand- of friends.
she
to
will
be
carry
trying
dreading the descent as everybody does
I

ego, clinging desperately to its own little island in the great sea of space,

>

^

Emperor Nicholas II. has placed himself at the head of his army, succeeding his cousin, the Grand Duke \,
In the picture he is the second figure. The others are members of the
olas Nlcholaievitch.
general staff

:

face deceives anyone
thing after another anyhow, whether who does not know him to be, as somewe play the part of a
king on a throne body expressed it, “Just a scream.”
or a fleu on a dog; and if we cannot be Today a sweet faced young girl presentas humble as we
ought to be, we ought ed herself at the window and introduced
to be as humble as we can be, for the herself as Chas. Harriman’s daughter.
next thing is liable to be something else. She was touring the mountains with an
There was once a man, a carpenter, but automobile party and her call was a brief
you probably know more about that, but very pleasant one to me, and it redear Journal, than I do.
I am not set- minded me that just a year ago Mr.
ting myself up to preach. I was just and Mrs. Elmer Sherman and Mr. and
thinking that a day must come to each Mrs. C. A. Horton were here, and that

fectly

^

>

Photo by American Press Association.

the good lady
in hot water because she never knowB
what is coming to her next; and his per-

my philosopher and the
poets, I deduce the following: Life, for
each of us, comes pretty near being one

slipped,

Huilt for the Allies by the Bethlehem Steel
Co., Cross the Ocean Under their Own

11—"MWF:r:>Q■

FRIED IN URD AND ONLY

cannot say whether one or both of them

SUBMARINES

at the Vicker-Maxim yards.in Mono’clock Mr. Grant gathered his forces crews
where they were built jointly by
for an afternoon’s tramp to Artists treal,
the Bethlehem Steel Company and the
Point and down Uncle Tom’s Trail on
Electric Boat Company and started for
the
side of

opposite

so

impression of a miniature
Vantine and Tiffanys rolled into one.
While making some modest purchases of
post cards in the office we caught sight
of a few of our party, arrayed in real
“glad rags,” conjured up from some- who has to climb down from a lofty
where in the 25 pounds of luggage al- perch. “Be careful dear; don't ’oo slip,
lowed each of us, and waiting for the ’oo sweet ’ittle thing; be careful ’oo
dining room to open. They had arrang- ’little dear; don’t ’oo slip.” It was a
ed for a dinner there for the sake of the woman toiling around a curve and up the
change and experience and came back almost perpendicular path, and what do
you think? The thing she was talking to
to join the campfire circle late in the
evening with a remarkable serial story was only a little brown dog on the end of
of their adventures that was amusing, if a string. I grinned, I couldn’t help it,
and the woman panted, “Oh! I was so
not strictly truthful.
The youngsters had had a highly suc- afraid he might slip, the path is so steep
cessful afternoon—Billie having several and so slippery you know.” “Yes,” I
fish to his credit, while the doctor re- said, “and it is steeper farther up, but
ported having rescued him from a rather the view is great, be careful you don’t
perilous position, flat on his stomach on slip, yourself.” She evidently had never
the river bank blowing “soap bubbles” thought of that possibility, for she thankin the Yellowstone with a dandelion ed me very heartily as the dog pulled her
stem!
M. S. P.
along. Never having seen them since, I
gave one

Operating under their own power,
its popularity. At no other time did we without refueling or revictualing and
without the slightest mishap, ten subsee so many tourists as we happened
American naval
along somewhere near the schedule time marines, designed by
and built by American artisans
for Canyon side-trips from the various architects
have within the last few months crossed
camps. There were 5t)0 Shriners, includthe Atlantic Ocean and are now doing
ing the Shriner’s band, in gorgeous uniyeoman service for the allied cause in
forms with “Lu Lu Band” on their
caps,
at Canyon when we were, distributed
between the Wylie, Shaw and Powell and

quite

And these have fleas to bite ’em
And these in turn have other fleas-And so—ad infinitum.”

Moran chose that spot from

painting
Capitol.

mous

or

DOUGHNUTS

An-

not

quite
abstruse, began
are

“Every dog has fleaa

which to make the sketches for his fa-

a

great exaggeration, would be the utmost tameness compared with the reality. It is as if the most glorious sunset

exquisite

never-to-be-forgotten pictures.
Point gained we well understood

Wayland

rock. There, where the rock opens for
the river, its waters are compressed

so

argument.

at the other end of the scale and evened

ries of

When we again reached the bridge the
Hoyt gives us some graphic impressions doctor went back to camp, as per previous agreement, to join the young fisherworth quoting:
“Those are the Lower Fails of the men, while their custodian “caught up”
Yellowstone. They are not the grandest with us, continuing on our way for a
in the world, but there are none more
visit to the Grand Canyon hotel. Our
beautiful. There is not the breadth and
dash of Niagara, nor is there the enor- plans worked out very nicely and we
mous leap of some of the waterfalls of thoroughly enjoyed our brief tour of inthe Yosemite.
But here is majesty of
spection of that wonderful hostlery.
its own kind, and btauty, too. On either
one considers that all the materi-

ing

lost the thread of his

Bread

_t

well worth the

things

we

TRY THEIR

testimony on our return. It reading one of Robert Browning’s exeffort, however, and quisite poems, I have a vague notion
the varying glimpses we got of the can- that he was
trying to reason out someyon from different vantage points were thing like this, but got bewildered and
bore silent

was

but

of rock from which

a

upon its own little island in the
great sea of space. I do no claim this
stupendous idea as an original on’e. After

other poet, whose poems

few rods below the camp. At the
Upper Falls we made the first stop and
went down the stairs to a jutting point

Hogan
Bakery

place

ing for us, and we^enjoyed the drive wonderful. The rainbow in the spray
down by the side of the now rapidly mov- from the Great Falls, and the gorgeous
ing Yellowstone to the Canyon, passing canyon walls, crossed and recrossed in
the magnificent Grand Canyon bridge seemingly impossible places by plainly
a

EVERY DAY AT THE

little more lowly than himself. This, in
whatever degree it may be true, is no
doubt the result of a natural effort of
the eternal

RUSSIA’S CZAR NOW COMMANDS HIS ARMYTm^

Fresh Food

My Dear Journal. Telemachua in
of his philosophic philosophizings
has propounded the theory that there is
nobody in this world so insignificant that
he does not derive some happiness from
feeling himself a little superior to somebody else. No person so lowly that he
does not feel a little complacency in
drawing his garments away from contact with some other garments belong-

some

Very Prevalent

spread abroad
the previous night that breakfast would
not be served until 8 o’clock to the
were

Our Letter from Crawford's.

a

SHORTHAND
DAVMFNT
r A IDIOT I

TELE'

BUSINESS

IN
A IWANfF has been the policy of this institution for
JIT AUVAITCC
We recognize the purchaser’s right to
tion of the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required Do no;
more convenient season—it will never come.
NO
ITU

PORTLAND

..

BANGOR

many vets without success, but at laBt in
Paris, I found a man who understood his

Eastern Bar Stiartoat Co.

BUY

Watches, Cocks and
of. and be

W. M.

kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
Weak kidneys allow impurities to multiply.
No kidney ill should be neglected.
There is possible danger in delay.
If you have backache or urinary troubles,
t
If you are nervous, dizzy or worn out,
Begin treating your kidneys at once;
Use a proven kidney remedy.
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Recommended by thousands.
Proved by Belfast testimony.

man-

The

style in manners and coBtume, especially in her riding costume. Mrs.
John Campbell, who has been staying
here has been a reminder of former days
in Belfast, when "John” was a familiar
figure about the streets. Mrs. George
Bray is here; and there are others whose
at least, are familiar.
The
nameB,
Bishop of Florida is one of our notables;
and Mrs. Manning, widow of the late
Secretary Manning, is another. Two
weeks before his death John D. Long of
nish

Massachusetts

with us, and we have
a pleasant memory of his strong, kindly
face. Our funny man—there is always
was

a funny man in these big hotels—is certainly the funniest man of them all.
"My Lord,” he said to his wife in the
dining room one day, "Did I pay a thou- |
sand dollars for your diamonds, and
|
bring you up here to see you eat pigs |

■

Mrs. Harriet Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, BelDoan’s Kidneys Pills are a fine
fast, says:
kidney medicine. They have been used in my
family for a number of years and I and others
have had great benefit from them. I willingly
recommend this medicine to other Kidney sufferers.”
Price 60c at all\dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edV—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mrs. Wallace had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. G. PRESTON.

LET
V;

Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
Warren’B Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
Tapley, Brooksville.

I

COOMBS BROS. Managtre.

Phoenix Rov

Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. 1 have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron
1 >’21'
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.

AGENTS

to any
24

Jeweler,

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

CONNECTIONS

Landing to take passengers or freight
part of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
Ring up 79-14

dewery

to have your work done by

PRESTON’S

Will be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
S^nd from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
and from Boston. Steamer Islesboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sundays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discontinued if not profitable.

Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
Bay, can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
from Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2.00 p m for Belfast, giving
about 2 hours to shop. Returning, leave Belfast at 5.00 o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s

sure

THAYER,

1

Are Your Kidneys Well ?

Miss Sinclair affects the extreme of

YOUR

|

VoUR^CROPS

Proprietor

DECIDE

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufacture.;
in the Beat Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW

Farm For Sale
Consisting of 12C acres of fertile soil, not
rocky; splendid hay and potato land; timber
and wood enough to pay entire cost; beautiful
buildings and an elegant home.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
F. E. ELKINS,
tf9
131 Eureka Street,
San Francisco, Californa

Y(WKJ

Miss Edith M. Davidson
Piano Teacher.
Wishes to announce a change of lot
V
No. 8 Grove street. Studied at the
land Conservatory of Music. Pupil
Carl Baermaun and of John Orth
Those wishing to enter the harmony
3wJt>P
fall please call early.

J thi®

| » Rood choice. Coque

feather* are flrat
favorites and expensive. Hackle is almost
as good style and not near so depleting
to one’s allowance, and comes in a number of smart bands and fancy pieces.
Vbrona Clarke.

and 15c.
SALE IN BELFAST BY

-OR

LE & JONES,
lecial arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.
....

nt

|)c.

spondence

.irk,

of

The Journal.]

Sept. 13, 1915. Familiar
everywhere at hotel

seen

)d
rooms, and orders for
s are considerably in advance
No doubt interest in
seasons.
s been whetted by the many
tea

etes that have been

|

States to Share $850,000 From
National Forests.

a

notable

l summer doings.
Beginning
rustic function at Mrs. Herman

beautiful place at Newport,
e followed at the various re-

everywhere with the same reple receipts and great interest,
ashionable Materials,

for the fiscal year 1915 to go to the benefit of the various States in which the
Forests lie, according to the computation of the Forest Service just approved
by the Secretary of the Treasury,
amounts all told to more than $850,000.
The gross receipts for the year ending
June 30 were $2,481,469.35, of which
under the law 25 per cent is paid over to
the States for county school and road
purposes and an additional 10 per cent
is made available for expenditure by the
Secretary of Agriculture in building
roads and trails for the benefit of local
/
communities.
Montana gets the largest share, having
contributed the largest amount of re-

I

Mr.

Harry

Grant and

family

special

Idaho comes second with a 25
m of
per cent allowance of $75,651.15 and a
died “Gabacord” are endorsed 10 per cent fund of $30,260.46, CaliforVicuna cloth in new nia is third, receiving a 25 per cent al: tailors.
hecks and plaids, as well as in lowance of $67,611.37 and a 10 per cent
t cross bars that are increas- fund of $27,044.74. The other National
>red, make motor coats and Forests States follow in the order of the
ss country suits.
Tipperary size of their resDective shares:
materials especially
e other
Arizona, $59,807.89 under the '25 per
cent provision and $23,923.16 under the
ig for smart rough wear.
10 per cent; Colorado, $59,218 60 and
Dull Rich Colors,
rear

whipcords and a new
whipcord and gabardine

the

colors

h

the rule,

are

with

dark Garibaldi and Bordeaux

ments.

Cambridge,

$23, 687.44; Oregon, $49,675.83

and

Mitchell.

Anson Moody and son Herbert
Moody have
have been passing a few days in
Augusta and
Gardiner.
While there Mr. Anson
bought a fine horse which he
home.

$19,-

the

National

Forest

a

$9,311.87,
Purchase

East, a total of $3,977.60
Miss Addie M. Ginn has returned to her
was collected in Georgia, New
Hamp- home in Worcester, Mass.
*
shire, North Carolina, Tennessee, VirMiss Grace Harrison visited her brother
ginia and West Virginia, these States Arthur in Stockton last week.
thereby sharing $994.40 under the 25
The Misses Heagan are having their house
per cent provision and $397.76 under the painted. W. D. Harriman is doing the work.
Areas in the

10 per cent.
The total amount to be

j

expended

un-

der this system of sharing the Forest receipts with the States to make up for

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wagner and Mrs. Della
Rowe of Belfast were week-end visitors here.

Emma Hichborn of Stockton Springs
called on her aunt, Mrs. M. A. Devereaux, last
Miss

the loss of local taxes due to

public own- Sunday.
ership of the land is about $16,000 greatMr. and Mrs. Cleve Hooper and two children
er than for the previous fiscal year, as
of Stockton Springs visited Mr. and Mrs. J( D.
the receipts for the fiscal year 1915 ex- Holbrook last Suhday.
ceeded those of the previous fiscal year
Mrs. Emma Moulton, after visiting relatives
by aDout $44,000. The provision of law here for several weeks, has returned to her
under which a portion of the recepts is home in West Newton, Mass.
^

%

turned

over

to the

States dates from

1906, and the total payments reach, with
this year’s allotment, nearly $4,500,-

Designs

The ten per cent provision for govfined with velvet in the Btripes or ernment-built public roads has been in
art
discreetly used for trim- force only since 1912, and haB now m&de
ais and in combinations with plain available for this purpose an aggregate
ISt'
i n cloths. Such materials are of $926,000.
(t'ia-iy iccessful in bringing a gown
v
QET RID OF THOSE HOISONS
oand a little of the costly stuff
sa
IN YOUR SYSTEM I
iong way in effectiveness.
000.

Blouses.

Isi.t.r-.i
Tt
11

and

T'

louses of silk crepes and soft
with combinations of chiffon

i.

fancy silks,
:

'-

plain ones,;for

or

>me women

select the blouse

first and have the suit built to
1, though this seems like puticart before the horse to most
•fii One thing no one can neglect
oat

correctly,

t

!l:i

one

'®ode from

or

and that is the

silhouette which rules

season

to season.

Foundations.
;'u
f

ry woman realizes that after
'ound her type of corset, she
n careful to secure the
latest,

p

■

“as
!

variation of this type if she
have her fall raiment assume

p

,fi

“tenable lines.
‘•SE- season's corset has been
given
*'
at the sides, additional height
d

,E

waist line and a slightly shortin ihe authoritative autumn

ftlrt

l*',ny

Warner’s rust

or

proof models,

t

These not only guarantee fit
*tat. but shape the figure lines in
,r
with the modish silhouette,
■

v

ninching or discomfort whatEmbroideries.

embroideries, done with rather
'-olorings, are among the smartest
of the new clothes outfit, and
p'hbmuieries and ornaments are
Mry side, not only for elaborate
r
ir,,<'ks, but for the chic orna’’lhat sets off a
plain velvet hat, or
'■

1

h ierent air to the dress

’’

or

Buit.

Hats.
*8 !lrc

either very high crowned

s,r‘ah
1,1

brims, smart and rather seline, or low crowned with wide
hat. usually roll up a bit in irreguexcept on the sailor shapes,

8tay with us in their wide becomf6!’ making them favorites season

trn

LASSELL AND SWEETLAND REUNION.
The 15tb annual reunion of the Lassell
and Sweetland families was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luce,
Searsmont, Aug. 19th. The day was
pleasant and by noon about 60 members
of the families had met and exchanged
greetings. Much regret waB expressed
by all as in the past year one ot the beloved members, Daniel Sweetland, had
been called to meet with a higher reunion. He was always ready to make
the day pass most pleasantly tor the
old and young.
Ab the noon hour
approached the tables
were set, and all did justice to the well
laden baskets,Jand also the baked beans

furnished by Mrs. Charles Luce.

At 2 o’clock the business meeting was
called to order by the secretary in the
absence of the president, and the following program was listened to: Address
of welcome, Mrs.. Charles Luce; response, Mrs. Callie Fuller; song, .Miss
Maud Bryant; reading. Mrs. Howland
Lassell; story, Mrs. Edd Lassell; remarks, Mr. and Mrs. Wiley; remarks,
Mrs. Abbie Ordway; music, phonograph.
As the hour was getting late, all part
ed bidding each other a fond farewel
and wishing that all would meet with
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Lassell of South Hope,
next year.

v

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Avery and two children
and Herman Avery of Brewer were tfreek-end
visitors here with relatives.

CASTOR IA
and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears

Signature

In Chocolate, Gold, Silver, Maple, Nut and
Fruited Spice, also the

o
--

U

Small and

Large Size Sponge Cakes,

[a]
TROY.

Delicious with ice

NORTH MONTVILLE.

Miss Rosamund Woods began
school in Albion last week.

a

u.

1

Photo by American Press Association.
Admiral Alfred von Tlrpltz, head of the entire German navy.

The stork visited at the home of Mr. and
term of A
Mrs. Charles Vose Sept. 5th and left an
8$ lb,

/

of

Mrs. E. E. Bagley, who spent the summer
with her sister, Mrs. T. W. Hawes, has returned to her winter home in Boston. Her
cheery presence will be greatly missed in the
Sunshine Society and by all with whom she
associated.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Hawes of Bridgeport,
Conn., are receiving congratulations from a
host of Troy friends on the safe arrival of a
little daughter at their home, Sept 1st. Just
imagine, friends, that big Fred holding in his
strong arms that tiny bit of humanity!
Mrs. J. L. Sanderson has gone to Pittsfield,
where her son and daughter will attend school.
Her husband will go later, and they intend to
make their home there for the present. Mrs.
Sanderson's sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Sawyer, will move from Troy Center to
the

Sanderson place at North Troy.

The Troy students who will attend school at
A large party of friends of Mr. and Mrs.
M C. Institute, Pittsfield, the coming t*rm,
Fred Felker motored from Camden Sept. 5th are as follows: Benson Gowen, Miss Christina
and spent the day at Sunnyside.
Gowen, Robert Gowen, Ray Wright, Miss
Mrs. C. R. Leake and two daughters, Helen Golda Sidelinger, Miss Hazel Young,
the
and Gertrude, who spent the summer at
W^D. Misses Aribyne and Ermine Gray, Linwood
Hardman's, have returned to their home in Sanderson, John Rogers, Miss Jean Rogers,
Miss Edith Mitchell. Walter Mitchell, Ephraim
Springfield, Mass.
Miss Ervena Goodale and
Evander^Ginn and little daughter Helen, Call, Elmer Estes,
who had spent two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Miss Florence Hillman.
*
P. M. Ginn, have gone to Massachusetts to
Mr. and Mrs. W, L. Gray have returned
visit for several days before returning to their from a most delightful and interesting autohome in Atlanta, Ga.
mobile outing,going to Aroostook(county, stopMr. and Mrs. Fred Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. ping in Patten, Hersey, Houlton, Caribou and
Clarence Turner and two children and Her- Fort Fairfield, crossing the line to Grand Falls,
bert Goodwin of Hallowell motored from Hal- and on their return visiting in Lincoln at the
homes of their aunts, Mrs. Eunice Haynes and
lowell Sept. 6th and called on relatives.
Mrs. Myra Goodwin, making in all a very
OAK

cream

for

dessert,

U

2

at the

—H. L. Whitten Co’s.

Belfast-Brooklin Steamboat Co.

eYhaustion

nervous

Chas. Tbayer

has

a

Maxwell touring

car.

SWANVILLE CENTER.

Mibs Lenore Thompson of Poor’s Mills is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Eva Webster.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson of Solon
were week-end guestB of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Thompson.
Misses Margaret and Leona Innis of Searsport visited their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. T. Toothaker, the past week.
Mr. and

Mrs. A. T. Toothaker and son
Missss Margaret and Leona Innie
attended the fair in Waterville Sapt. 1st.

Irving

and

Mrs. E. H. Littlefield is

on

the sick

list.

Mrs. Barden has returned to her home in

Winterport.
Mrs. Joseph Marden fell
her left arm badly.

last

Mrs. Wesley Webber and daughter of Sears
port visited her father, Mr. Gross, last week.
Perley McKeen of Woburn, Mass, joined his
family Sept. 6th at the home of his father,
Mr. Isaac McKeen.
and Mrs. Horace Marden of Nort^
Chelmsford. Mass., are guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield.

HALLDALE.

Miss Sarah Jennys of Long Island, N. Y.,
joined her aunt, Mrs. Cummings, at E. A.
Robertson’s, and is in Belfast for a month’s

Several from here attended the fair in Waterville.
are

M.

Passenger Fares
One way

From Brooklin to Belfast.$-75.$1 25

Belfast, Maine.

MUSIC MDSE.

Deer Isle to

44
44
44
44

RALPH L. COOPER. General Manager.

Attorney at Law,

LEE

I am

prepared

30N, Proprietor.

Courts.

Probate

all.kindsof trucking.
a specialty.

Leave orders at the stame. corner of Main

attention.

Telephone

practlci

'connection.

W. W. BLAZO,

’2tf

specialty.

to do

Furniture and piano moving

prompt

REPAIRING

PATTER

TRUCKING
and Cross streets, and they will receive

BELFAST. MAINE.
Practice' in all

J.

44

•4
Warren's Landing
Main street.
Landing at Belfast, Mclntire’s Wharf, foot of
of freight and merchandise, at reasonable rates.
Prompt attention given to all kinds

TEACHING

RENTING

44

44

44

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

SHOP,

47 Main Street,

75. 1 26
125
75.
.75.*. 125
Sargentville to
South Brooksville to Belfast..75. 100
1CK)
Cape Rozier to Belfast.65.
75
Hughes Point to Belfast.-.50.. 75
50.
Ryders Cove to Belfast.
50
to Belfast.25.

Sedgwick to

44

PATTERSON’S
MUSIC

Return ticket

good 30 days.

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

ESTABLISHED 1829.

having theii

Arthur Anderson and Vernon Thompson
tered Freedom Academy Sept. 7th.

Mr. and Mra. Hnntoon of Westbrook visited
Mra. M. W. White Sept. 6th
7th.
Mrs. G. E. Ring and daughter Elsie of Worwere recent guests of Mr. and

cester, Mass.,
C. A. Hall,

Mrs. Edith Vose and Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison,
who spent the summer at Pemaquid Beach,
have arrived home.
Newell White and wile, C. A. Hall and wife
and Mrs. M. W. White attended church in
South Montville Sept. 5th.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

CAST O R I A

Mr.

The Industrial Club met Sept. 1st with Mrs
Fred Webb. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield, Sept. 18th.

vacation,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson of Solon
week-end guests of his sister, Mrs. Hutchins of Brooks,and of Mr. and Mrs. Ed, Thompson of this town.
were

en-
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week and hurt

Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Hanley and daughter
Ruth and Mias Katherine Uilchrest and Master Thomas Wentworth of South Tbomastou,
Mr. Clancey of New York and Misses Fay
Peavey and Mary Cole of Belfast were gueste
of Mr. and Mra. E, C. Peavey Sept. 5th.

Several in this community
grain threshed.

C. R. R. for Bangor, Portland & Boston, E. S. S. Co., for Camden, Rockland
and Boston. Steamer Islesboro for Camden and Bucksport.

Dr. Williams’ I’ink Pills act directly on
the blood and with proper regulation of
the diet have proved of the greatest benefit in many cases of neurasthenia. A
tendency to anemia, or bloodlessness,
shown by most neurasthenic patients, is
also corrected by tbesetonic pills. Your
own druggist sells Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills or they will be sent by mail at 50
cents per box; six boxes $2.50.
Begin
the treatment at once before your condition becomes chronic
Two useful books, ‘‘Diseases of the
Nervous System” and ‘‘What to Eat and
How to Eat,” will be sent free by the
Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., if you mention this paper.

pleasant vacation.

BILL, (Swanville.)

an^

Itching piles provoke profanity bat profanity
lvets and draped won’t remove them. Doan’s Ointment ia recomare new, and suit mended for itching, bleeding or protruding
for whom the stiff
shapes are not piles. 50c at any drag store.

Shirred
Reason.
of this fabric
118

You will find Dr. King’s New Life Pills a
satisfactory laxative in releasing the
poisonB from your Bystem. Accumulated waste
and poisons cause manifold ailments unless released. Dizziness, spots before the eyes, blackness and a miserable feeling generally are indications that you need Dr. King’s New Life
will exPills. Take a dose tonight and
^you
perience grateful relief by morning. 25c.

most

For Infants

Drake’s Cake

..

their

school funds on account of school lands

On

I

Moo§y

j

included within the National Forests,
and

Something New!

Connecting Eggemoggin Reach with Belfast
“The Biggest Little City in Maine.”

The States of Arizona and New Mexi-

yielding them $28,966.46
respectively.

;

large number from here went to
boy.
Mrs. Annie Hillman of Rumford is visiting
Waterville last week to the fair.
Among them
Mr. E. F. Banton and son Bertram Btarted
and
were Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
calling on old neighbors and friends' in
Bennett and daughter
u
i u
for Andover, Mass.,
Sept. 5th in their auto for
Eurania, Mrs. Sherman Cram, Mr. and Mrs. Troy.
a two weeks visit with relatives.
^arry Wyman, Ernest Knowlton, Postmaster
Mr. and Mrs. Dow of Winthrop, Mass, are
Maurice Gray, Fred Chapman, W. D.
The ben thieves have again visited this secSanford, spending two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
Dr. C. B. Hoit and son Waldo Hoit.
tion. H. F. Jackson lost sixty one night last
Hawes.
week. No mercy will be shown them if they
and
nar.
Mrs. William P. Cushman of
Mr. add Mrs. M. V. B. Mitchell and Mr. John
are caught.
Northeast Harbor passed several
days re- Smith were among the old people who recently with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hurd. Mr. ceived honors at Waterville fair.
Mr. J. W. Deane and his sister, Mrs. Emma
Cushman was principal of the Liberty High
Benjamin Chandler of Lewiston, who has Busher, took Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nutschool in the year 1911 and will begin his secat Augustus Stevens, is now a ter and children, in his auto, and visited rela*ond year as principal of the High school at been visiting
i
tives in Jefferson Sept. 5th.
at Frank Bartlett's in Unity.
gueBt
Northeast Harbor Sept, 13th. He is a graduMr. and Mrs. Humphrey and Mr. and Mrs. J.
ate of the U. of M.
The
Mrs. Mary Owen died at the home of her M. Chalmers of Pittsfield motored to Troy re"
to call on Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Tyler.
cently
STEAMER ‘ANNA BELLE,”
daughter, Mrs. Marlton Knowlton, last week
Irritability, oversensitiveness, a dlapo*
Miss Etta Bagley left last week for Detroit
after an illness of several months. Her resition to worry over trifles, headache,
mains were taken to her home in Camden, en route to Millbrook, N. Y„ where she is emCaptain James E. Staples, Master.
dizziness—these are symptoms of nervous
where funeral services were held. She is sur- ployed as a trained nurse at the Bennett
exhaustion, neurasthenia.
after August 9,1915, will make daily trips, Sunday excepted
vived by two daughters, Mrs. Marlton Knowl- school.
Very often the patient feels best and On and
at
Rest
seems
to
ton of this village, Miss Phyllis Owen of Cambrightest night.
There was no meeting at the church Sept.
bring Leave Brooklm. 6 46 A.M. Leave Belfast
den, and by one son, Man ley Turner of Massa- 5th, the pastor being absent. The Sunday no refreshment, the nervous system fails
to recuperate. This distressing condition
Ryder's Cove. 3 00
6 15
Dee? Isle..
chusetts.
evening Bings at the church are largely atis caused by worry more often than by *“
Hughes’ Point. 3 30-“
6 25
Sargentviil'e'.
Rozier
4 00
tended and much enjoyed.
Cape
7
00
Overwork and
South Brooksville.
any other one thing.
PROSPECT FERRY.
South Brooksville. 4 30
Rozier. 7 80
|
Cape
worry invite the disorder.
Mrs, A. S. Tyler, who for some years has
*■
Sargentville. 615
The treatment is one of nutrition of the
Hughes Point. 8 00
Deer Isle. 5 30
Daisy Harrison is confined to the house been confined at home by a serious accident,
Ryder’s Cove. 8 30
nerve cells, requiring a non-alcoholic
6 46
Sedgwick..
with the mumps.
Warren’s Landing. 9 00
gave her neighbors a delightful surprise when
tonic.
As the nerves get their nourishArrived Brooklm, about.6 00 P. M
Arrived Belfast, about.10 00 A. M. j
Mrs. Julia Houstin of Stoneham, Mass., is with her daughter, Mrs. Georgia Woods, she
ment from the blood the treatment must
Connection at Belfast; with
be directed towards building up the blood.
made several dooryara calls last week.
Cape Rozier and Eggemoggin; Flag Landings.
visiting Mrs. W. H. Ginn.

ka, $11,165.75 and $4,466.30; Arkansas,
$8,738.93 and $3,495.57; Florida, $2,336.77 and $934.71; Minnesota, $.971.60
and 788.64; Nebraska,
$1,401.15 and
$560.46; Kansas, $1,357 33 and $542.93;
Oklahoma,$759.77 and$303.91; Michigan,
$198.37 and $79.35; North Daxota, $81.83
and $32.73; Porto Rico, $9.25 and $3,70-J
receive additional shares for

;

Maas.

Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Butler of Camden
were
in town August 30th to attend the
funeral of
Mrs. Butler’s brother, Mr. E. S.

Quite

870.33; Utah, $48,675.96 and $19,470.38
Wyoming, $43,086.86 land $17,234.75;

co

OLD COMER PRI G7 STORE CO.

Mr. C. M. Hurd and Miaa Susie
Copp spent
Sept. 6th with Mrs. R. S. Brier at her summer
home in North Belfast.

Miss Fannie Gilman, who had been a
guest
for five weeks at the home of Dr. C.
B. Hoit,
has returned to Piltafield and
was accompanied by Miss Mabel Higgins, who is the
guest
of Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Cargill.

novelty note, while for conand $14,978. 23;
sh of the brilliant pea-green Washington, $37,445.56
New Mexico, $31,786.46 and $12,714.58;
Italian flag, brightens many
Nevada, $16,244.63 and $6,497.81; South
se sombre frock.
Fancy tafDakota,
$12,988.11 and $5,195.25; Alasripes and plaids, many of them
e

McCall

Toilet Goods of all Kinds

closed their

town at Mr. Sherman’s home in
West Liberty,
and with Mrs Sherman’s
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Cram.

munities and not included in the regular
administrative and protective improve-

I

—

cottage Sept. 4th and left .for their home in

brought
nothing to hint at economy in ceipts from the sale of timber, grazing,
Mr. and Mrs, Ralph Page of
Arlington,
rful display of the season’s and other uses of the Forests, or more Mass., spent two days in town last
week, makthe
hether in model garments or than $518,000. Of this amount, Montana ing
journey from their home in their auto.
While here they were guests of Mrs.
at the counters of the Fifth is to receive $79,589.78 for
Hattie
county school
Clough.
ops. Soft velours in various and road purposes, while the Forest SerMr. and Mrs. Everett Sherman of
jm “Kitten’s ear” to the vanvice will expend $31,835.91 for improveBeverly,
Mass., are passing a vacation of two weeks in’
kin cloths that resemble suede, ments of
benefit to local comI cotton velvets for the more
ts and coats, while for more

l

Tooth Powder

I

=

£

Tooth Paste

fol

LIBERTY.

Q

Cream

Talcums

Purposes.

Poise and Silhouette,

s.

I Cold

Washington, Sept. 13, 1915. The
Embrold- portion of the National Forest receipts

Colors.

Materials.

e

°

One wav to relieve habitual constipation is to
take regularly a mild laxative. Doan’s
Regulets are recommended for this purpose. 25c a
box at all drug stores.

Points.

Style

HE OBJECTED TO CURTAILING OF
GERMAN SUBMARINE WARFARE.

Secretary of Treasury Approves Annual
Division of Receipts for School and Koad

WAITING TO SEND.

_»

-I-:-

f

The many friends of Levi Seekins will be
he had a stroke of paralysis
Sept. 4th. His right side was paralyzed, and
he also has another cancer coming on his lip in
nearly the same place as one he had removed.

sorry to learn

5 Cards were received in town last week by
the writer and others announcing the marriage
of Edith Marguerite Macomber to Paul Sumner Nickerson, Aug. 81st, at Bennington, Vermont and that they will be at home after Oct
1st in Wellesley, Mass. Mr. Nickerson is the
son of Prof. Fred. Nickerson, formerly of this

The Journal

1915

past. It has
been and will be a home paper in the fullest acceptance of
the term. It is the work of heme people and devoted

Will continue the

policy

it has followed in the

x

to home interests.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS,
$2.00

The Journal and Farm and Horae,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine,
v.
The

publications

included in

our

2.10
2.25

clubbing" offer

may be sent to different addresses.

Terms: Cne year, $2.00; six
three months, 50 cents.
Send in your subscription now.

Subscription

months, $1.00;

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Belfast, Maine.

town.

For earache, tootnacne, pains, burns, scalds,
throat, try Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil, a
splendid remedy for emergencies.

for

sore

\

—

Republican Journal

The

fact,

The

THURSDAY

general

a

at 1 p.

Purify your blood
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

|

real

as

Ihe News of

fishing for

en

for the intend-

brown delectable morsels of infantile !

!

spent on the veranda. The trip out and back
was made on the Maine Transportation Co’s
steamer, the party arriving in the city at 10
p

—

Maurice West

is

working

on

the

new

declared

he

wouldn’t

allow

any

golf

j

;

Ruby

Washington

that

a

critical stage has been reached in the

means
seem

to be
to

despised.
a thing of

be

But dried

apples Thursday

by

train

Monday

noon.

principal,

Mr.

Shibles,

and

Mass

his
of W. C. Austin’s

the past and

we

correspondence with Germany, and out- have instead the canned and evaporated
side of diplomatic and official circles it is apples, the latter dry and flavorless when
felt that this country has been played compared with the old-time dried apples.
with by Germany long enough. The And blueberries. Do you recollect when
Boston Globe thus summarizes the last

German

note:

“If, unfortunately,

the

submarine commander does feel himself
justified in sinking a liner and drowning

Mr. and Mrs. E. O, Pendleton went to BanSept. 8th to attend the reunion of Mr.
Pendleton's regiment, after which they will
visit their daughter, Mrs. S. P. Young, in
Greenville.

gor

they used to be spread out on newspapers
in the attic to dry for winter use?
Now

they

come

in cans.

But the

subject

Myrtle Tetley

their home in Peterboro, N. H.»
after a visit their grandparents, Mr. and MrsE. S, Achorn, En route they visited relatives
in Camden.

is

of Belfast

practically

good,

we cannot better conthis article than with a verse long
retained in memory concerning a shell-

grow

expensive to maintain, than the so-called
State roads that cost from $3,000 to $4,000
per mile, and it is realized that if this
policy is continued it must result in the
bankruptcy of the State and the com-

munities.

inexhaustible and

‘Berlin Government will clude

Belfast has 150 miles of road

and at the maximum cost of

for

and Mrs.

summer with Mrs. H’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
Ira Ward.

Information Wanted of the Family of
mile we have an
William Noles.
The idea that a section of State road
when built iB a permanent improvement
To the Editor of The Journal: Having
is proved to be erroneous. Sections built been officially informed of the death of one
only a few years ago are already going William Nolee, a native of your State, at bia
to pieces under the heavy wear and tear death a driller in the oil fields Dear Panueo,
of the now universal automobile, and State of Vera Cruz, Mexico, my purpose is to
this has called for a patrol for inspection locate his family as I represent Mr. Noles’ interests in Mexico. Your assistance In publishcorresponding to the sectionmen on the
ing this notice in your valuable paper will be
railroads.
the
men
erfUnfortunately
gratefully appreciated by them and by me.
Thanking
you in advance for your kindness in
are
not
trusted with this duty
always seassisting to locate this family,
lected because of their experience or
1 am, yi urs most respectfully,
J. F. Mason.
k nowledge of road building but aB a reP. S. Please ask that this be copied by other
ward for political or personal service. papers.
T he Journal is heaTtily in favor of good
Wilmore, Ky., Sept. 7,1916.
/

V.

A.

|

Mr. and Mrs, Roy Littlefield, and Master
Glenn returned last Saturday night from
Presque Isle, where they had been visiting
and attending the fair,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Marden and Miss Ruth
of West Medford, Mass., returned to their
home on Sunday, after having spent several
weeks with relatives here.
The many friends of Mrs. Leslie Hawes
regret to know that she sustained a paralytic
shopk on Monday. Dr. Nason of Winterport,
and a trained nurse are in attendance. The
sympathy of friends and neighbors is extended, with the sincere wish that there
Boon may be a marked improvement in her
condition.

I

FOR FALL.

I

Mrs. F. A. Luce were guests of Mr.
F. B. Luce in Belfast Saturday.

E. C. Bowler and family of Gardiner were at
Chester B. and Mrs. Emma Cusnman's Sun-

day.
and Miss Dora Brown of
Sunday guests of Mrs. Olive

Mrs. Luella Brown

Poor's Mills

were

The finest Suit and Coat Values, style.

■

finish and

1

Stewart.

have

we

L. Bartlett returned from Massaand was accompanied by
Bartlett Richards of Chevy Chase, Md.

materials

ever

j

Mildred

Wentworth left

for

ment.

Mrs. Alvina Gushee is having a garage built.
The building is 20x24 feet with Colonial etyle
roof. William Wood of Searsmont is doing
the work.
G. H. Page and daughter, Mrs. Georgia Ripley of Bath, have returned from Blue Hill,
where they were guests for one week of Mrs.
L. J. Osgood and daughter Emma. While there
they had the pleasure of attending the Blue
Hill, Hancock county, fair.
The remains of the late Andrew H. Wentworth, who died in South Thomaston, were
brought to Appleton and interred in the family
lot in Pine Grove Cemetery. He was a former
resident of North Appleton, where he traded
in the store now occupied by

considered, that

I

offered.

Mrs. O.

chusetts this week

Mary Wentworth returned

LET US SHOW THEM TO YOU.

Pittsfield
Miss Clara
Bean went with her to enter the same school.
Miss

Monday

to

resume

to

her studies and

Whitcomb arn^ son
Mr. and Mrs. J. O.
David of Syracuse, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Whitcomb of Waldo, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Loring W. Howard Friday.

Lin wood

Mrs.

A.

Thompson

of

Belfast,

The Store that Sells

Sunday

were

I

Howes, I

James H.

J. Darpeaux of Marblehead, Mass. .Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fowler and
Crosby Fowler of Unity, with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and

I

“Wooltex'*

guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard.
At

special

a

town

meeting September 7th it
comply

ri

voted to instruct the selectmen to

was

legislature

of

bridge

over

to

help

in

the stream

building

at

a

NO'7586

to

complete

the Center.

the structure.

listened

to

the

Ninety-one ip

power of the
all have started

Total

bonds, securities, etc.
to stock of Federal Reserve Bank.$7,800 00
Less amount unpaid. 3,900 00
All other stocks, including premiums on same.
Value of banking house (if unincumbered)..

Equity

Matthews of Searsport
town Sunday calling on friends.
recent

was

Searsport

in

guest of Mrs. A. E. Nickerson.

Doris Nickerson left Sept. 10th for
North Haven, where she is engaged to teach.

been

spending

Keene of
several

|
;

'otd

Massachusetts has
days with Mrs. Charles

]

15,00<>

hanking house..

in

j

$ 3,900

amount

amount

17 767

53,12!'
2,880
350 ;

i

Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (not more than 5 per cent
on circulation).
Due from U. S. Treasurer.

L. A. S. will meet with Mrs. A. T.
Nickerson this. Thursday, afternoon Sept. 16th.
The

Carrie

j

818,874

Fractional currency, nickles and cents.
Notes of other national banks....
Federal Reserve notes.
Lawful money reserve in bank:
Total coin and certificates.

was a

Miss

Miss

60,Of
1.000 1

due from Federal Reserve bank.
duej from approved reserve agents iri New York,
Chicago and St. Louis.
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in other reserve cities
Net amount due from banks and bankers.
Outside checks and other cash items.
Net
Net

Robert Seeley returned recently from
Connecticut.

visit in

Mr, Fred

f

Subscription

SWANVILLE.

Miss Ethelind Havener of

loans

pledged.

sisting.

Mrs.

Sept

Overdraft- unsecured.. $780 15
U. S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value).
U. S Bonds pledged to secure U. S. deposits (par value).
Total U. S. bonds.
Securities other than U. S. bonds (not including stocks) owned un-

live the

Christian life. Friday, Sept, 17th, the Baptist
Quarterly Conference meets here and will
hold over Sunday. Rev. Mr. Welch and other
speakers will be present. In the afternoon a
large baptism will be held, with Mr. Welch as-

a

REPORT OF THE CONDITION O!

kEsOUkCEs.

spirit. Total

holy
to

■

T

in the State of Maine, at the close of business,

revival under the
Union.

T'i ir-

The City National Bank, at Belfast

It is

Montville is experiencing a religious
leadership of E. N, Davis of
Sunday evening more than 300 people

South

iT

concrete

estimated t he town will have to raise about

$1,600

rra

__

with requirements of the State iu order to obtain the $1000 appropriated at the last session

j
3 000

l.UOo

Total.

Small.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in."... .. $100,01
Surplus fund.
30,000 00
Total Capital and Surplus..
Undivided profits.$24,286 69
Reserved for interest on deposits..
23.419 36
47,706 07
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kane and son Arthur,
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
14,91') 1
Jr., of Brooklyn, N, Y., have been spending Circulating notes
60,000 Of
Less amount on hand and in treasury for redemption or in transit
two weeks^t the Kane farm.
1.5uo 00
Mr.

S. Cilley and children of
Waterville were recent guests of her brother,
Mrs. Charles Small.
and

Mr. and Mrs.
ter

1

Mrs.

Percy L. Nickerson

Pauline of Bath spent several

Frank and Harold Harriman rerecently from Enfield, where they had
enjoyed fishing on Cold Stream, making the
trip in their Ford car.
Messrs.

and women,

:>

..

United States deposits.
Total deposits.
Other time deposits..

turned

men

j

bankers.
Demand deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check.. .$ 294,067 li
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days..
60,020 6:
Certified checks.
4 00
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
999 7,

Due to banks and

daughdays in

town last week and attended Monroe fair.

Seventeen young

;

|

...

and

j
I

j

!

I

\

1,587,0.25

|

Total.

includ-

ing the chaperon, from Bangor, who were
camping in Carter’s Grove, attended services
at Union church. Sept. 5th,

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, C. W. Wescott, Cashier of the above-named bank,
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and

The Union church will be organized Sunday

if pleasant, by Rev. A. A. Blair, the
County Sunday School Associa- Sept. 19th,
pastor. All wishing to join this church kindtion held their annual meeting at the Congre
be present on this day.
Please come early.
gational church in this village on Friday, ly
Sept. 10th, and it was a most enjoyable amf
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Nickerson and two chilinteresting session. Many towns were repre- dren returned home to Portland Saturday,
sented. Dinner was served in the vestry, af- Mr. and
Mrs. Matthews accompanied them as
ter which several eloquent speakers gave far
as Burnham to attend the Pomona Grange.
Teen
half-hour talks—among them “The
Age
Earle Curtis motored to Burnham Saturday
and its Needs,” Rev. Arthur A. Blair, “Chriswith Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson and son
tian Thinking,” Rev. W. F,. Sturtevant, “Value
Kermit, who went to attend the Pomona
of Decision in the Formation of Character,”
Grange. In company with them were Mr. and
Rev. H. B. Sellers, all of Belfast. Interesting
Mrs. MVred M. Nickerson and Mr. and Mrs.
subjects were also discussed at the morning
Oscar Dow of Monroe.
session by the president, Dr. T. N. Pearson,
The following young men and women left
State secretary W. J. Weir, Rev. John Palmer, Miss Frances Walkley, Rev. Nathan Hunt, the first of the week to attend school: Charles
and others. The following officers were electDamm, Hebron Academy; Emery Cdnningham,
ed for the ensuing year:
President, Rev. T. S. Bucksport Seminary; Miss Annie Nickerson,
Martin of Brooks; vice president, Dr. E, H. Kent’s Hill; Misses Ruby Gray and Bernice
Boyington of Winterport; secretary, Mrs. Damm, the M, C. I., Pittsfield.

Miss

ensilage.

SUITS AND COATS

re-

sworn

to before

me

this

11th day
*

The Waldo

Sunday
Mrs. Geneva M. Shedd of East Corinth, arextensively, and the only thing that is
feared is that there has not been sun- rived by train Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Snedd Morrill where she will visit friends before reto Houlton to resume teaching.
shine enough to get the crop ripened be- will teach the Clark
school, which opens Mon- turning
fore a frost may come that will affect it.
Our village schools have begun with Mrs.
day.
The acreage is much larger this year, as
teacher of the grammer and
Mrs. F. E. Harding and daughters returned Annie Williams
profits in corn raising have increased in
Gushee in the primary departthe last few years in that part of it used to Brewer last Saturday, having spent the Miss Fannie

$4,000 per
aggregate of $600,000.

I

Sunday.

town

were in

Greta Davis of Philadelphia was a
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ramsay,

Mrs. Hattie Reynolds and her mother, Mrs.
Mary Stephenson of Camden, were guests last
Americans,
week of Mrs. F. B. Strout, and Mrs. Reynold’s
be only sorry; it will refuse any reparalittle son Walter was christened last Sunday at
fish
that
finds flavor wherever it is
tion. And if the matter should be re.
Trinity church by Rev. Wm. Vaughan. They
ferred to The Hague the question of the known:
returned home
Wednesday. Miss Minnie
Oysters! One needs the genius of a Shelley
Stephenson has gone to Camden to spend the
justifiability of such submarine warfare
To fitly hymn these treasures of the sea—
month of September with her sister, Mrs.
must not be submitted to arbitration.” Salacious dabs of appetizing jelly,
Hattie Reynolds.
Saucers of epigastric extacy.
And it concludes, as follows: “It is
not likely that Germany desires another
Aroostook Potatoes.
PROSPECT.
Annie M. Frost of Belfast; treasurer, Gerald
antagonist. But this exhibition of the
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Strickland, Mr. and Mrs.
several
iarmers have begun to dig poa rrogant, tortuous
Howard of Belfast.
diplomacy which has
Chauncey Hardison and baby Lowell returned
this
from
town
tatoes.
The
attended
the
Monroe
Many
price opened at $1 per bars eparated Germany from the world does
home to Bangor Labor Day after spending the
rel, then dropped to 75 centB. Saturday fair on Wednesday.
week-end in town, accompanied by Mr. and
n ot make it difficult to understand what
dealers were paying 90 cents in some inAPPLETON.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hawes left for their
Mrs. Emery Cunningham, who will visit their
has helped to earn her those enemies stances. The yield
the
counthroughout
home in Quincy, Mass., Friday.
son, E. L. Cunningham, and family.
which she has.”
try will be considerably short of last
is
of
Miss Grace Gushee
teaching the Head
Geo. Haley, who has employment in Derby,
year, and every one seems to think the
Mrs. H. G. Applin and daughter Phyllis acthe Lake school in Hope.
will be a good one this winter; and spent Labor Day with his family here.
price
companied Mr. A. as far as Poland Springs
THE ROADS.
is
Mrs.
Helen
Fred
Gushee
for
the Aroostook farmers need it to make
working
Ernest Gilmore left Wednesday for NorridgeLabor Day and returned Thursday, leaving
Gushee in her store and delivering goods.]
up, in a measure, the loss on last year’s
wock, where he will have employment.
for their home in Somerville, Mass.,
Saturday
which
closed
at
bar20 cents per
crop,
Mrs. Harry Pierce, who has been at work at in
For years past the roads leading into rel, And with the short
Mr. J. T. Lindsey, of Leominster, Mass.,and
company with Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Willson.
yield here,
is
at
now
home.
Burton
the
Union,
bouse,
Mrs. W. returned W ednesday by boat to be
the city have been in a bad condition and more than a dollar a barrel must be real- Hiss Helen left by boat Monday for their home, j
Mrs. Winnie Talbot of Camden and two the guest of her parents while Mr. W. is in
loud complaints have come from all who ized in order to get back the initial cost
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wood, and Miss Ella May
before any profit is made.—Aroostook were
children are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cincinnati on a business trip. They recently
had to use them.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. |
“Fairly good roads Republican, Caribou.
bought a lot in Wollaston, Mass., and are buildAmes.
Wood.
until
we
struck
Belfast”
has
everywhere
ing a two story house which will not be ready
Bar
Gushee
has
from
Mrs.
Albert
returned
for occupancy until about the middle of Octo
Arthur Dockham, of Barre, Vermont, and
been the common remark of tourists.
Skowhegan Corn Shop Open.
visited her daughter, Mrs. ber. The garage is already completed and
where
she
Harbor,
daughters Dorothy and Gladys of Winterport I
This year, we are told by those who drive
they have stored their household goods in it.
The Portland Packing Co. has begun called on relatives here
James Emery.
Saturday.
and auto that a great deal has been done
operations at its Skowhegan plant and
left Wednesday for Union,
Rena
Mrs.
Messer
WEST FRANKFORT.
Oscar Hawes came by train last Saturday i
to remedy this condition. The ditches
has begun canning corn and it is said
where she will visit friends, and later spend a
that unless an early frost should come night from Seal Harbor, called home by the
have been cleared, drainage looked after,
Several of the farmers have not finished
few days at Criehaven.
the road beds rounded and given a coat of this will be the biggest packing season illness of his mother, Mrs. Leslie Hawes.
haying.
in the history of the company, as the
Lulie Ames and Ada Wadsworth are teachMiss Sadie Partridge underwent an operation
Mrs. Fred Moore, who has been quite sick,
gravel. There is a growing sentiment season’s crop is unusually large and the
ing in Ludlow, Mass., where Walter Gushee is is slowly improving.
for appendicitis at her home last Thursday
here ana elsewhere that a road thus con- weather conditions, though damp, have
superintendent of schools.
and at this writing is reported as doing well.
Mrs. Edgar Thayer is recovering from her
as
structed is
and less had a tendency to make the corn
the

NEW

were

Miss

Mr. L. V. Boardman, who has been the guest
of friends for a few days, left for his home in
new

I

Sarah Dinsmore of Belfast is the guest
of her sister, Mrs. E. P. Rowell.

Mrs. Leander Staples daughter. Miss Emma
Titus of Boston, and Miss Edna Hathorn of
Bangor, spent the week-end with her.

Our

to

and Mrs. C. W, Weecott of Belfast
E, P. Rowell's Sunday.

Women Who Care

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Lane, who are working
Dark Harb:r, were in town a few days last
week.

Cliftondale,

I■

addition to the

Mr.
at

Mrs Gwen Blake is at home for a few
weeks’ visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Boody.

!

an

Leonard Jackson spent last week at the
State fair in Lewiston.

at

I

Word comes from

Ned Herriman is building
back side of his house.

Mr. and

ago
to attend

must wonder if the art died with them.

j

I

FOR

Allen Goodwin went to Palermo Sunday to
visit friends.

Mrs. F. A. Cushman and Miss Emma Blood

! young bride, have taken one
pretty bungalows and are very cosily situated
to that it will be well into for the school term.
; details
man’s sheep to bit him.
was
A certain colored cook, “Zeny,”
October before the building is ready for occuMrs. Ira Bowden returned this week from
John Kendrick Bangs, whose A House- often asked to tell how she prepared her ; pancy
Abbott village, where she had spent some
boat on the Styx, Coffee and Repartee, culinary triumphs, and her reply would
weeks among relatives. She was
accompanied
and other hooks, have added to the jov be: “You take a little of Jis and a little
EAST BELFAST.
home by her cousin, Mrs. Eva Jones.
of lite, is spending the summer at his
etc.
She really could not tell.
of
dat,”
All roads led to Monroe during the days of
Miss Fannie Mulholland of Lubec was a
camp in Maine.
She did not cook by rule. It was in- week-end
the recent fair, and Brooks, we believe, turned
We should hardly call his cottage
guest of Miss Julia Leary.
stinct—or genius. The good cook, like
Mr. Bangs,
Miss Geneva Coombs has returned home out en masse, owing to the perfect weather,
home at Ogunquit a camp.
!
the poet, is born, not made.
and the fair was a grand success all around.
from a visit with friends in Stonington,
be it known, is a citizen of Maine, a
is noted for her terrapin,
Our milliner, Mrs. Francis Merritt, is spendMaryland
Mrs. Allie Howard and son Clyde returned
duly qualified voter, and was on the
and beaten biscuit; Louisiana for last
week from visits with relatives in Massa- ing the week in Boston getting the best in fall
stump for the Republican candidates in oysters
and winter fashion in millinery. While
| gumbo, and you will find receipts for ! chusetts.
away
a recent campaign.
she visited some days with Mrs. Gilbert Morthese and many other southern dishes in
j
Miss Morrill, a trained nurse, and Mrs.
rill in Waterville.
A recent automobile tourist in Wash- the cook books; but when prepared by
Hewey of Portland, are at Kamp Kill Kare for
Mrs. Estelle Clement of Lowell called on
ington county speaks of finding an ex- these rules they will too often prove a an outing.
friends here some days ago. She expects to
cellent road between Machias and Lubec. ; delusion and a snare. In some pretenAlbert Stinson, Jr., wife and daughter of
A considerable section of this road this tious hostelry with an elaborate menu in Caribou were guests last week of Miss Char- return to Massachusetts this week, after enjoying a long vacation and rest with her
side ot Lubec used to be called a "natur- French they may serve “Terrapin a la lotte Staples.
daughter, Mrs, Bert Hogan.
al road” and is recalled by the writer ! Maryland;” but it will be a conglomeraMr. and Mrs. William F. Leavitt and son
Earl Roberts and Miss Arline Estes went
is
safe
to
can
it
tion
from
a
tin
in
which
by
after a lapse of sixty-odd years as hard
Gerald are guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
auto to Belfast last Saturday, where they were
and smooth as if made of cement.
In say the diamond back terrapin is not rep- G. A. Leavitt.
united
in the bonds of matrimony by the Rev.
contrast was a bit of road near Jones- j resented.
Mrs. i. r. Leaman is driving a new rora car
David Brackett, later going to Northport to
i>ew rmgianu also nas us uisiiucuve
and Mr. Leaman has recently bought a Dodge
port, also a "natural road,” as it was
enjoy the honeymoon. Congratulations from
concerted
movement
dishes.
Not
car
for
an
embankment
his
use.
of
any
loose
by
round,
simply
their numerous friends.
did baked bean day became universal in
stones thrown up by the sea.
John Borg and family of Weehawken, N. J.,
Charles B. Roberts and wife, Stanley Robthis section. It dates back many genera- returned home last week after a month's stay
erts, wife and two sons, left Brooks Sept 4th
j r.e seaman s <aw passed oy the Demfar
memto
those
of
at
the
and
Towle
cottage.
reaching
tions,
by motor fora visit with relatives in Massachuocratic Cpngress, which has already
ories it seems that the baked beans of
F. N. Savery moved John Merriam last setts. They returned Sept. 13th,
reporting
driven American steamships from the
today do not have the savor of those week from Rockland to his former residence good luck and a fine time. Mrs. Stanley Pertrans-Pacific trade, which now becomes
that came from the old brick ovens with on the back road to Searsport.
kins and Mrs. Murch went to the farm to
a monopoly of the Chinese and Japanese
the brown bread and Indian pudding.
Miss Sadie Rector is quite ill at her home on keep house during their absence.
lines, has been found destructive in anNew' England may also claim to be the Bridge hill,; threatened with typhoid fever.
No improvement is noted in the condition of
A recent opinion of the
other direction,
home of the pie although pies are com- Sne is attended by Dr. Elmer Small.
Mrs. A, B. Payson up to date. Her’s seems a
U. S. Attorney General on section 14
mon elsewhere on this side the water and
Mr.and Mre. Everett Burgess and three chil- j most peculiar and baffling case indeed. A New
leaves the seaman’s law to operate only
are turned out by thousands daily from dren returned to Burnham last Saturday after York specialist called in consultation some
against American ships which it was in- the
weeks ago, gave as his opinion that it was an
pie factories. These, of course, are a visit with his father, J. W. Burgess.
tended to protect, and so few foreign
Of later date a
Mr. Ernest Gross has moved from his place entirely nervous condition.
not to be compared with the product of
vessels as to make it almost completenew physician pronounces it locomotor ataxia
on Swan Lake avenue to the Strout farm on
New England kitchens.
in its first stages.
Much sympathy is exly discriminatory against the United
If New England, following the ex- Searsport avenue, which he recently bought.
States.
pressed.
and
returned
Mrs.
last
Mr,
of
Staples
Leroy
should
decide
to
have
ample
Missouri,
The fall term of the Brooks schools opened
Friday from Presque Isle and from a visit with
a Pie Day we are sure that a certain
The recall by his government of Ur.
her daughter, Mrs. Geo. Carson, in Sheridan. in the new building Monday, Sept. 13tb, under
in
North
prominent
Granger
Searsport
Constantin Theodor Uumba the Austrothe care of the new principal, Mr. Shibles of
Mr. Chas. Hall has added a very spacions
would hold up both hands for custard pie.
Hungarian Ambassador to the United
veranda to his residence on Searsport avenue, Rockport, and his assistant. Miss Butterfield
But the custard pie, a composition of
of Springfield. A large number of pupils are
States has been requested by the Ameriwhich is a great improvement to the buildings.
milk and eggs, can be produced anyin attendance. Some ten or a dozen from other
can government, and relations wu'th GerMr. and Mrs. Percy Nickerson and daughtowns have entered the High school departwhere, and because of its distinctive
many are again at a critical stage beter Pauline of Bath returned home last Saturlocal flavor, and otherwise, our vote
ment, and others are expected. A first class
cause of the torpedoing of the Arabic.
after
a
visit
with
Mr.and
Mrs.
F.
day
B.Strout.
boarding house has been opened in close proxThe German drive towards Uvinsk con- would be for the blueberry pie. Some
Mrs. Edw Goodwin and Miss Flora Burgess
imity to the school building by Mrs. Elmer
to it because the juice stains the
tinues: but in Galicia the Russians are object
returned to Arlington Heights, Mass., last
and as it is a well known fact that
Tripp,
and
leaves
on
the
indelible
marks
still on the offensive. The artillery duel teeth,
week after a short stay at the latter’s cottage,
is one of the very best cooks in the
“Becky”
in the west continues. The allies have tablecloth, but these considerations are Flowanna.
countryside, those are fortunate indeed who
as nothing to the lovers of blueberry pie.
been reinforced at the Uardenelles and
P.S. Staples is enjoying a vacation from his are able to be entered as regular boarders at
Then for an all-around pie—good any
are said to be making gains there.
duties on R. F. D. route No. 1. He returned her table. This is something that has been
That
is the gist of the war news for the past time and anywhere—give us the apple Saturday morning from visits in Boston, and greatly needed in Brooks for several years
pie. Even the dried apple pie of olden will spend this week in Winterport and Bangor, and the Tripps boarding house will fill a longweek.
1
days—the apples home dried—was by no
Misses
and
returned last felt want.
who

C. W. Talbot is visiting friends in Belfast
week.

Albert Warren and wife were recent guests
at the home of Ezra A. Carpenter.

The Social Aid of the Universalist church
were guests Tuesday afternoon of Mrs. Benj.
F. Tuttle at her cottage on the Allyn shore.
Mrs. Tuttle provided clams, coffee, crackers
and pickles and the members brought picnic
lunches. All enjoyed the beautiful afternoon
at the cottage and on the shore. Plans for
the Aid’s work for the coming season were
discussed.

home from Belfast

came

this

links at Dark Harbor.

m

poultry, accompanied, ot course, by com
“pones.” We recall a Virginian —his
name by the way, was Washington —who
Bangor has turned down the proposed when questioned on his return from a
commission form of government
yes trip abroad as to his experiences forcibly :
1599; no 2178; and South Carolina has I expressed his disgust at the food he had
voted 3 to 1 for
prohibition as a substi- I had set before him. “Why,” said he,
tute for the present local option law.
j "I couldn’t get fried chicken and com |
i bread anywhere.”
The staging has been taken down from the
The claim of the commander of the
The colored “Mammy” who prepared ! new Peirce school building on Church street,
German submarine that sank the White this and
the windows are in and the plastering finished,
I
many other appetizing dishes j
The exterior painting is yet to be done, but
Star liner Arabic that he did it in self- must have
t
long since gone to her reward, j the
defense recalls the case of the man arbuilding already presents a fine appearand those who enjoyed the hopitality of
ance
The desks and seats were received
rested for killing a neighbor's sheep, and
ante helium days
i Southern homes in
some time
There are, however, so many
ed victims, the bait is sometimes stale
and the hook glaringly evident.

Brooks.

Miss Florence Cain of Clinton is visiting
Mabel Rose.

1

by the colored :
“mammies” with their gay-colored tur- I
bans bearing trays hekped with the gold- !

Miss Rilla Luce

Friday.

tal;in"

Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been
tested forty years. Get it today.

■

CENTER MONTVILLE.

general debility.

thing

where the trains were met

by

This medicine has been and still is the people’s
medicine because of its reliable
character and its wonderful success
in the treatment of the commorudiseases
and ailments—scrofula^ catarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss
of appetite, that tired feeling,

m.

a southern dish, but for the
Miss Maude B Steward entertained 12 mem*
I
you must go to Virginia. No hers of the Hospital Club at the P G Hurd
I
one who has traveled that way will forj farm, Northport, Friday night After supper,
get a certain railway station in Virginia which included fish chowder, the evening was

classed

good hay day

one

Friday

The next regular meeting of the Hospital
club will be held at the home of Mrs. Maine
Hills, Church street, Tuesday night, Sept. 21st,
when sheets and pillow slips will be made for
the Waldo County hospital.

the

Ozarks, poured but en masse to a fried
chicKen picnic.” Fried chicken may be

"The dogfish must go” says the Portland Argus.
Sure! But how, when and
where?

always some
suckers, but.fortunately

of

“Springfield, metropolis

says:

next

Miss Helen Ham, an' operator in the Central
Telephone office, is taking a three weeks vacation. Miss Martha Knowlton, who graduated last June from the High school, h&s entered the office for the coming winter.

Missouri recently had a Fried Chicken
Day and the St. Louis Globe Democrat

82 in the shade and wind northwest.

There is

room

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

\ guSn^Manager

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; ?1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
10th was

neglecting the roads in
gbod policy or just to those

who use the roads and pay the taxes.

For one square, one
Advertising Terms.
i ich length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

September

is

OLD-TIME REMEDY
wakes pure blood

The ministers and their wives of the city
will give a farewell luncheon to Rev. and
Mrs, W. F. Sturtevant at the Woman’s Club

rods of road and

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.

but

to the greatest number and it does not
believe that spending $4,000 on a few

BELFAST. THURSDAY. SEPT. 16. 1915.
PUBLISHED EVERY

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

testify to that
it believes in the greatest good

roads and the files will

i
do solemnly

swear

;

\

C. W. WESCO:
of September, 1915,
RALPH 1. MORSE. N

i

WM.B.

!

Correct—Attest.

SWAN,
ELMER A SHERMAN.
\
T. W. PITCHER.;
THE RECENT

LIWCOLNVILLE.
Several auto

parties

from here

The Morse Arrived at Kockla

attended the

her Own Steam Si;

Monroe fair.

Mrs, Mary Cross has gone to Boston for
extended visit.

The passenger steameranri Pemaquid were in coi
ter Sth in a thick fog off Mai
Stonington. The Morse i\
aged below the waterline
ed. All her passengers, v
nearly 200, were lander
Pemaquid had a hole
starboard bow, but was n,
low the waterline. The
by the Eastern Steamship
manded by Capt. White
making her morning trip I
to Bar Harbor, while the 1
of the M aine Central raili
with Capt. Wescott in cl
her way from Sargentvilli
with about 50 passengers,

an

E. F. Whitney of Montello, Mass., is visiting relatives in town.

Mr, Lewis Drinkwater
Ford car.

has

bought

a

new

1916 model

Mrs. Annie Miller spent
with her sister in Hope.

a

week recently

Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Hurd and daughter

!

Ruth visited at Ash Point
Miss Nellie

Sunday.

Pendleton of Boston is boarding

with Mrs. Effie Rankin for

few weeks.

a

Medfield. Mass., is spending her vacation at the Pottle homestead.
Merrill Brown and Louise Pendleton are
Miss Ella Pottle of

ers were

of her sister for
There

will

a weex

be

a

at the Hall

dance

in

Tuesday evehing, Sept. 21st.
! first class management.
Mr.

cottage.

Tranquility

hall

Good music and

and Mrs. Nathan Miller returned to
a ten days’ visit with

Boston last week after

proceeding

\

j

1

j
j
I

1

cauti

the dense fog a few min
o'clock when they came I

spending a week in Augusta and Lewiston,
Mrs. Dennis Kelley of Rockland is the guest

I

STEAMER

j

distance outside Stoning!.,
iron bow of the Pemaqun
wooden hull of the other s
quickly began to fill. T!
beached on Moose Island
tes and the passengers w
ashore there without
were taken to Stoning!
red to another steamer I
None of the passengers
at any time. The Pema.:
render any assistance p
The Pemaquid arrived
hours later. She had a be
her starboard bow, but it u
the water line, and cause ;
damage except to the steHer top works were damns
the railing on the top deck
>

his

parents

on

Miller hill.

David Cross, accompanied by his daughter,
Dickey, left Thursday for Boston

Mrs. Emma
to

spend

the winter there.

will be held here October 6th.
stormy on that day it will be postponed to
the first fair day following,
The town fair

If

Mrs. Willis Mahoney of Somerville,
Young of Medford, Mas?., being torn away togeth.
Pilot Gardiner Rel
W. E. Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Cross pole.
si
recent illness and is able to be out.
and Amos Mahoney motored from Boston in at the Pemaquid’s wheel,
i two steamers were not
Miss Freda Knowlton, who has employment Mr. Willis Mahoney’* car, making the distance
was
feet apart when each
in Islesboro, has been at home the past week. in twelve hours, to spend Labor Day with relBoth w
crew of the other.
The schools began Sept. 13th. Lewis Kings- atives here.
for the black buoy off Mailbury transports the pupils to the Lane school.
The fall term of the schools in town began proceeding slowly, he sal,I
Mrs. Ellen Black and daughter Chrissie of Monday with the following teachers: Miller was struck aft of the pori
hole being cut in her si
Dorchester, Mass., who have been visiting Mr.
Ruse; Hill, Evelyn Richards; deep
aud Mrs. Edgar Thayer, returned home by district, Myrabell
water line.
village, Marguerite McKinney;WTiley’s Corner,
boat Se pt. 11th.
Patched temporarily with
Agnes Eugley; Beach, Miss Mary Bartlett; planking, the Morse arrived n
The
Miller
Drinkwater.
Carrie
Youngtown,
Thursday night under her or
schoolroom has been thoroughly renovated— large hole near the port gang
walls papered, ceiling and woodwork painted, ible evidence of the steam'
%, Do colds settle on your chest or in your
Unde
bronchial tubes ? Do coughs hang on, or and everything put into a sanitary condition. escape from sinking.
in charge of
the vessel
are you subject to throat troubles ?
Much credit is due Mrs. Grace Mahoney and
ther temporary repairs at
Such troubles should have Immediate
Mrs. Bell Russ,who did the labor and donated
to
Boston, ar'
treatment with the strengthening powers the
Here’s hoping they may receive
paper.
and is at the Atlai
unday
of Scott’s Emulsion to guard against
thanks and appreciation for their efforts and East Boston, where she wih
consumption which so easily follows.
that the pupils may be interested in keeping
pairs.__
Scott’s Emulsion contains pure cod liver
the room in good condition in the future.
oil which
the resMr. and

Mass

Mr. Urban

j

j

HAVEYOU WEAK LUNGS?

■

Eroceeded

piratory

TO REN I

peculiarly strengthens

tract and improves the quality of
the blood; the glycerine in it soothes and
heals the tender membranes of the throat.
Scott’s is prescribed by the best specialists. You can get it at any drug store.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, It. J.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTO R I A

Large, front, furnished
furnace

room

w

heat, bath, hot and

electric light, also two adjoining r_

74 CHURCH STRtt

i

'

Carle & Jones’

Alien L Curtis bu been elected commander
of A. E. Clark Camp. Sons of Veterans, for
the unexpired term left vacant by the retire*
ment of J. C. Bennett. Mr, Curtia plana to steed the Grand Army encampment in Washington, D. C.

’

Autumn Announcement
Now ready for Inspection.
A complete line of

Then
Ho your feet ache !
the patented Ground
•, at
:ipper Shoes which allows
arch to become strong,
the
the muscles active

dy's weight

",

to fall

Ir™

pendicitis.

•

an

Dress

operation for apK

Fabrics,

Dressy

Shoes with stiff arches
a crutch.
“Using inheels
and
side"
plates are a

I

-—

!

3ie

that

prop"
ed at

Wool Sweaters,
Corduroy Coats,

“flat foot’’
or other marial are given, which give
nporary relief, but not
so-called
ates of steel

Ground Gripnot only relieve but
v correctj which is the
y important feature
inanent.

s

Men and Women.

t or

by

sale only

I

7 s.

The News of Belfast.
DRAG

THE

ROADS.

the smiles of spring appear
rag the roads;
en the summertime is here,
rag the roads;
r.en the corn is in the ear,
: !ie winter cold and drear,
ry season of the year,
'rag the roads.

I

,en

nen

you've nothing

else to

do,

rag the roads
nut for an hour or two
'rag the roads;
will keep them good as new;
th a purpose firm and true,
i in line; it’s up to you
rag the roads,
—

msas

Industrialist.

thieves

n

are

ases

herring Monday,

one

boat

large sup-

a

bringing

750

els.

be a* special meeting of the
Club next Saturday afternoon at 3

will

ere

..an's

"ck.
E. Brown is having two weeks
duties in Carle & Jones’ dry

Y.isg Julia

dCa’.ion from her
is store.

S

C. T. U. will meet tomorrow, Fri2.30 p. m., with Mrs. Isaiah Cross,

W.

e

at

V

street.

rr

Unity fair opened Tuesday with a good
ndance, good races and other attractions

tie

ne

Bowen, B. H. S., ’15, has employthe freight office of the Maine CenR. R. in this city.
in

reported that the Central Maine Power
running its wires to Unity and Thornto supply those towns with light and

s

v.

er.
sses
•ano

al

Mary K. Hayes and Elizabeth A.
Gorham Tuesday to enter the

went to

for

school

little

The High school opened
Monday with 132
pupils enrolled and 45 in the
entering class
The grade and rural schools
will begin next
Monday, September 20th. Grades 5 and 6
of
the South school will convene
in the down
stairs rooms of the
High school building.
Grade 4 in what was
formerly the Hoot and
Shoe Workers’ Club rooms in
Hayford block
and 1, 2 and 3 will be
taught at the homes of
the teachers until the
Peirce school building is
ready for use

teachers’

the

training

entertained the None-Sucn

J. L. Ames

le club Wednesday evening, Sept. 8th.
were present and ice cream and cake
served.

•en

Heal, bookkeeper at the Dins•>• shoe
store, is taking a vacation in Bosiiid Miss Idella D. Knowlton is substitutiss

F lossie

or

her,

e

warm

rop, but

appeared,

was

It has

certainly

been

a

trying

for farmers.

Frost, State Superintendent
wer mission and relief work, was in Skow■yan last Tuesday and Wednesday to attend
.'tate W. C. T. U. convention.
Mrs. Annie M.

Manley O. Wilson of Poor’s Mills has been
-aged as weigher during the corn canning
season at the plant of the Saco Valley Canning
and entered upon his dutieB Sept. 15th.
Mr. Daniel Ingalls, who bought what is
vr
wn as the Cochran place on Cedar street,
•!ig a good business in raising and markethardy shrubs, hollyhocks, phlox, barberrys,
e

September

term of the

Supreme Judi-

Court will convene Tuesday, September
and not the 21st as currently reported,
ge Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta will preside.
advertised
r

Letters.
The following letremained uncalled for ifi the Belfast post
e for the week ending
Sept. 11th: Ladies—
Gertrude Deane. Gentlemen—Mr.
Terry
e Corona
Typewriter Co., Ernest Grigg.

Music

The case of Lute L. Rogers, vs. Leslie J.
Ward, Troy parties, was entered at tne January term of the S. J. Court, Judge A. M.
Spear presiding. At the April term Judge
Geo. M. Hanson appointed Judge George E.
Johnson as auditor. The case was one of an
account annexed, A hearing was held in the
Grand Jury room Friday afternoon, sept. 10th.
Dunton & Morse appeared for the plaintiff and
J. W. Manson of Pittsfield for the defendant.
Judge Johnson will render his decision at the

Ten

‘‘A

Mrs. Wm. «. Swan
entertained Mrs. C. S. Bickford, Mrs. Ellen J.
Keller of White Plains, N Y
Miss Maude
Gammans, Tolford Durham, Roger A. and Robert E. Lutz of Newton,
Mass., Sept. 9th.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Gurney, A. P.
Shepherd,
Mrs. S. N. Simmons of Appleton, Mrs.
G. H.
Brier, Winter Hill, Mass., Mrs. F. C. Gay and
Miss Marie A. Gay of Brooklyn, N.
Y., registered Sept. 9th.Mrs. L. N. Gilkey and Mrs.
L. M. Kimball of Islesboro, Mrs. F. L. White
of Morrill, Mrs. J. W. Vaughan of City point,
Mrs. Henry Jones of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. B.
M. Plummer, Mrs. Palmer Cobb and Miss Grace
L.ouise Cobb of Philadelphia. Dr. and Mrs.
James D. Clement of Orono registered Sept.
10th.
A

Colt-Case.

Donald

Patten of Lincoln-

Judge Maurice W. Lord of the
Municipal court Sept. 10th on complaint of
Mrs. Emily E. Patterson of Belfast for malicious mischief in the injury of her colt
by
breaking and use. Mrs. Patterson had been
pasturing two colts in Patten’s pasture and
learning that he was using them she took
them home and entered the suit. It was
alleged
was

before

that the colt showed where the harness and
saddle had been used on him and that his feet
were

sore.

The defence

was

that Mr.

Patten

had been given permission to break the colt
use him for rides. Ralph I, Morse appeared
for the planitiff and H. C. Buzzell for the defendant. Judge Lord found probable cause and
the defendant was fined $5 and costs and 10

days in the county jail. The jail sentence was
suspended and he appealed to the September
term of the Supreme Judicial Court under
$200 bonds.with Harry W. Chapman and Frank
Clambake. Saturday, Sept.
18th, it is proposed to have a field day and
clambake at Crow Cove, Islesboro. under the
auspices of the Leonard & Barrows A. A.,for all
employes of the factory and their families,and
no better place could be chosen for such an
outing. A very short walk from the head of
Crow Cove takes one across the island to
Bounty Cove, which opens upon the eastern
bay with its many islands, and the surroundings and outlook from the western shore are
also attractive. The Belfast Band will be
guests of the association and furnish music,
and there will be a ball game, potato and sack
races, tugs-of-war and a general good time.
The affair is given to celebrate the closing of
the first season of the association and already
over 300 have expressed their desire to attend.
The association is the first of the sort ever organized among the employes of the factory
Field Day

and

and its foremen have taken an active part in
its welfare, especially H. A. Peters and B. L.
Tuttle, who have worked untiringly for its
A ball team was maintained during
success.
the past season, and a most successful Labor
Day celebration was given under the auspices
of the association, which plans to eclipse this
record in 1916.

Through the courtesy of Mr Alfred Johnson
the children at the Girls’ Home were given a
sail

:

for Fall.

Daughters.

the

bay in the yacht Whistler yesterday afternoon, and to most of them it was a
new
and interesting
experience and was
much enjoyed
on

committee to select the colors and attend to
of the buildings, which was made
the gift of $160 from the Kin^s

«a

Diamond

Mn Edison’s

_

PARLE & JONE8, Belfast, Me.

|

|I

Royal Reception Week—be-

it is

will be

urged to buy. All America is
to come and feast upon the de-

a

week in which no

For “Models”

one

themselves

world,

parasites

society.

j*

nothing.

mean

You

interested in knowing what
The Ri yal Tailors can make for “exnot

are

dictates it.

R

are solely
makers, Royal Reis exclusively a Cus-

ception Week
tom Tailor’s exhibit.
No tirished garments will be shown.

It

cause

made-to-

Since The Royal Tailors

display.
unique.

Roval

make the

clothes in America.

custom clothes

offer for Fall. But not one mother’s
son will be solicited or pressed to
place an order unless his own taste

hibition purposes.”
know what

they

can

You want to
make for you,

Choose your own fashion; pick I
A guarantee card
your own cloth.
is sent with every Royal garment
warrarting the fit and your satisfaction or no sale.

means the utmost in Custom Tailored
Llothes at $16, $17, $20, $25, $30 and $35.

oyal Tailoring

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street Clothiers and Tailors.

J». J*.

_—

Waldo County’s Leading Banking Institution
Over $2,000,000

growing daily.

f

J«

ART

•

Perfection seems to have been
reached in the making of eye glasses
when one beholds the creations of

_

the present time.
My stock is replete with the newest and best goods from the best
makers. The standard cf durabili-

»

^
■r

ty is not sacrificed, but lightness,
style and strength are combined.

2

1 believe my skillful fitting and ad
justing will satisfy the most critical.

GRADUATE

^B

(Successor

»

®

OPTOMETRIST,

t

L. Adams)

J

to F.

__

_

_

_

m.

Safety First

—

BmA

—

(iA

BmII

B^a

■>•■

•>§
p^B

We Examine

415.00== I

The

Eyes

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without
And

hit

the aid of

the

Most

drugs)

Up-to-Date

Glasses

thiTford

At Reasonable Prices.

Safety Starter

Broken Lenses Replaced

For your Ford Car

Chase & Doak,

Entirely Concealed.
Guaranteed to turn your engine
over

quicker

the crank.
No

than

can

No

Belfast. Maine,

be done with

No rachets.

slipping.

^Optometrists,^
25 Main btreet,

No cogs
No

friction.

getting out in the
rain to crank your car. See the
New Foot Primer.
You do not
have to leave your seat to start

TONIGHT

broken arms or

your car. All for $15.00

complete.

THE SAFETY FORD STARTER

CORPORATION
Sherman G. Swift,
Belfast, Maine,

|

f

/. O. O. F. Building, Up Stairs, Room 1, Belfa it. Me.
Telephone connection.

^

j

Jjjl

FRANK F. QRAVhS,

«

|

|

JR. JR.

wa'w

In Eye Glass Making

I

|

JR. JT.

r*^ wvm

|

LEGACY

I
S

best
measure

to be

urged
lightful showing of new woolena and \
new styles that The Royal Tailors

1

First, Work; Second, Save.

|

8

proud

The

Taylors

and fashions

are

The idea of this week is
is called

that

Show

merchants
among the
whose stores have been selected for

this

0r

J_

showing

j

“Teach Them to Work and Save”

We would be VERY pleased to give a FREE demonstration at our store or in your own home it you
prefer. Just telephone or write if interested.
Prices from $30.00 to $250.00 in stock.
Yours truly,

we

..

j

numbered

Fraud Paint

Through

‘hofusand
towns

and

actually worn
Royal Tailored
clothes, you know

relatives and to attend the State fair.
They
returned Saturday-Mrs. C. W. Ayer went
to Montville Sunday to piss a
few days
with friendB and relatives.Miss F. S.
Walkley is spending a few days this week
with a friend in Auburn. She will return
Saturday-Mrs. S. A. White and Mrs. Hat-

Franklin Street Improvement. A notimprovement in the city streets is that on
the section of Franklin street between
post
office square and Court street. Ten or more tie Clough of Liberty were guests of Mr. and
John A. Fogg is making a specialty of dahlias
there
was no better piece of street
years ago
Mrs W. G. Hatch Thursday and Friday_A
in his garden on High street and has some
in the city. It was well drained,
properly musical service was held in the church last
beautiful varieties in the window of his mar- j
rounded and entirely free from loose stones. Sunday evening at which more than one hunket. One, a deep garnet, with quilled petals is
Then one spring the road
machine, a compara- dred and fifty people were in attendance. The
from a bulb presented Mr. Fogg by Mrs. W.
tively new thing here, was run over it when singing by the children, the solos, duets, quarH. F.lwell of laola Bella.
the ground was soft. It did not
tets and congregational singing were a consgo into the
The Waldo County Hospital,
William ditch, but made another ditch and its wheels tant delight as each number was rendered.
Smith of Waldo and Calvin Hall of Monroe, left deep ruts. There was a heavy rain soon Following is the program:
both medical patients, are convalescing....
after and five distinct streams of water were Organ Voluntary,
Mrs H B Ladd
Male Quartet
Clifford Hilliar. injured in the recent auto- running down the street. The work of disin- Anthem,
H B Ladd, Everett S Hatch, Howard W
motorcycle accident on Searsport avenue, re- tegration has been going on ever since,and exHatnh VifllAr Marriom
turned Wednesday morning 10 his home in Or- cept for work done by the abuttors in clearing Children's Songs.
the gutters, etc., practically nothing has been Hymn,
! rington. He suffered only from the nervous
Congregation
Mr Strong
j shock-Mrs H M Fernald of Pittsfield, a done to remedy this condition,[and the heavy Solo,
Responsive
reading.
| surgical patient, will return home to-day. rains this season took away what was left of Prayer.
the surface covering down to bed rock. After
Male Quartet.
Thursday
H B Ladd
a cartload or two of loose stones had been
Solo,
The Wayside
I
Among the out-of-town
Everett S Hatch, Carolyn G Hat :h,
Duet,
hauled off the gutters were cleaned out and
I
with W S Hatch and W G Hatch on chorus
guests registering the past week were the foithe earth and sods used to build up the road
Miss F S Walkley
Talk,
j lowing: Bernard L Stetson, Hanover, Mass,
Then a coating of coarse gravel was applied
Solo,
Ralph H Mosher
Mrs David L Mitchell, Bangor, Miss Blake,
Audience
Hymn,
and that was given a coating of sand, and
Lillian Blake and Mary Perkins, Castine, Mrs I
Solo,
Carolyn G Hatch
Collection.
Florence Curtis and Miss Gertrude Grinnell, ! when that works in there promises to be not
Song by children
a more sightly street but one easier to
Benediction,
Camden, Dorothy Kendall and H W Hall,New- only
travel over.
Next Sunday Miss Walkley will give a talk
ton Center, Mass, Mr and Mrs Walter L Morse,
on her travels in Switzerland.
Mr and Mrs Alfred J and Miss Prudence RobWaldo County Teachers’ Association.
New Advertisements. This is Royal Reinson, Bangor, Miss Louise M Hill, Bath, Mrs The three days' session of the Waldo County
J B Gould, Brookline, Mass, Mrs E B Symonds.
Teachers’ Association closed at noon Friday. ception Week at Harry W. Clark & Co's, the
I Salem. Mass, Miss Ethel King, Boston, Mrs
The sessions on that day began at 9 a. m. and Main street clothiers and tailors, closing next
Emma Clement and Miss Eliza Hall, Montville, closed at 12. £0 p. m., with hour
periods for Saturday night. It is a special week for showMrs E N Hall, Thorndike, Mr and Mrs Edeach topic instead of one-half hour as on the ing the fabrics and fall fashions of the Royal
ward W Spangler, Miss Gertrude Hill Plaisted two days previous. This was done that the Tailors made-to-measure clothes, at $16 to $35.
and Ralph W'hittier. Bangor, Mrs Emily J teachers living out-of-town might leave for A guarantee with every Royal garment warHooper, Methuen, Mass, Mr and Mrs Reuel home by the afternoon train or boats. The ranting the fit and your satisfaction or no
Robinson, Mrs Georgia H Hobbs and Mrs sessions were unusually well attended by the sale.... Carle & Jones have now ready for inLaura B Reed, Camden.... Mrs Carrie C Pencity and county teachers, who formed classes spection a complete line of dress fabrics, M.
dleton entertained Mrs .Tames P Taliaferro, for practical teaching by the three State In- & C. dress skirts, rain coats, dressy silk sweatstitute instructors, Misses Helen M. King of ers, heavy wool sweaters, corduroy coats, etc.
Mrs Annie W Hinchmari and Mrs Mary C
Fessendon at auction and lunch Tuesday af- Portland and Florence M. Hale of the State Samples sent on application... .James H. Howes
Normal school at Presque Isle and Mr. N. L. has new suits and coate for fall, the finest in
ternoon
Mower of Auburn.
The evening sessions value, style, finish and material he has ever
The “Coots” Take to the Water Again.
offered. ...Call at Carle & Jones store and let
The Coot Club, like the seafowl from which it Wednesday and Thursday were more of a socthem demonstrate the Edison Diamond Disc
derives its name, naturally takes to the water, ial nature and very enjoyable. Thursday evenor they wMl demonstrate at your
but for two seasons their annual cruise was ing Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher, Belfast’s phonograph,
made by automobile. This year they accepted music teachers, were present and presented home, if you prefer. Telephone or write if
interested... C. B. Norton & Co., the Waldo
several historic musical selections on the High
an invitation from Mr. Alfred Johnson and
for the Dodge Bro’s motor car,
left last Saturday afternoon in the auxiliary school Victrola. Miss King of the Nathan county agents
received Sept. 3rd one carload consisting of
schooner yacht Whistler for a trip down the Clifford school, Portland, a successful teacher,
three touring card, all of which were sold the
Reach to Brooklin, a favorite resort of the took arithmetic as her specialty, illustrating
will receive today
“Coots,” and where they are always heartily her ideas and manner of teaching by Dlack- following morning. They
another carload of these cars... “The Broken
welcomed. Advance notice had been given of board drills. She had the happy faculty of
Coin" at the Nickel Theater tonight... .See
their coming and preparations were made for drawing questions from her listeners, making
statement of the Searsport National bank of
their Saturday night dance, which is always her instruction of more practical value. Her
afternoon talk on common and deci- Searsport-Large front furnished room with
Thursday
the
resiand
much
attended
by
enjoyed
largely
all modern conveniences, also two adjoining
mal fractions was of much merit. Miss Hale,
dents as well as by the Coots. Sunday mornrooms, to let at 74 Church street_The art of
a rapid and entertaining speaker and a born
had
a
for
home
and
delighting they started
pianoforte playing taught by Miss Amy E.
ful sail up the Reach, called in at Castine. and teacher, well trained, spoke on the “Beginning
Stoddard. Harmony lessons given free to all
of the Rural school,” “The Use of the Mother
let go the anchor above the steamboat wharf
advanced students. Studio 68 Church street,
about 5 p. m. The Coots are loud in their Tongue,” “Some Practical Aids to Success and
the Ministry of Humor.”
Her talks were Belfast-Ground Gripper shoes for men and
praise of the Whistler, a 22-ton craft designed
women relieve all foot troubles and are sold
both for comfort and safety and fully meeting very practical and in many instances her critionly at the Dinsmore Store....See statement
cisms of the rural school teacher were very
She has a light rig, with
both requirements.
of The City National bank of Belfast.
no bowsprit, good
freeboard, and with her severe. She forcibly illustrated the necessity
for
the
teacher
to
remain
in
the
school
room
about
miles
an
eight
gasolene engine makes
during the noon hour if the pupils are obliged
hour.
The worst mistake one i> likely to make in
to bring lunches. Mr. Mower spoke exclusiveThere
was
at
Burnham,
Accident
Fatal
painting is wrong paint; it is easy to make.
on “Elmentary School Music.” His
ly
thorough
We all say “Ours is the best;” and there ,.are
a collision at Burnham Wednesday afternoon,
knowledge of the best and latest methods of 1000 of us. One is best; but a dozen are* so
Sept. 8th, between an automobile and a this
near on a level that no one knows, for
new branch of
comparatively
sure,that
teaching
train at a railroad crossing in which one
made his address of practical value to the his is the one.
of the party in the auto, Rev. A, G. Davis,
The worst paints are worst liars; they know
teachers, all of whom are obliged to conduct what they are, put-cn a bold face, and brazen
aged 65, was fatally injured. The other memclasses, even if the school in which they teach it out.
bers of the party, consisting of Mrs. Davis, T.
Their one true argument is low price; but
has a special teacher. The after questions
H. Scribner, the driver and owner of the car,
low price paint is always, must be, a fraud; it
and discussions added to the real value of the is
all
of
North
Wamade to cheat cheatable people.
E.
A.
Scribner,
and his son,
instruction.
DEVOE,
terboro, were badly shaken up and bruised,
-—.
but are recovering. The cars were being
shunted into position for the night and were
moving only at a speed of about five miles an
hour, and the auto at ten to fifteen miles an
Had either been going at greater
hour.
speed the accident would have been much
more serious. The approach to the crossing
is rather blind and before the occupants of
the automobile were aware of the presence
Better than any
of a train they had been hit and the mayou can bestow on your
Mr. Dachine tipped over on its side.
It makes of them men and women of
children.
vis in some way was thrown under the car and
VALUE to
sustained serious injuries, the others escaping
and the
not
with bruises and a shaking up. Mr. Davis
!
on
was taken to the hotel in Burnham and re^
ceived the attention of physicians. >6n examination it was found that he had received a
severe
scalp wound that required several
stitches, one leg was badly scalded and he had
suffered a concusion of the brain. He had a I
Assets
:
and
heart trouble, had been in failing health for j
and
died
some time,
Friday.
able
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The Philharmonic Association at a meeting
Tuesday evening arranged the following enVery truly yours,
tertainment course from the Redpath Bureau
Carle &
for the comingseason: Monday, Nov. 8th, “The
Servant in the Home,” Wednesday, Dec. 15th,
Marigold Quartet; Monday, Jan. 31st, Frederick
An informal reception will be given at the
Charles A. Harmon and Fred
Rackliff, re- Martin, song recital; Thursday, March 2nd, Dr.
Baptist church next Tuesday evening from 8 cently of the Thompson Mfg. Co. of
this city,
Edward A. Ott’s lecture on “Sour Grapes,” re| to 10 o'clock to Rev and Mrs W F Sturtevant j have engaged in the manufacture of clothing
garding Heredity and Marriage. The enteri All members of the church and congregation in
Portland
under
firm name of1 the Fidelthe
j
1
tainments will be given in the Colonial Theatre.
are cordially invited
ity Clothing Com pan}’, starting with 20 maCourse tickets will be on sale in a short time at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Sherman, and Mr, chines.
$1, with 50 cents extra for reserved seats for
and Mrs. Clarence E. Hall and little
daughter
A report in a daily paper of the
the course; single tickets 50 and 75 cents
of
sinking
are spending the week at
Northport, occupy- the steamer
J. T. Morse in Stonington harbor
Poor’s Mills. There will be a short enteri ing one of the Mrs. Frank O. Smith cottages
said: ‘‘Automobiles conveyed
many of the tainment and social at the hall Tuesday evenj on tne South Shore

ployment.

at the vv

If you read The Saturday Evenyou know that The Royal
Tailors make made-to-measure
clothes.

ing Post,

t h ousand

Royal

Cordiality

passengers to Bar Harbor, and from there
ing Sept. 21st. A baked bean supper will
Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw entertained last Thursthey ’vent to their various destinations.” served. All are invited_Mrs. Julia McKeen
day and Friday at the camp at Temple They must have been
automarines.
and Mrs. Celia Richards were recent guests of
Eastern Steamship
Corporation, has also been Heights owned by hereon, William Greenlaw,
The Society of Equal Rights will hold a Mrs Underwood_Cassius Hamilton spent
appointed general manager of the Western ; Mrs. C. S. Webber, Mrs. William K, Keene
baked bean supper and entertainment in the day recently in Skowhegan-Mr.Herbert
Division, and now has jurisdiction over all the and Mrs. Effie Harrison.
j
hall. City point,“Saturday evening, I Dickey and his mother have been visiting,Mr.
lines operated by the
Peavey’s
company. J. E. Owsley,
Miss Leota A, Patterson, who graduated
and Mrs. Delbert Rolerson.Mr. and Mrs.
25th. There will be a
who was general
guessing contest
manager of the Western from the Commercial department of the Bel- Sept.
and a social time will be enjoyed after the Lee Wentworth of Stockton Springs yisited
Division, has resigned... .The steamers of the I fast
High school last June, has a position in entertainment. The
Brown
Eastern Steamship Corporation on
public is cordially invitedg friends here last week.... Mrs. Luella
the Bangor ; The City National Bank and will enter
upon
and daughter Dora were week-end guest9
line are now making six
trips a week, leaving her duties next Monday,
At the last meeting of the Belfast
City Gov- friends in Montville.... Mrs. Geneva Wenthere on week days only, but a boat
arrives
Governor Curtis has made the following ernment the matter of allowing the Belfast worth visited Mrs. Underwood last week....
from Boston Sunday
j
Base
Ball
morning.
association to lay out a regulation
among other nominatio.js: Justice of the
Mrs. Stevens spent Sunday with her son Her••Tinkers” have been plentiful in the
ball diamond on the McLellan
property, owned bert at the farm....Mr. and Mrs. Henry
harbor | Peace, George A. Palmer of Monroe; agent for
ot late, but will not bite the
hook. The ex- ! the prevention of cruelty to animals, J. A. by the city, was informally discussed. It was Wentworth and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Payson
decided that the property is too near the
planation given is that the refuse from the Patterson of Belfast for Waldo
and little daughter Helen spent Sunday with
county.
Waldo County hospital for such a
canning factory keeps them surfeited with feed
purpose, and friends at “Linda Vista" cottage, Temple
The County Commissioners were in session
that it would be disturbing to the
and the bait does not
patients, Heights_Miss Wilhelmina Jackson of Santempt them. Large ; Tuesday. Among the matters before them
quantities of very small tinkers have been was a road in Freedom and the Belfast-North- No formal action was taken.
ford, who has been visiting her grandmother, ;
taken in the weihs and
At the meeting Sept. 9th the directors of Mrs. Lucy Jackson, has returned home. Her
Monday “Sandy” Clark port bridge at Little River, County Attorney
sold a barrel of these little fish on
a Main
the Home for Aged Women extended a vote brother Roland went with her.
W. A. Cowan was called in consultation.
street corner, three dozen for a
of thanks to all who contributed to the success
quarter. TuesNorth Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Harry A.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chipman have sod
day he went to Unity with a lot and after J
of the lawn party, the net proceeds of which
their residence on Bradbury street and wiih
Furbish and daughter Clara of Howard. R. I.,
supplying the village was to offer them to
were $175 86.
Mrs. Helen A. Taylor and Miss arrived Sept. 8th to spend their vacation in
their aunt, Mrs. E.M.Flanders, will leave Sept.
people going home from the fair. It is said 2Sth for Poland
Nellie P
Colley were admitted as life in- their former home_Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Springs, where they will make
that many have been canned at the
mates. Mayor Charles R. Coombs was made a
sardine their home and where Mr.
Bartlett went to Lewiston last week to visit
has em-

N. Patten sureties.
week helped the
bad for potatoes, and rust

weather last

application.
on approval.

on

Starting Saturday, September 18,
days in ihis
store will belong to The
Royal
Tailors of Chicago and New York.
the next seven business
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Frederick A. Jones gen
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Dress Up and Advertise Good Times

eral manager

ville

weather
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r

was

factory.

busy now-a-days, and in
well known—but what’s the
are

Lubec Sardine Co. received
f

standing growth, so that there
damage. “All out” sounded at 12.05
tne
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Blankets, Bath Robes, Etc.---

Goods sent out
All McCall Patterns all tne time.

once.

In

1

Samples

be discard-

can

Skirts,

Heavy

Silk Sweaters,

it side of the foot.

i

M. & C. Dress

Rain Coats,

the

on

William Faucher of Lawrence, Mass, was
before Judge M W Lord of the Municipal
Court
Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
forenoon charged with running Mrs Edward N
Winslow’s car in this State without a Maine
license. Mrs Winslow’s home is in Lawrence,
and she has been visiting Belfast relatives
Faucher plead guilty and was fined $17 13, the
costs of prosecution.

General Agent for Maine,
Agents with Ford Gars Wanted.

Itching piles provoke profanity but profanity
won’t remove them. Doan’s Ointment is recom*
mended for itching, bleeding or protruding
piles. 60c at any drug store.

™

Broken Coin
-AT-

NICKEL THEATRE

Miss Edith M. Davidson.
Piano Teacher,
Wishes to announce a change of location to
No. 8 Grove street. Studied at the New England Conservatory of Music. Pupil of the late
Carl Baermaun and of John Orth of Boston.
Those wishing to enter the harmony class this
fall please apply early.
3w36p

wedding bells.

THE 31st MAINE REUNION.

NEGROES SAY SHE PLOTTED MURDER

The 31st Maine Regimental associa-

tion met in annual reunion in

Bangor

at

11

Perry-Proctor. A very pretty wedMias Minnie Porter left Friday for a
iing occurred at the home of L. W. viait with relativea in Monroe.
Burnham Saturday, Sept. 4’h,
Uiarlt(in
it 8 p. m., when Mr. Olie Perry of BurnRev. N. B. Pearson left Tuesday for a
)am and MUs Blanche Proctor of Clinbrief business trip to Northport.
on were united in marriage by L W.
for NorthGuy Powell left
^lark. Esq who used the single ring port for a week’s Saturday
vacation,
:eremony. The marriage was solemnized
n the presence
Miss Una Cornforth went to Thorndike
of intimate friends, Mr.
ind Mrs. F. L Carter of Bangor and Tuesday for a visit with friends.

-:::i:aggBSsapssp^

G. A. R. hall Wednesday forenoon. Sept.
8th, when reports for the year were
read, officers elected and other business
transacted. The past year* has been a

noteworthy one in the history of the association, in that only one death among
the veterans has been reported, that of
James O. Tobey of Machiasport. This

Hr. and Mrs. F. L. Clark of Detroit beng among the number.

is the smallest for many years and sho s
that the G. A. R. men of this regiment
R. S. Osare healthy and long lived.
good of Bluehill was elected president of
the association, and 0. E. Bartlett was
chosen first vice president; Capt. Columbus J. Noble, second vice president; 0.
R. Leavitt, third vice president; J. F.
Beatb, chaplain, and F. S. Perkins of
Castine, secretary. A splendid dinner
was served to about 40 of the veterans
and wives and friends by the ladies of
the G. A. R. at noon, The spread was
most appetizing and delicious and was
thoroughly appreciated by all present.
Among those present besides the officers
wese S. Dean Benson of Bangor; A. G.
Rollirs, S. T. Stone, Mrs. Joseph Lynn,

Burleigh Huntington. Miss Helen
Babbitt Huntington, daughter of Mrs.
Harriet W. Huntington of Montielier Vt.,
md John H. Burleigh of Burlington,son of
Hr. and Mrs. John M. Burleigh of South
Berwick, Me.,"were married Wednesday
ivening, Sept. 8ih at the Church of the
HeBsiah by Rev. Lewis Carson, PhD.
loseph T. Smith was best man and Mrs.
P. Jewett Burgess, a cousin of the
iride, matron of honor. The bride wore
white filet lace and satin, with veil of
white tulle. The ushers were E. Stanley
rayne, E. P. J. Burgess of New York,
Bqgene W. Magnus of Waterbury and
Sdward S. French of Rochester.

Mr. and Mrs. R. Osgood, Capt. Horace
Whitmore, Hampden; Mrs. W. Grindle,
Bangor; H. P. Miles, W. S. Moody and
J. McGray.
Comrade S. F. Perkins of CaBtine
made the following report:
“Sisters and comrades: we are permitted through Divine Providence to meet
again at our annual reunion which al-

ways means so much to us, and as the
years go by and we meet here from one
reunion to another we are filled with
sadness because we miss some comrade
who has gone to assemble with the many
thousands of our Grand Army on the
other side of the great white silence toward which we are marching with a quick
step which seems to grow faster as we
feel the weight of years upon us, which
also reminds us that it will soon be our
turn to fold our tent and answer our
name to the last roll call and go to our reward with the feeling that we have tried
to do our duty as soldiers and citizens.
The case of Mrs. C. Franklin ilohr, the wealthy Providence (R. I.) woman,
With our Saviour we have the pleasure
Three negroes, held
will be heard first when the grand jury meets Sept. 20.
and joy of meeting our sisters and comfor the shooting of her husband, are said to have confessed that she plotted
rades who have been spared another
bis death.
year to meet with us here in this beautiful City of Bangor through which many
nation. This is too centralized Governof us passed when we were on our way
Political Points.
This
to join our regiment at Augusta.
ment and must ultimately result in deroom which our comrades have so kindly
The net balance in the general fund of struction of popular and representative
given us the use of is fast becoming
home to us, as we meet here from year the U. S. Treasury at the close of busi- Government.
to year. How often we shall look back ness August 23d was $55,760,889,as comto the pleasant hours we have spent pared with a balance of
$126,663,944 on
here in each others company, talking of
the same date two years ago under Rethe past and looking forward to the
FOR FLETCHER’S
the time when we again welcome those publican laws. The administration spent
who are spared another year.
For we $27,382,411 more than it collected during
must not let our hearts grow old if our the first 54 days of the present fiscal >
FAVORABLE CROP REPORTS.
strength does grow weaker. As the
year.
years come and go we will keep that
Record Crops of Wheat, Corn and Oats.
cii u
lur
cuunHuect
luvtf
MuunesB
uur
Wholesale prices of 25 leading articles
which is a duty we owe one to the other.
September Forecast for Potatoes 14,For in no organization is the same feel- of food for the second week in August
000,000 Bushels Below 1912 Record
ing that soldiers have, which have been were higher than for the corresponding
Crop.
strengthened by hardship in those dark week in 1913. This is shown by the N.
hours of war and which clouded our fair
Washington, Sept. 8. Bumper crops
Y. Times Annalist, which gives the inland in the days of ’61 and ’65.
We may
this year, with a half dozen new producfor
as comdex
number
as
145.17
1915,
know that the memory of those days and
tion records, now seems assured.
the part each of you performed in that pared with 139 for 1913.
Basing
predictions on a canvass made on SeDt.l,
great Ptruggle will be remembered by
our beloved country for years after the
The average duty collected on imports
by its thousands of agents throughout
last comrade of that war has passed under the Democratic tariff law is
equiv- the United States, the Department of
we
all
are
thankful
it
is
and
that
away
alent to an ad valorem duty of 13 per Agriculture today issued forecasts showour privilege to wear that little button
with honor to ourselves and the Grand cent. That is, on every dollar of im- ing the prospects of virtually all the
Army of the Republic. And another ports. the government gets 13 cents. principal farm crops, except potatoes
great pleasure we enjoy is meeting these Under the Republican tariff law which and
rice, improved during August.
sisters who always do so much to enterThe wheat crop is placed at 981,000,000
tain the comrades, who gather here each the Democrats repealed, the governyear and feel such an interest in the wel- ment collected 20 cents for every dol- bushels, 90,000,000 more than last year’s
fare of the Grand Army and always will- lar’s worth of goods
imported. The rtcord crop. Wet weather has damaged
ing to do so much to make our reunion a theory of the Democrats was that the winter wheat and delayed threshing. Additional inquiries by crop reporters this
success, and we wish to thank them for
the many little things they do to make lower duty would bring in more goods
month, however, resulted in the crop reour meetings interesting to us and our and make up most of the difference.
porting board making no change in its
stay pleasant while here—and comrades, They ignored the fact that every dollar August prediction of 659,000,000 bushels
of winter wheat.
let us keep strong the chain that unites
Conditions for the
spent for foreign goods means one dollar
one to the other and as we part to mingle
spring wheat crop have been ideal lately.
As a remit of the favorable conditions
in our several pursuits may we carry less spent for the product of American
the spring wheat production forecast was
with us the memory of this reunion as labor. They also ignored the fact that
being the best we have ever attended.” tvery dollar spent for labor is respent by increased 15,000,000 bushels, to a total of
The 31st M ine was organized in Au000 bushels.
When the final canits recipient, until, in the course of a 322.000.
vass is made the entire wheat
gusta in March and April, 1864. Leavproduction
it
has
12
different
passed through
ing the State on April 18th, it proceeded year,
probably will reach one billion bushels.
to Alexandria, Va., where it was as- hands and given employment to 12 difCorn production prospects increased
signed to the Second Brigade, Second ferent men. Therefore, for every dol- 67.000. 000 during August, the forecast
now
Division and Ninth Corps. In less than
being 2,985,000.000 bushels. Almade goods
a
month after leaving home the regi- lar’s worth of foreign
though that exceeds last year's crop by
ment went into acticn;at the Wilderness b rought in under the Democratic tariff
more tlan 110,000,000 l ushels, it falls
and on May 12th was hot y engaged at law, there was taken from American
139.000. 000 bushels short of the record
Spotsylvania, where it lost 11 Killed, 94 labor not merely one dollar of wages but crop of 1912.
wounded and missing. In the fight at
Oats ir.&y reach a record, the SeptemBethseda church, June 3d, it lost 15 kill- twelve dollars. These facts explain, in ber forecast being 1,408,000,000 bushels,
a
nutshell, why millions of men were which is 267,000,000 more than was hared and 39 wounded, and behaved with
such gallantry that Gen. Griffin compli- jobless as soon as the Democratic tariff vested laat year, but ten million bushels
below the record of 1912.
mented it in orders.
law was enacted and why they have conThe condil on oi wbtie potatoes took a
Under comma.! of Col. White, the regdecided drop cuting August, resulting in
iment rendered efficient service in the tinued jobless except to the extent that
a decrease ot
assault on Petersburg, June 17th, and at the war in Europe has shut off importa25,000,000 buahels in the
the Mine explosion it was among the tions and
given employment to men en- estimates of prooucrions. The September forecast is 406.000,000 bushels, 14,first to enter the enemy’s works. Its
gaged in producing or manufacturing 000,000 below the 1912 record
loases at the Mine were 9 killed 26
crop.
Itiotcations point to a rtcord crop of
wounued and 51 captured or missing. In foodstuffs, muni'ions or equipment for
October there were only about 60 men on the nations of Europe.
rye, barley, sweet potatoes, tobacco,
rice and hay. The apple and peach crops
duty, but new companies were added.
also ate far abive the average in proIn less than one year's time the Thirtythunder has beStealing
Republican
duction.
First lost 674 men killed or wounded in
so common a practice among Democome
of
this loss occuraction, three-fourths
crats that their consciences have become
ring in May, June and July, 1864.
There were 34 field and lino officers in calloused. They fought the postal savthe Thirty-First when it entered the
bank law, but now laud the results
Wilderness April 6, 1864. and in less than ings
90 days, or before the close of July, 17 it has accomplished and seek credit for
its success. They opposed a policy of
of them were struck dead in battle.

Children Cry

CASTO R I A

FUNNY THINGS At FRISCO.
Among the amusements at the San
Francisco Exposition are:
1. A model of Panama Canal on which
a visitor may ride 1,440 feet and experi-

every motion made in a trip through
the real canal,
2. The Bowls of Joy are two big bowls
into the bottom of the first of which the
visitor is shot on a swift car, sent whirling around on a spiral until he reaches
the top, pushed into the other bowl and
spun around again until he reaches the
bottom, and is then shot out onto a platform feeling very dizzy.
The Submarine, which represents
3.
The visitor goes in, a
a real submarine.
gong rings and the submarine begins to
“submerge.” It cruises about under
water for a quarter ol an hour, giving a
view of marine life. There are sunken
vessels, treasure chests, and the famous
Davy Jones Locker.
4.
Caves of the Winds, wh ch is a
well known Coney Island fake.
5.
Valley of the Mists, a scene of
dense fog.
6. Neptune’s Abode, another grottoed
retreat under the sea,
7. Jonah, played by the visitor who
enters the mouth of a whale and beholds
ence

preparedness

and now that their

folly

has been proven, would be known as its
chief sponsors. They condemned “dolar

diplomacy”

when

a

Republican

ad-

trying to build up our
foreign commerce, but now they are
bending every energy in the same direction.
Pretty soon we shall see them advocating a protective tariff, in spite of
ministration was

their many years of denunciation of the
Republican “Made-in-Amenca” policy.
They are slowly but surely learning wise
principles of government.
Chairman Walsh, the Industrial Comclass-agitator, finds no thrill in
the hunt for senatorial honors in Missouri, and report has it that he is out
mission

bigger game—nothing less than
Presidency. A boom for Walsh has
already been started among some of the

after
the

labor unions of the country, and he has
addressed many of them lately. Meanwhile the White House policy will be
one

of “Walshful

waiting.”
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For Sale

SHALES.

age

testify

soothing and healing qualities. Pneumonia and
lung troubles are often caused by delay of
treatment. Dr. King's New Discovery stops
those hacking coughs and relieves la grippe
tendencies. Money back if it fails. 60c and
$1.00.

21 men, the aggregate number of the
Interstate [and Trade Commissions and
the Federal Reserve Board, thus placing
in the hands of 11 men, a majority, the
power to determine questions of vital
importance to the welfare of the whole

Eaton-Nason. The home of Mr. and
Hrs. Elmer Nason in Pittsfield was the
icene of a pretty home wedding Wedneslay noon, Sept. 8th, when their oldest
laughter, Miss Joyce Nason, whs united
n marriage to Richard Eaton ofExeter.
itev. A. E. Wright, pastor of the Uninersalist church, performed the cerenony in the presence of the immediate
members of the two families.
Both are
veil known young people of the town.
Hr. Eaton was graduated at M. C. I.,
:lass of ’15. They left Wednesday afterloon on a wedding trip to Providence, R.
[., after which they will return to Exe:er, where they will reside, having the
jest wishes of a host of friends.

weeks successively, in The Kepublican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfasvbn the
12th day of October next, and show catfse. if any
they have, why the said account should not ibe
allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
AmncK TV. I

ECKAKD, Begister.
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Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Huff and son
were in Burnham Sunday
the
guests of Mrs. Huff's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. E. Stevens.

Phillip

Miss Jeannette Stephenson, who has
been employed in a store at Dark Harbor

for the summer, has returned
home in this village.

to her

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Call and

son

George Henry Quarmby of Saugus, Mass,
it high noon Wednesday, Sept. 8th, the Aubrey, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Childs and
spent Sunday at Mr. Call’s
wedding taking place at the home of the daughters,
at Windermere.

aride’s mother, Mrs. Harriet Bates of 11 cottage
Western avenue. Rev. Ernest M. HolElmer Colcord, who has passed the
man, pastor of the Baptist church, per- summer with his
mother, Mrs. A. E.
formed the highly impressive double ring
Wright, left Monday for Tenant’s Har-•eremony, which was witnessed by a bor, where he has
accepted a position as
small party, including the relatives of
principal of the High school.
the contracting parties and a few invited
friends. The bride was unattended, and
Amos Melvin and Harry Condon of
the marriage was held in the front par- Pittsfield and Dr. Charles S. Christie of
lors of the home, which were specially Riverpoint, R.
I., were in St. Albans
arranged for the ocaasion. Garbed in a Friday to attend the funeral services of
suit
and
a
black
travelling
wearing large
Mrs, Betsey Bartlett Bradford.
hat, the bride looked very sweet. Her
suit of fine garbadine was made Russian
Ogden Porter of Boston, w o has been
style,with black fur trimmingB. Follow- the guest of his uncle, Dr. E. A. Porter
ing the wedding an informal reception and family, has returned to Unity where
took place, and the newly wedded pair his parents are passing the summer at
left on the afternoon train for their their cottage on the shores of the lake.—
future home at Saugus, Mass. There Pittsfield Advertiser.
will be no wedding trip, a d they went
directly to their new home, which was
A Aig Granite Contract.
completely furnished and awaiting them.
It is reported that J. C. Rodgers, owner of
Settlement quarry at Stonington is about
Groves-Nash.
Clyde Groves and the
to be awarded a contract for supplying the
Miss Helen Nash of Camden were united
granite for the courthouse of Pittsburg, Pa., a
in marriage Sept. 3d at the home of W.
large building of 14 storic to be built entireR. Walters in North Waldoboro, Rev. ly of granite and which will
give steady emA.
of
Cambridge, Mass., ployment for 100 or more granite cutters for
Wesley
Wiggin
*
two
the
Hall
ceremony.
yearB.
performing
Henry
acted as best mar. and Miss Winnifred
Nash, a sister of the bride, was bridesmaid. The bride wore white crepe de
chene with trimmings of shadow lace.
The marriage was a complete surprise
to even their
most intimate friends,
many not knowing of the happy event
until the announcement cards were received. The bride is bookkeeper at the
Camden National Bank and the groom is
a civil engineer for
the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Both bride
and groom are among the most popular
young people in Camden and they were
the recipients of many pretty and costly
gifts. Mrs. Groves is genial and loved
by all who know her. Her excellent
character and sunny disposition have
made many friends for her. The groom
is a young man of sterling habits and
with prospects of a bright future.
Both
were graduates of the Camden High
school, and Mr. Groves of the U. of M.
The courtship of the young couple began
in their school days. That the coming
years may bring happiness and prosperity is the wish of all. The newly wedded couple will reside in Camden for the
For years we have been
present.

5

home in Thorndike at the age of 38
years, after a long and painful illness,
during which she was a very patient sufferer. She leaves to mourn their loss
her husband, Herb.rt E. Ward, a little !
daughter, Iona, aged five years; three ;
brothers, L. G. Ward, U. A. Ward of
Thorndike, and Sidney Ward of Pittsfield, and one sister, Mrs. William M.
Osborn of Pittsfield. The funeral service was held Sept. 6th at the Free
Baptist church at Thorndike
Center, Rev.
David Brackett of Belfast officiating,
and offering words of comfort to the
bereaved relatives.

Judge Alfred Johnson of Belfast Decorated for Bravery.

Count Louis de Sibour, son of Count
de Sibour and a grandson of
Mary Louise
(Johnson) de Sibour, formerly of Belfast is; an officer in the French
army at
present fighting in the Orgonne district.
He has been decorated with the Croix de
Guerre and proposed for the Medaille
Militaire, for having volunteered on two
occasion for difficult and dangerous missions, which he successfi 1 y carritd
out.
Henri de Sibiur ot Washington, D. C., is an uncle of the vicomte.
Before the outbreak of the war Vicomte
de Sibour was an undergraduate and lecturer on organic chemistry at
Trinity
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Boston.

7 30

Portland.

1100

AM

7 00
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Waterville.

7 20
9 53
6 45
25
9 59
34
10 08
25
10 25
35
110 35
8 44
10 50
Unity
T? orndike. $ ,*52
1100
Knox. >9 00
til 10
11 30
Brooks.s 9 15
25
til 40
til 50
Citypoint. t9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
II 55
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are m
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,

Bangor.

newspapers of the
have escaped serious opE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

women

Benton. 7
Clinton.
7
8
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook. ;8

Waldo.ft9

General Passenger A}.'*
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Ma

convincing?

I had pains
IHododon,
I could scarcely straighten up
Me.—“

in both sides and such a sorenesi'
at times. My back ached and I
was so nervous I could not sleep, and I thought I never would be
any better until I submitted to an operation, but I commenced taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and soon felt like a new
woman.”—Mrs. IIayward Sowers, Hodgdon, Me.

that the number of automobiles in

the country have reached 2,000,000.

12 54
1 00
;i 08
*118
130

..

more

If the figures given by the Scientific
American

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
On and after June 23. 1915, trains conn,
at Burnnam and Waterville with
througl
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portlar
Boston, will run as follows:

...

than one billion dollars.

YEAR.

MAINE CEN1RAL RAILROAD

7 48
W mnecook. '7 56
arrive
8 10
Burnham,
Clinton. 8 28
Benton.
8 38
11 33
Bangor.
Waterville. 8 44
Portland. 1130
Boston, pm. ^3 30

are approximately correct the
grand total of money spent in a year on
motoring in the United States is more

ONE

Advertise It in
The Journal

Knox. «7 34
Thorndike. 7 40

erations by taking Lydia
pound, and it is true.
We are permitted to publish in this announcement
extracts from the letters of five women. All have been
Could any evidence be
recently received unsolicited.

IN

Want

Unity.

stating in the

great

People

College, Cambridge, England, having
FKOM IO I-FAST
‘-up” in 1912. The Croix de Guerre
am
PM
is a new honor given for
special bravery. Belfast depart. 6 55
12 15
The Medaille Militaire corresponds to
20
Citypoint. 7 00
*12
the English Victoria Cross
It is given Waldo. *7 10
»12 30
for personal bravery.
Brooks
7 22
12 42

nbm&n,

a

The

come
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country that

Anythins;

GREAT GRANDSON

A
Of the Late

Ovoid

ING

and (\aQl*

1

Miss Jeanette Mae
Bates of Faiifield became the bride of

$1,180,000,000

urari,

Mrs. Abbie Spratt Damon died Sept.
6th at the home of her eon, Dr. M. L.
Damon, on Manaon street, Pittsfield,
ALL THE WAY BY
where she had been gradually failing in
health for the past few weeks. Mrs.
BANGOR LINE
Damon had been a resident of Pittsfield
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast
for 32 years, and was well known by the den.

Leave Belfast at 6.00 p. m., week
traveling public, having for many years
for Camden, Rockland and Boston. days 0m
Mrs. Sadie Greenwood is spending a conducted the Lancey House, where her fast at 7.30 a. m, daily, except Leave h
f
vacation in Northport and Massachusetts genial and hospitable mann er won her a Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport Monday
and Bantf
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Edmunds of large patronage. On retiring from the 6.00 p. m. week days only
East Burnham were in town for the day hotel a few years ago she opened her
METROPOUTAN LINE
home on ManBon street to the public and
Wednesday.
S. S. Massachusetts and Bunker Hill.*
it
was known as Ye Damon
Leave
north
side of India Wharf,
Inn, and
Boston
Ralph Lincoln, an accountant at the
day at 5 p. m., due New York at 8 a t
Pittsfield National Bank, spent the week- many of her former patrons continued to every
Same service returning.
be her guests there.
Her home was deend at Northport.
stroyed by fire in the winter of 1914, and
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Mrs. Alice Harding was in town Mon- since that time she had made her home
S.
S.
North
Land and North Star.
day on a business trip from her summer with her son. The deceased was born in
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
Tueeda?
home at Northport,
China, Me., in 1841, one of the 13 chil- Thursday and Saturday at 6.30
p m.
|
FRED W. POTE, Agent.
Mrs. Annie Milliken returned Tuesday dren of David and Tryphosa (Chadwick)
j evening from a few days’ visit with re- Spratt, and was the last surviving memBelfast, Maine
ber of that large family. In early lite
latives in Northport.
she was united in
marriage to Henry W.
Mrs. Clarence McAllister and nephew Damon, whose death occurred in 1884.
of Burnham were guests today (ThursShe is survived by one son, Dr. M. L.
day) of Mrs. K A. Noble.
Damon, at whose home the funeral services were held. Mrs, Damon was the
Dr. E. C. Bryant of Augusta spent
first worthy matron of Bethlehem
ChapSunday in town the guest of Mr. and ter, O.
E. S., in which she had always
I Mrs.
Benjamin Thompson, Main street.
maintained a deep interest, and had for
Mrs. Annie Murch of Freedom arrived some time been one of its
honorary memafternoon for a visit with her bers. She was an attendant of the First
j Saturday
Universalist church and a member of tne
son, Edmund Murch, and family,
j Walter A. Cowan of Winterport spent U. L. A. S., connected with the same.
Sunday in town with his family, who are
j visiting relatives here fora few weeks.
Mrs..Addie Ward died Sept. 4th at her
!

Quarmby-BateS.

•

Es

timating four persons to each car,
are approximately 8,000,000 people

there
in the
who
ride
in
motor
cars.
The
cost
country
of maintaining these cars in use for one
year is stupendous. At a conservative
estimate, 1,000,000,000 gallons of gasoline would be required to run them,
valued at $130,000,000; 20,000,000 gallons
of lubricating oil worth $8,000,000; 12,000,000 tires worth not less than $16 each,
or a total of $192,000,000; accessories of
all kinds at $50 per car, $100,000,000;
garage charges, other than fuel and lubricants, $100 phr car per year, or $200,0n0,000; repairs, exclusive of “tire
troubles,” $50 per car per year, or $100,000,000. The total running expenses for
all cars in use is estimated at $730,000,000. In addition, 600,000 new cars were
purchased during the year at an average
price of $750, or $450,000,000, which gives
for the grand total, $1,180,000,000 spent
on motoring in one
year.

Ky.—“I suffered from a severe female trouble.
•
My right side hurt me badly it was finally decided that I
must be operated upon. When my husband learned this he got a
bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for me, and after
taking it a few days I got better and continued to improve until I
am now well.”—Mrs. Mollie Smith, R.F.D., Shelbyville,
Ivy.
Hanover, Pa.—“ The doctor advised a severe operation, but my
• husband
got me Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and I
experienced great relief in a short time. Now I feel like a new person
and can do a hard day’s work and not mind it.”—Mrs. Ada Wilt,
303 Walnut St., Hanover, Pa.
Decatur, III.—“ I was sick in bed and three of the best physi• cians said I would have to be taken
to the hospital for an operation as I had something growing in my left side. I refused to submit to the operation and took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—and it worked a miracle in my case, and I tell other women
what it has done for me.”—Mrs. Laura A. Griswold, 2437 East
William Street, Decatur, Iff.
Cleveland, Omo.—“I was very irregular and for several ypars
•
my side pained me so that I expected to have to undergo an operation. Doctors said they knew of nothing that
would help me. I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and I became regular and free
from pain. I am thankful for such a good medicine and will always give it the highest praise.”—
Mrs. C.H. Griffith, 1568 Constant St., Cleveland, O.

2SnELBYviLLE,

—

TheJRebuplican Journal and'McCai
Magazine one year each foi
$2.10, paid in advance.
Subscriptions
Write

may

or

call

be

new

at

this office

or

renewa'

3

4

RHEUMATISM AND ALLIED PAINS
—THEY MUST UO!

5

The congestion of the blood in its flow causes
pain. Sloan’B Liniment penetrates to the congestion and starts the blood to flow freely. The
body’s warmth is renewed; the pain is gone.
The "man or woman who has rheumatism,
neuralgia or other pain and fails to keep
Sloan’s Liniment in their home is like adrowning man refusing a rope.” Why suffer. Get a
bottle of Sloan’s. 26c and 60c. $1.00 boUle
hold six times as much bb 26c size.

1 A room house with stable,
J-l/ situated at 29
Congress

According to the Construction News,
great wonders.
All modern
street, Belfast.
8. The Aeroscope, which takes a visi- building construction in the United
conveniences.
Suitable
for two
to
tor up 265 feet, turns around
give him StateB for July showed a decrease of 13
a view of the whole Exposition ground,
tenements. About half acre of
per cent in comparison with the corresand returns him to earth.
Besides these there are innumerable ponding month a year ago. Practically land with chance for garden,
other freak attractions on the Zone.such all the large cities showed material deinquire on the premises of
as Topsy Turvy Village, Flea Circus,
creases, Brooklyn alone showing tn inMidget Theatre, ’49 Camp, and Mexican crease of 11 per cent. New York fell
W. A.
and Hawaiian villages, which are of sufBelfast, August 12,1915—32tf
ficent varied interest to take up the off 10 per cent and Chicago 29 per cent.
visitor’s attention, no matter how long
While the people of this country want
bb.—in court of Probate, held at Belhe may stay.
WALDO
fast, on the 10th dav of August, 1916.
a tariff commission, they also want the
Bacliel 1V1. Pendleton, Frank I. Pendleton and
Beniamin F. (ohoid, trustees on the estate of
COUGHS THAT ARE STOPPED I
law for its establishment very carefully
Benjamin t' Pendleton, late of Searsport. in
Careful people see that they are stopped. drawn.
They recognize that at present said County, deceased, having presented their
first account of afinuni*tratloii of said estate for
Dr. King’s New Discovery is a remedy of tried
practically all the interstate business allowance.
merit. It has held its own on the market for
of Jbe country is under the espionage of
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
46
Youth and old
to its
years.

KECENT DEATHS.

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

to^^Write to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.

Only I

too

big

ocftuse

of

monthly

:t very
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with the pulm'
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-men than :i:r

magazine iu the world.
Come in or write to see a samp!
All the latest styles ami fata
every mouth ; also deliglniul stum
articles, besides regular deparimt
d 1
coukini:, homo dressmaking
keeping that lighten housework ru
money. Loved by women everyw
■

Don’t Miss This Off

(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered

f

by a woman and held in strict confidence.
_____

1,11'*»

_
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Eagle “Mikado” Pencil No. 74

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

HTZj
Packed Cne Cozen in

an

attractive pull-eft Lex and Calf Cress in a Carton.

For Sale at Your Dealer 5c. each
Hexagon Shape Highly Polished

in

or

50c. per Dozen.

Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with

best Erasive Rubber.

;

Ihe .Mikado is a Superior Quality of Pencil and contains the
lead, which iB exceedingly smooth and durable.

very finest

specially prepared

ACCURATELY IGR^ DED IN; FIVE DEGREES

No. 1 Soft
No. 2 Medium

No. 24 Medium Hard

No. 3 Hard
No. 4 Extra Hard for

ICONCELEUITO BE

THE

Bookkeepers

FINEST F1NC1L WADE FOR GENERALISE1

CEJAGLE PENCIL COMPANY
377 BROADWAY

NEWJYORK

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douche*
in treating catarrh, inflammation <>r
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co.bas recommended Faxtin*
In their
correspondence wi!h

private

women, which proves its superiorly
Women who have been cured dhy
it Is “worth its weight In gold.” At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail.

The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Ma»*.

follows, F W Gibbs of Brooks seeond
G H Ryder, third.
Best family carriage horse, riven by a
lady, Mrs A L Croxford, 1st Mrs Bessie
Elhngwood. 2nd.
Best pair of matched work horses, H
M Leonard, Hampden Highlands, 1st; F
L Ricker of Brooks, 2nd.
A B Chase of Dexter and E B Lunt oi

The Monroe Fair.
Good Weather, Good Track, Good
Attendance.
opened auspiciously

fair
The Monroe

morning, Sept. 7th, with a very
attendance, perhaps better than
0f 1914. The weather was ideal.
.were about 200 plates in the fruit
,'v intent, with the quality ahead of
ar's exhibit. The vegetable exhibit

Tuesday

/jjjod and

the flowers

unusually

Belfast, judges.
Draft Oxen.

pair draft oxen, free for all, tested on a drag:
Charles Thompson, 1st, 225 feet; H M
Lane, Frankfort, 2nd, 29 feet; J W
Nickerson, Swanville, 3d, 9 feet.
Best pair of draft oxen. 7 feet or under: Charles Thompson, Swanville, 1st,
204 feet; J W Nickerson, Swanville, 2d,
51 feet: H M Lane, Frankfort, 3d, 11
Best

beau-

The fancy
to if not ahead
artm- nt was well up
lisplays of former years. There
about two hundred head in the stock
vith many exhibitors.

i-tri.ent.

The chief attractionTues-

F A Tasker and W B. Ellis,
The Fair Officials.

ry of 11 to 7, in favor of Jackson.
and F.
re9> Stevenson of Belfast
,Iton of Monroe.
rest room was in charge ot Mrs.
White of Winterport, assisted by

Ritchie and Mrs. Woodman of
Tea and coffee were served.

r.,e.

haB been improved by the
of new windows on the front
[lTfered a fine place for rest for those
shed to take advantage of it.
room

race

one

was

on

the card

Tuesday,

as follows:
_.40Clb6S, Mixed, Purse, $75.

resulted
Ker, br
r.

[>*»

m

(Buzzell).1

(Nash).2
(Follis).3

Me Gregor,

ch

(Cummings)...4

m

1
3
6
6

1
2
4
7

nor Braden, Pearl Marston, Grace
Sterlino and Link Braden also
i

gentlemen’s driving class

was

action and disposition.
of
, .,,n Wednesday, the second day
on the
r, there were 3,000 people
and the attendance steadily inTwenty-four babies were enng
held
r the baby show, which was
W. C. T. tJ. room at 11 o’clock,
of
iges were Mrs. Ellis Killman
and
et, Mrs. George Pratt of Troy
The
Blaisdell of Winterport.
Were awarded as follows: Prettiest
,inert Lewis White, son of Mr. and
A. W’hite of Winterport, silver
argest boy.Lindwood Phair Elwell,
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Elwell of Monsilver mug; best breast-fed baby,
Faustina Gouid, daughter of Mr.
a silYrs. E. B. Gould of Dixmont,

speed,

ior

g-

.,

presented by the Imperial
Company; the heaviest girl,
of Mr.
me Laura Lowe, daughter
a gold
Mrs. Fred Lowe of Frankfort,
rettiest girl, Hazel Fern Jenkins,
r of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jenk-,
I,rooks, loving cup presented ty
of Auburn. The youngest boy,
ng cup,

v

xT..nii»,T

ortn

rtf

Mr

»nH

silver spoon,
!'. II. Nealley,
ball game between Jackson and
resulted in a victory for Troy of
a

Sidney Webber

a-

was

umpire for

races were interesting, the 2.20
going five hard-driven heats. The

summary:
2.20 class.

Purse $125.

3
i.cal Uingen
1
Mac Beth.
M (Winchester) .4 4
2
,;:n A.
■.a.r, 2.33, 2 29. 2 29, 2.29, 2.29 1-4.

(Burrill).3

(Withee).2

2.25 Class.

1

1

1

1*®;
2 2 3
4

dr

Purse $100.

SlcEwen (Cummings).1
May :i. (Gay) .-4
.r: ; bury (Maxwell)..“
Constantine (McKenney).2

1
®

J

«

»

6
4

5
4

for Infants and Children.
harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other KarIt destroys Worms and allays Fevereotic substance.
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
It
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and .Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Castoria is

foric,

feet.

orenoon was a ball game between
nvj)le and Jackson, which resulted in

}

TALKED PEACE WITH PRESIDENT.

as

dvmoht p. PALMER
Star, Gano, Crab,
plums.

pears of all kinds and

judges.

The official* of the association are as
follows: F A Littlefield, Monroe, R F D.
2, president; C M Moore, Monroe, R F
D, 1, vice president; F H Putman, R F
D, 2, secretary.
Superintendents: Grounds, F A Littlefield; cattle, E B Gould; horses, H E
Haley; fruit and vegetables, Henry
Luce; ladies hall, L. A. White.
Committee of arrangements of ladies’
hall, Mrs H E Haley, Mrs Merton Haley, MrsF M Nickerson, with Mrs Bertha Nealley as secretary.
Trustees: W Webber. Monroe; L A

ne

(Follis).3

2.27

21

-_1

I

rj^crAUjLCOMPANY.

NCW

VORK

ClTV

CAMDEN-BELFAST
AUTO SERVICE.
LEAVE

!

8.00

Searsporl

Mrs.

Has a Meeting and
Shower.

Renfrew

Wilson

the

a

Reservoir street, the occasion
utility shower and a meeting of

Merry-Go-Round

club in

Bleeding, Itching

took

place Wednesday, Sept.

_

J

was

8th.

all

The

devoted

or

SPECIAL

druggists

or

i

The

tree.

67 Church

Humphreys’ Veterinary Eemedies,

’.56 William St., New York.

cases

nothing

"Hi

Quarries,

I

Factory

■■■■!■

To correct constipation the first thing
is to stop the use of strong purgatives
and use instead tire mild laxative pills,
Pinklets. These tiny pills may be used
as long as required without the danger of j

Mill Sites,

and

reacting constipation.
If your own druggist does not sell Pinklets they will be sent by mail, postpaid,
on receipt of 25 cents by the Dr. Wil-|
liams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

MAINE REGISTER

a

to

those

change in location for

desiring
a new

start

NOTICE.

Water Powers

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Grenville M.

PUBLISHER

I

390

8e

MAINE

^==z====J

“too numerous to mention.”—

Madison Bulletin.

Foreclosure Notice

SONNET TO KATAHDIN.

postal
1

card

aiid you will

con a-

n and

ree ive n utuuipi call.
VVALTES .oOMHS,
65 M-mi Street, Belfast.

Eromen R. Nilsson of Monroe,
[Lewiston Sun.J
in the County of Waldo and State of
An old number of a college magazine,
his
mortgage deed dated the first
Maine, by
dated March, 1895, recently yielded up
of January, A. D. 1909, and recorded in the
the following fine sonnet which, from its day
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 318,
Sand and gravel delivered at
subject alone, would be of interest tc Page 471, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
Maine readers. It was reprinted in “Th< certain lot or parcel of land, with buildings a reasonable
price.
Bates Student” from “The Century” ol thereon, situated in Monroe, in said County of
that year.
Its author was a graduate oi Waldo, being parts of lots numbered 260 and
CPAS. M. H ALL,
Bates in the class of ’81 and at that 261 in the first division of lots in said Monroe,
bounded and described as follows, viz. Begin- Tel 306
Searsport Ave.
time his poems were
appearing it
at a stake in the road on the line of 1 t
standard
magazines. Though his lift ning
No. 158; thence northwesterly by the road,
was
devoted to business rather thai
seventy four and one-half rods to a stake and
literature his work was of fine quality
stones; thence north forty six degrees east
and the volume of poems he publishet
twenty-one rods to stake and stones in south
won many friends for its author.
Whei line of lot No. 260; thence north forty-four
west twenty-four rods to a stake and
degrees
a real poet sings of our own State it ii ,
in same line of(lot No. 260; thence north
right that bis songs should find recogni stones
forty-six degrees east eighty-four rods to a
tion among us.
stake and stones in north line of'said lot No.
Belfast, Me.
Katahdin.
260;thence south forty-four degrees east ninety 37 Main Street,
and one-half rods to th^southeast corner
nine
Would’st thou hear music such as ne’er wa ,
of said lot and northeast cornfer of lot No. 158;
planned
thence south forty-six degrees west ninetyFor mortal ear? Song wilder than the turn
three rods to place of beginning, containing
The Arctic utters when its waters croon
fifty-seven acres, more or less; and whereas
Their angry chorus on the Norway strand
the condition of said mortgage has been broken.
Or where Nile thunders to a thirsty land
A position as cook for about nine
>
Now, therefore, by reason ol the breach of
With welcome Bound from Mountains o
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of months. Apply to
the Moot
said mortgage.
Or lone Lualaba from his lagoon
RALPH H. HOWES.
Dated this.first day of September, A.D 1915.
Draws down his murmurous waves?
MARY ABBIE MOORE.
Then should’st thou stand
ow36
D.
ft
M.
Where dark Katahdin lifts his sea of pines
To meet the winter storm, and lend thin

WHEREAS,

For

Sale

irwrorniY,
DENTIST,

Wanted

Camden Woolens

ear

To the hoarse ridges, where the wind'ent
wines
With spruce and fir, and wakes a might
cheer,
Till the roused forest, from its far confinei
Utters its voice, tremendous, lone, austen
—William Prescott Foster.

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

;

Farm for Sale

YOU MONEY on dress mafor Men, Women anc
the Camden Woolen Mill,
direct
from
Children,
F. A. PACKARD,
Write for samples.

CAN SAVE
WE terials
and suitings

OIGGEST BARGAIN IN MAINE. OpporD tunity knocks only once; your great
chance for prosperity and satisfaction is to
BUY NOW the beautiful home known as the
Robbins- Frank Berry-Heagan farm.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
F. E. ELKINS, 181 Eureka Street,
San Francisco, California.
9tf

Department,
Box B, Camden, Maine

Manager

3m84

j

Retail

16c

STORE, Boston, only
yeai
HOME
and your ad. free; fights dept, stores.
AND

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

NYE,

Embalmer.
WALDO; COUNTY.

SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST.. BELFAST
Tleephone connections

at both

All call® answered promptly.

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, car
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yov
have anything t*
sell drop me

Congress Street.

PORTLAND,

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Donham

Facial Work.

CORONER FOR

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

CENTRAL

Also

Undertakerand Licensed

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

Chiropody, Manlcur.

FRANK A.

Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agents of, the
or

Shampooing.

32tf

Good Farming Land

MAINE CENTRAL,

and

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.

1st

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

Guaranteed work In
ng

Unlimited Raw Material

It contains more information
of value to Business and Professional Men of Maine than
any other Reference Book.

JACKSON &HALL’S

to

AND

!

$39.00

life.

Undeveloped

1915-16 EDITION

I

THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

--AT-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
make

AUGUST

AT

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF TH£|

in

ISSUED

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

a

Day

For Sale

Locations

distended.

Labor Day.

Bank; Ex-County Attorney Eben Littlefield; Wilson Ellis, cashier of the Waldo
Trust Company; Fred Spinney, the popular dancing master; Fred T. Chase, the
well-known jeweler; Charles Swift, the
big grocer; Gus. Swift, retired shoe
dealer; Fred Nickerson, Charles Lancaster; Amos Colcord, manager of Livery and Garage, and a great base ball
admirer; Freeman Roberts, Lorenzo McMahan and son, Hollie; “Slit” Walker,
Frank Clark, Warren Fahy, Virgil Hall,
George Kent, the well-known druggist;
Ex-County Attorney Arthur Ritchie, and

,

__li

of “stomach trouble” are
but constipation.
All the symptoms of stomach and intestinal indigestion may be caused by
constipation. The sutlerer is distressed
after eating, gas forms in tiie stomach
and bowels, the abdomen has a feeling
of pressure and weight and is hard and
Some

Street,

Belfast, Maine.

DELEGATION

Children

24

!

is Wyour trouble?

and witnessed the two
that were played.
About
seventy-five came by train and early as
many more in autos. It was a representative class of gentlemen and they
enjoyed their trip to Madison immensely. Included in the party were Gus. Colburn. who can talk shoes and was once a
great ball player; Bob Chase, retired dry
goods man and a musician of great talent, also a “has been” ball player; Col.
H. E. McDonald, big furniture dealer;
Elon Gilchrest, cashier of the Savings

A

WILLIAMSON, Manager.

Ranges.

treatment

of diseases of
Horse*,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed

A large party of Royal Root rs accompanied the Belfast ball team to Madi-

others

APPLICATION.

ON

Phone 156-3, Beltast, Maine.

Clarion

Sick Animals

give opportunity

son, Labor
fine games

TRIPS

CONTRACTOR.

White for booklet anyway.

Went to Madison

p.

HALL,
Plumbing and Heating

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 William
St,, New York.

Smith.

That

m.

UELFAST
m.; G.OO p. in.

W- A.

1
:

mailed.

.

Gilkey, Kate Smith, Henrietta Gilkey,
Mrs. Story Trundy and Miss Maude I.
BELFAST

4 30 p,

IN

Round Trip, $2.00,

WILLIAM B.

Send Free Sample of Oil to

to

sewing, followed by a memory contest.
The guests were shown a table on which
were 24 common articles and
they were
given pencil and paper and told to write
as many as could be remembered.
Miss
Mabel
McElhiney won the prize, a
hand-made handkerchief, and Miss Lillian Smith the consolation, a toy June
bug. The guests were then taken into
the dining room, where Miss Smith
found her prizes. The dining room was
decorated with yellow crepe paper, golden rod and
golden glow. The table decorations were festoons of crepe paper
caught up with bunches of golden glow
and green. The center piece was a
huge bouquet of golden rod and golden
glow. Hung over the table was an immense yellow crepe paper umbrella lined
with green and prettily trimmed with
green, the ends hanging over the edge of
the umbrella which was hung high
enough so that none could see into it.
There was much merriment when the
packages were opened, many of tne
articles being both pretty and useful.
Each gift was accompanied by a verse
or phrase composed by the giver, adding
to the merriment.
Ice cream and cake
were served
by Mrs. Joseph Kallock,
mother of the hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Fred Smith, mother of the guest of honor.
The latter part of the afternoon
was passed
in singing and playing.
Those present were Misses Mabel McElhiney, Elsit; Gilkey, Sally Dow, Annie

THE

CAMDEN,
m.;

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY,

Burning.

One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at

honor of

Miss Maude I. Smith, whose wedding
first of the afternoon

AKItIVF.
11.00 a. in.; 3 00

Fare, SI. 00.

(COMPOUND)
Fop Piles or* Hemorrhoids, !
External or Internal, Blind or

at her

home on

being

A Kill VK IN
0 30 a >i.; 1.30 p.

in.

^Vitch Hazel Oil

i

entertained

Thursday afternoon, Sept. 2nd,

12.15 p.m,: 3 00 p.

HUMPHREYS'

Utility

a

a. m.;

ORRIN I, DICKEY, Agent.

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND CLU3
Of

BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,

LEAVE CAMDEN, Kay View House,
9.30 a. in.; 1 30 p. in ; 4.30p. in.

Photo by American Press Association.
Cardinal Gibbons .'on right), who on his own
account, according to the
Vatican, approached President Wilson with a suggestion tor
peace in Europe
i\
illiaui I
Mgr.
Russell, rector of St. Patrick’s church, Washington accom
panied the cardinal.

1-2, 2.26.

#

Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.

The general vegetable
display of Leon I
J W Nickerson,
Leonard of Hampden, the only exhibitor, White, Winterport;
Fred Halev, Prospect; James
occupied the entire side of the hall. Sev- Swanville;
Putman, Jackson; F M Nickerson,
en kinds of
potatoes were shown. Leon ! Frankfort; J R Littlefi.ld, Brooks; ElLeonard, A. M. Simpson, L W. Simp- 'ier Gould, Dixmont; Charles Page,
son, C. M. Hamm, W. E. Plummer, A.
Hampden; Henry Luce, Newburgh.
C. Reed were the exhibitors.
Leon
Leonard entered potatoes in every
Notes.
class, and also entered vegetables in
Mr. Rector, with his trained dog and
nearly every class. Other exhibitors pony, pleased the audience between the
were C M
Hamm, W E. Plummer, A M racing heats. The high wire act was
and L W Simpson. A C Reed, Bertha J i also
interesting. Mr. Hammons of BelParker W M Whitcomb, Howard Whit- fast sang some
splendid solos to the accomb H F Holmes.
companiment of the Belfast band and
Other exhibits were: Cheese, Harold was
obliged to respond to an encore.
Clements; butter, Mrs. L A White Mrs The Belfast band furnished excellent
E M Cronkhite and Harold W Clements;
music for the fair.
wheat, A C Reed; rye, Ralph Clark;
Two slight accidents occurred WednesAW
buckwheat,
Simpson;oatB,barley,LW
Simpson; peas, beans, etc., L. W. Simp- day. An automobile and team collided
just outside the entrance for automoson, A. C. Reed, W M Whitcomb.
biles, throwing a child out of the team.
Flowers and Preserves.
At first it was feared the child had susi^AuiuiLura
ui
nowers:
Mrs ueorge
tained a broken arm, but it was later
Hopkins, Monroe; Mrs. Benjamin Fish, found that there was no serious injury.
Winterport; Mrs George Gould, Doris M Later an auto went onto the race track
Gould, Monroe; Mrs S M Ham, Brooks; at a moment when it was thought the
Mrs Elmer Gould, Dixmont; Mrs George way was clear. A race was on, however,
and a collision between a jockey and the
Rich, Winterport.
Potted plants: Julia Wrhite, deep color- auto resulted.
The sulky was badly
ed coleus; Mrs, Benjamin Fish, geran- Binashed, but no one was injured.
ium, deep red blossom, Susie E Gould,
A visitor
at the tair again tms year
Salvia Splendus.
Preserves, etc., Mrs J A Holmes, Mrs was C. T. Plummer, of Duluth, Minn.,
who
in
played the fife and drum corps on
Benjamin Fish, Winterport, Mrs L A
the grand stand this season as last. Mr.
White, Monroe.
Plummer, who iB a prominent lumberCake: Mrs Fish and Mrs Holmes.
man of that State, was born in Monroe
The Cattle Department.
and feels deep .interest in the town. He
Holstein, Aryshire, Guernsey, Jer- is talented musically and employs much
Hereford and grade of his spare time in the manufacture of
sey, Shorthorn,
stock were entered besides oxen and drums. It will be remembered that in
steers.
1914 when he came east he brought as a
The Holstein exhibitors were John present to H. S. Webber, a beautiful
Morse, Dixmont; B' I Ricker and F H snare drum of his own manufacture. This
summer he presented the Monroe band
Quimby, Brooks.
F H Quimby was the only exhibitor of with a handsome bass drum of mahogany
Aryshires, and F W Gibbs of Brooks the shell and costing not less than $50, a gift
only one who showed Guernsey stock.
highly appreciated by the members of
few entries in the Shorthorn class that organization as well as by the town’s
were made by C H Lane of Monroe.
people who feel great interest in and are
Joel Kingsbury of Monroe entered a proud of their band.
two-year-old Hereford bull. J W NickTHE MERCHANT MARINE.
erson of Swanville was the only Jersey
exhibitor.
in Tonnage Under the Flag.
Increase
All of the above entered grade ptock.as
did F I Crorikhite, C H Clements of MonNot for over half a century has the
roe and Charles Thompson of Belfast.
floated over so large a tonand steers: J W American flag
of

■

Drops

The Kind You Have

Exhibitors
oxen
1-2,2
Nickerson, Swanville; Charles Thomp- nage in foreign trade as in the fiscal year
and son, Belfast; H M Black, Jr, Monroe; ended on June 30. In the foreign trade on
peg race was quite amusing
H M Lane, Frankfort; B W F Twombly,
that date there wers under American regting and was won by Ered Gray,
Rex Ryder Monroe; D W Kingsbury, Frankfort; P
of 1,813,,-rorge Ryder second and
F Parker, Monroe; C H Clements, Mon- istry 2,768 vessels with a total
third.
R Quimby, 775 gross tons, representing an increase
Tnt iair closed Thursday with a good roe; F I Ricker, Brooks; J
of 363 ships and 737,623 tons over the
The fair Brooks; Joel Kingsbury, Monroe; E F
ance for a wind-up day.
date in 1914. These inAverill, Monroe; C H Lane, Monroe; corresponding
was a very satisfactory suct! a whole
creases are mainly owing to the enactthe attendance larger than last Perley Parker, Monroe; Lewis Bishop, ment, a little over a
year ago, of the
Frankfort; H M Lane, Frankfort, town,
i' with good weather and no accidents.
law providing for the admission of forteam.
34.
Jackson
Top baseball game resulted:
eign-built ships to American registry. In
The opposing batteries
MM,
die 15.
Poultry Exhibitors.
commenting upon the figures, Assistant
GoodClements,
Arey andTarbell;
In the poultry department the follow- Secretary Sweet of the Department of
d Walker, Harriman. The races ing classes were shown: Bantams, C C Commerce says that the increase was
cd as follqws:
Hamm, Monroe; Brown Leghorns, C C about triple the gain in registered tonMinute Claes, Mixed. Purse $125.
Hamm; White Leghorns, H F Putnam, nage for any previous year, and the total
1
1
licEwen, bs (Cummings).1
Monroe; John Morse, Dixmont; Barred is now much greater than at any time
!.a;y i uker, brm (Buzzell) .3 2 2 Plymouth Rocks, H F Holmes, Belfast; since 1863, when the United States had
3
bsbv ,'uke, chs (Nssh).2 3
Buff Plymouth Rocks, John Morse, Dix- 2,026,114 gross tons engaged in foreign
a
Braden, bg (Ryan).4 4 4 mont; White Wyandottes, H F Putnam, trade. From the standpoint of efficiency,
7 .e, 2.28, 2.29, 2.33 1-2.
W E Plummer, Monroe, and C C Hamm, however, the existing tonnage compares
Purse $125.
2.30 Class, Mixed.
Columbian Wyandottes, W E Plummer, more than favorably with that in the
1
13
Mb,
bm (Gay).1
Monroe, and H F Holmes, Belfast; year last mentioned, for the steam tonArrantina, bg (Burrill).2 6 13 Rhode Island Reds, R C, N C Clements, nage in 1863 comprised only 133,215 tons,
o r:s
B., bm (Shaughnessy)... ..5 4 2 2
Rhode Island Reds, S C, H whereas at the end of the last fiscal year
bauliL-McGregor, chm (Cummings)4 2 5 6 Winterport;
tons.
Tonnage
3 4 4 F Putnam, C C Hamm and N C Clem- it included 1,273,037
tp M, chs (Winchester) .3
ents; Ducks, S M Hamm.
employed in foreign trade under the
l.mp, 2 26, 2.29 1-2, 2.28, 2.30.
American flag is now, according to Mr.
Swine, C H Clement, only exhibitor.
Women’s Handiwork.
Sheep, E B Gould and W B F Twombly Sweet, nearly equal to such tonnage unLadies’ hall was decorated with each showed a flock of grade sheep; H F der the flag of France or that of Norway.
and
Holmes of Belfast exhibited a thorough- The tonnage tax collected on ships in the
ergreens over doors and windows
-.
urge bank of evergreen and flowers bred southdown buck; W B F Twombly foreign trade entering American port!
ladies
in
the
formed a screen for
charge. showed thoroughbred bucks of different in the last fiscal year amounted to $1,Among the exhibits were the following: breeds; Messrs Gould and Twombly 314,916, or $4,157 more than that for the
Sketches in oil, nine in number, and flocks of ewe lambs.
preceding year, a total greater than ir
three sofa pillows, Ethel Pratt, Newany of the thirty years preceding. ComHorses Exhibited.
missioner of Navigation Chamberlain,
burgh; quilts, embroidery, crochet worn,
The entries in the horse department,
taing, knitting, yarn, rugs oi different Henry Haley, superintendent, were as fol- who gaves these figures, notes that ol
r;r A, -ofa pillows, painting; curios,Mrs.
this amount American ships paid $104,Inwn:
Aidit Tuttle; water color sketches,
as compared with $77,445 in the
Matched driving horses, F W Gibbs 736,
a
large and A H
year, a gain of over 35 pel
Dorothy Hughes, Winterport;
preceding
M
A
Haley, cent.
Ryder, Brooks, and
of fancy work, Mrs. Henry Barn;
Monroe.
Stockton Springs. Other exhibiOrientals in the Trans-Pacific Trade.
Family carriage horse to be driven by
ts
Mrs. Ralph Arey, ThorndikejMrs.
a lady, Mrs. Bessie Ellingwood, J S Cyr,
ro time will be lost bj
" 1
MarMiss
Apparently,
Hebard, Winterport;
Winterport; G H Ryder, Brooks (2).
China and Japan in taking advantage ol
neane, oangor; utzzie n. ueuuci,
Pair matched work horses, H M Leon- the opportunity afforded by the retireM
i.-; Iza Couillard, Winterport; Flora
Hampden; E H Littlefield, Belfast; ment of the Pacific Mail Steamship Com
Iwombley, Monroe; Nellie Littlefield, ard,
F L Ricker.
Adpany from the trans. Pacific trade.
Mi11roe; Maud Ricker, Monroe; Ruth
free for all, tested on vices from San Francisco indicate thal
Draft
harbour, Stockton Springs; Mattie Cole, drag, E Hhorses,
Littlefield, Belfast; C J Web- contracts have been signed this week
i- rport.
Specially beautiful, with a
Mike Hughes, Bangor; Per- for the financing of a Chinese-Americar
Kt- at deal of work, was a white sunshade ber, Brooks;
ley Daggett, G E Hpimes and H F steamship company with $5,000,000 capMrs.
embroidered
hand
panels,
Jit
■■'artt.a Cole; white centerpiece, Marjorie Holmes.
ital, supplied partly by Chinese and partDraft horses, 2400 or under, C J Web‘irai
stand cloth in Mexican and stand
ly by American capitalists. Negotiation!
F A Twombley, George Alley, H F are said to be in progress now for thf
with filet corners, Mrs. Henry ber,
and J R Monroe.
G
E
Holmes
Holmes,
-arber ocean wave quilt, 3444 .pieces,
purchase of ships, in regard to which
Stallion with stock to show, driving some difficulty has been encountered.
,J-o E. Gould, Dixmont; patch quilt,
and general use, A G Kimball, Carmel.
These facts have been made public bj
? lie Tuttle; patch quilt, Maud Nealley.
Trotting or pacing stallion with stock, Dr. Koo.China’s first Minister to Mexico,
.-/ton school, Flora Twombly, and
J;
H
E
W H Yortc, Belfast;
Haley, Monroe. who says that tne new sieainsmp piai
llonroe school, Miss-Bernice TasBreeding draft mare with stock, D P has been sponsored by practically all ol
inade exhibits of manual iwork in
Orland.
banks of his country. It ii
J; ral different grades of which the O’Hearn, or driving brood mare with the great that the steamships
of the
Trotting
understood
were
Maps,
very proud.
people
inT. try and needle work were included. stock, Lewis Stubbs, Monroe; A G and new line will fly the flag of China. The
Kisei |
J D Kimball, Carmel.
M ~r .Maud Ricker had a
Japanese steamship line, Toyo
display of croDraft
gelding or filly, Kaisha, is making preparations to ex
e>i work. Maude
Ricker, Mrs. Fish, Carroll two-year-old
Clements, Monroe.
pand its service in view of the retiremen
M.rs- Tuttle, Mrs. E. B. Gould and Mrs.
Two-year-oid driving gelding or filly, of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company >
were exhibitors of curios. In the
S B Moore, John Hobbs, Brooks; A G It has made one step in the purchase o
T -ction was
crockery of ancient date, Kimball.
am I
the liner Persia from that company
and
old
fluid
of
the
lamps
pattern,
Draft colt under one year, D P O’- contemplates the building of two or threi
foot stove over 150 years old belonging
j: Mrs.
Hearn.
more.
Pending their completion, thi |
Fish. A display of sofa pillows
J
'" a
Driving colt under one year, L A Japanese company will have two of it ,
prominent feature embracing about
trade cal I
Stubbs, Brooks; A G and J D Kimball.
liners in the South American
J tozen for the most part attractive in
Gentlemen’s driving horses C S Crock- regularly at San Francisco, and will pro
and of excellent workmanship.
ett, R S Littlefield, J S Staples, F M bably place another liner taken off th !
Apples and Vegetables.
Stevens, G H Ryder (2), John Hobbs, South American run in the direct servic 1
*n Agricultural hall, Henry J. Luce, Mark Chase, C E Winchester and J D
between San Francisco and Japan.'•“Ptrintendent, and Nellie Littlefield, Palmer.
Bradstreets.
‘Wretary, the table in the center was
Three-year-old driver, gelding or filly,
LAW
to fruit on one Bide and flowers
A
G
Kimball.
TO ENFORCE THE LOBSTER
-jvoted
Uit other with vegetables on connectHorse awards were made as follows:
table. Exhibitors of apples were:
Best trotting or pacing stallion with
That the State authorities intend t
to show, H E Haley, Monroe, 1st. carry out the provisions of the new lob
flection, Howard Whitcomb. Hamp- stock
Best breeding draft mare with stock, ster law passed by the last Legislator
ur Highlands; Lloyd Simpson, Dixmont;
fact that th
carry W. Littlefield, Brooks; differenl D P O’Hearn, Arnold, 1st.
is made manifest by the
Best trotting or driving brood mare special committee of the Governor
“fifties, the above named and Ara M.
E®b9on, C. C. Reed, Raymond Gould, with stock, Lewis StubbB, Monroe, 1st. Council have bought from Capt. ri. E
Best draft two-year-old, gelding or Allen of Macbias his big cabin cruise
,'xtnont; Henry Webber, Monroe; Leor
a patrc 1
■fonard, Hampden: W. E. Plummer, filly, Carroll Clements, Monroe, 1st.
Pauline, which will be used as
Best draft colt under one year, D P boat in the work of enforcing the law
pfoe; Bertha Parker, Brooks; Mrs,
r
“enjamin Fisb, C. A. Curtis, Winter O’Hearn, lBt.
The cruiser is a fine looking sea gonij
Best driving colt under one year, L A craft of 42 feet in length, and is equippe j
! Varieties shown: Beil Flower, R.
'ffening, Nodhead, Williams’ Favor- Stubbs, 1st.
with a 30-horse-power Sterling engine
w. r all
Best exhibition of gentlemen’s driving which gives her a speed of some 12 o
Harvey, Ben Davis, King, Baldis ample t
E
more miles an hour, which
R'n- Northern Spy, Snow, Gravenstein, horse, R S Littlefield, Belfast, 1st; C
“xter, Miiding, Wolf River,Alexander, Winchester, Brewer, 2nd; Mark Chase, enable her to overhaul a large proportio *
Mann, Follow Water, Dueh- Monroe, 3d.
of the boats used by the short lobste r
,,:a|thy,
* fllow
Prizes were awarded to driving horses fishermen.
Transparent, Stark, North
bru.

a

places.
8

3ti

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

THF

BOYINGTON OPTICAL

CO.,

44 South Main Street, winternort. Maine
OFFICE DAYS.

MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS.

ORRINJ. DICKEY,
Notary Public,
REAL

ESTATE

Titles Investigated
Deeds Executed

Cottages, Farms,

Summer Homes and

Rents.
Pythian Block,

Belfast, Me.

James H Duncan. C. E„
SEARSPORT. MAINE,
Land

Surveying,

/

Valuation of

Topographic

Timberlands.

and

Hydrographic] Surveys,
General

Engineering Work.
lyrll

SEARSPORT.
Monday

M. A. Cook left
Unity fair.
to

to

Cobbett-Smith. a very pretty home wedling took place at 12.45 Sept. 8th at the resi-

I

Mrs. C. M. Nichols left Sunday for Boston
visit friends.
Alfonzo Huff of Brooks was in town Satur-

day

business.

on

returned Sunday

George B. Delano
visit in Rockland.

Mrs.

from

a

Worcester, Mass., Saturday.
B. Ford of Melrose Highlands,
week-end visitor in town.

William
Mass.,

was a

Elder and Mrs. George S. Brooks are spenda two weeks’ vacation in Northern Maine.

ing

Miss Nellie J. Trussell is visiting her brothGeorge C. Trussell, in Belfast for a week.

er,

Barge Oley arrived Saturday from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the P. C. & W
Co.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan, who have
been visiting in Deer Isle, returned home last
week.

Mrs. W. H. Goodell and
Capt.
liam H., Jr., returned Sunday from
Boston.

Wilvisit in

of 14 to 4.

H. West had
paralysis Thursday, and is
short time daily.

a

able to sit up

Prof. F. R. Sweetser, who spent the summer in town, left Friday for his winter home
i n New London, Ct.
Andrew S. Pendleton of Boston arrived last

Saturday

and is visiting his mother, Mrs. A. S*
Pendleton, at Park.

Miss Miriam C, Whittier has returned to
Hampton Institute, Virginia, to resume her
duties as stenographer.
Barge 703 arrived Friday from Weymouth,
Mass., with 1,600 tons of fertilizer to the A.
A. C. plant at Mack’s Point.

Mary B. Sargent and her nephew, W.
B. Ford, of Melrose, Mass., went to Alton
Monday for a stay of several weeks.
Mrs.

Robert Sargent of Alton was in town last
week visiting his mother. Mrs. Mary Sargent,
at her cottage on Norris street.
James Murphy and Miss Dorothy Downs of
Brooklyn, N, Y., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Kane

on

Swanville avenue,

Clifford N. Staples has sold his meat route to
Fred L. Perkins of Park. Mr. Staples retires
after fifteen years service on the road.
in

Miss Clara Chapman, who spert the summer
the Jackson cottage at Pleasant Cove, re-

turned to her home in

Bangor Tuesday.

Mrs. W. P. Putman, who has been visiting
her sister. Mrs. C. M, Nichols, on Water street,
left Sunday tor her heme in Baltimore.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kane and

Arthur
of New York are spending several weeks at
the Alice Kane farm on Swanville avenue.
son

Mrs, Charles E. Adams joined Mr. and Mrs.
James Duncan at Deer Isle for the week-end
and holiday, returning with them Sept. 8th.
Mr. and Mrs, Arthur B. Smith arid daughters, who spent the summer at their cottage at
Pleasant Cove,returned to Brewer Saturday.
Mr.

and

Rubert Johnson and

Mrs.

Miss

Johnson of Manchester, Ct., are at
N. C. Shute’s for the month of Septem-

Frances
Mrs.
ber.
Mr.

and

Mrs,

Herbert

A.

Kneeland and

daughter Viola, who have been visiting Mr.
and

Mrs. J.

H

Kneeland, have returned to

1

Mrs. Maria (Thompson) Blanchard, Sylvan
street, went to Bangor a week ago for an indefinite stay with relatives.

Thus the ties have been
drawn very close, and the departure of Mr.
and Mrs. McElhiney and thtir five children,
friends who have worked for us and with us,
will be deeply felt.
men

and

women.

tory to leaving the next day
new Franklin automobile,
1

SEARSMONT.
Bedford, Mass,, is
Mrs. L. V. Poland.

Mrs. Cora Chase of New

visiting

her aunt,

their

D.

Crook and daughter,

Crook, who spent the

summer

in

cottage at Pleasant Point, have returned
Brewer.

their home in

to

Capt and Mrs. James B. Parse, Miss Lucy
Sargent and Miss Mabel E. Griffin left Friday morning in Capt. Parse’s Dodge auto on a
A.

trip to Alton and Fort Kent.
party of fifty Bangor and Brewer people
came down Sunday in their autos and had a
picnic dinner on the Dyer shore.Pleasant Cove,
returning home in the evening.
A

for home in

their

Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder (nee Miss Vena M.
on Saturday took Mrs. Albert C.
Colcord, East Main street, and Misses Mary
and Harriet D. Hichborn, Church street, for a
very enjoyable auto drive in their very easy
Buick machine to

Winterport.

Mr. and Mrs, Lari lrundy and cmldren are
aEd Frank Googins have received
the drowning of their brother, Ansel ; occupying their cottoge— camp Sanoma—on
B., July 16th, in Santa Cruz, Calif. He went the shore of Fort Point cove, the present
out fishing in a row boat early in the morning,
week.
We hope last week's beautiful, sumas
was his custom, and while fishing quite a
mer-like weather may be duplicated during
distance from land a boat passed him at noon their stay on the banks of Penobscot.
and offered to tow him in, but he said he would
Mrs. Jane (Libby) Avery and daughter.Mrs.
fish a while longer.
Later another fisherman
Mary Angie L. Sprague of Cambridge, Mass.,
with a motor boat picked up his boat adrift
old friends in this village
Mass., called

James

word of

upon

with

Monday. They

when he

was two years old.
He
Cruz, Calif., in the fall of 1859,
and had since resided there.
Santa Cruz in
1859 was a small village, the country was unMr. Googins
Burveyed government land.
felled many giant oak and redwood trees
which covered the hillsides. Later he superintended crews of Chinamen in the building of
the Northern Pacific railroad through Oregon
and Washington. He married Mrs. Sarah A.
Prouty of Santa Cruz, a native of MassachuFour children were born to them, of J
setts.

Ser.rsmont
went to

are

with

Mrs. Orilla G. Libby

Sandypoint
road —the former James Griffin place.
Mr. Alvah C. Treat, Church street, superintendent of schools for Stockton Springs, took

for

Santa

j

a

few

weeks at her home

uti

called to Etna last
Thursday by the illnets of her daughter. Mis*
Ellen, who has employment with W. J, Bartlett at the hotel,

John McLaughlin, School street,
bought an
S-cylinder, Cadillac automobile, a 7-passenger
car, last Thursday from Mr. Peavey of
Texas,
(a summer resident of Belfast) to be delivered
This
is
a
Sunday.
wondrously fine machine to
be found in a livery stable in Maine! Where
can another be hired?
Mr. McLaughlin believes in furnishing his patrons with' the
best
in his line, a feature which
his suc-

whom

only

one

is

beautiful afternoon for the festivities
close shaven lawn, upon which a
large
a

was

on

the

days

at Dr.

NO.

REPORT^OF the condition of

THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL

superintendent
flags, giving a patriotic air to the whole finely School Savings banks, is in Skowhegan this
planned affair. Indoors the rooms were attrac- wees attending the W. C, T. U. convention.
tively trimmed in tactfully disposed festoons
Rev. Mr. Rodger of Michigan preached in
of pink crepe-paper, beautiful
potted plants in the church here Sunday. There will be serbloom, and lovely cut flowers. The garden was vices
this, Thursday, evening and Sunday,
in gorgeous blossom throughout, Mrs.
Mudgett Sept. 19;.h.
being always successful in her flower culture.
The Central Maine Power Co s. agent canVarious merry tales, social chatting, laughter
vassed this
last week and obtained
and

general out-of-door enjoyments, filled the
until the refreshments, consisting of

most

appetizing salmon salad, sandwiches,
beans, olives, and three varieties of cake
with coffee and especially delicious
peach ice
three of the teachers to Belfast with himself cream wet,e served.
The following ladies sat
an d Mrs. Treat Sept. 7th to attend the teacharound th'e attractive tables: Mrs. Lillias S.

ers' convention. He also took a party of
friends over on Friday. Good use made of his
new car.

LeonO. Norwood and two young sons
Union drove to Stockton last Saturday to
spend Sunday with her husband, who is boarding in town while superintending, as a civil
engineer, the construction of the State road
in Searsport. She and children returned home
Mrs.

of

Monday.

village
sufficient subscription for stock

hours

How’s

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward

Goodere, MiBs Harriet D. Hichborn,
Miss Alice Hichborn, Miss Mabel F. Simmons,
Miss Nellie Hichborn, Mrs. Annie S. Park, Mrs.
M. Abbie Treat, Mrs. Leila C.
Thompson, Miss
Leora Partridge, Mrs. Ada May Hopkins, Mrs.
Carrie A. Gardner, Miss Mary Hichborn and
Mrs. Ada L. Mudgett, all Club members, with
following guests: Mrs. Adelsia K, Griffin, Mrs.
Jennie Marden. Mrs. Clara M. Colcord with
little son Melvin and MrB. Emma M. Crocker.
The entire occasion was a pronounced success;

Lizzie B.

perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMEERCE,
Hall’s

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gists.
Take

Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

PORTS.

Sld, sch Brigadier, Stonington; ar, sch Mary E Palmer, Rosario; 10, sld,
schs James Rothwell and James S. Hoyt, Philadelphia; 12, ar, sch F C Pendleton, Philadelphia for St John, N B; 13, sld, sch Telumah,
New York, Sept. 8.

;

EAST SEARSMONT.

Perth
•

Mrs. Otis

Dean.

Toledo, O.
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act-

ing directly

quite the social event of the summer. All
participants are eager in praise of the conception and execution of Mrs.
Mudgett's plan for

Wellman has gone to Camden for
short visit with her daughter, Mrs. Fred

This?

for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured be Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him

Emery, Mrs. Ada P. Griffin, Mrs. Angie G.
Mudgett. Mrs. Alice May Hichborn, Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord, Mrs. Lucretia Flanders. Mrs.

a

guarantee

i the extension of the line to this place.

green

the Club entertainment. She was assisted in
serving by her daughter, Mrs. Colcord and her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Crocker.

to

>

|i

Amboy

for

Winterport.

Boston, Sept 8.
Ar, sch Mabel E Goss, Bangor; 9, sld, sch Robert Pettis, Stockton; 10, sld,
schs Wesley Abbott, Bangor; Catherine, South
Brooksville; 11, sld, sch Nelson McFarland,
Bangor; 14, sld, sch Catawamteak, Belfast.
Philadelphia, Sept 9. Sld, stm L V Stoddard,
Bangor (and passed out Delaware Breakwater);
10, cld, sch Josephine, Puerto Cabello; 13, ar.
schs James H Hoyt, Vinalhaven; James Rothwell, Roberts Harbor, Me.
Bridgeport, Sept 10. Ar, sch W D Hilton,

Children Cry
FLETCHER'S

CASTOR1A

%

of

_

RESOURCES._

_

Dollar?*

Loans and discounts.$150,823 11
Total loans.
$}-,
Overdrafts secured, unsecured,J$68 65.
U. S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value).$ 50,000 00
Total U, S. bonds.
B jnds other than U. S. bonds pledged to secure postal savings deposits
3,000 00*
Securities, other than IT. S. bonds, (not including stocks) owned unpledged.'.. 115,174 29
Total bonds, securities, etc.
.$4,500 00
Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve bank.
Less amount unpaid. 2,250 00 2,25100
All other stocks, including premium on same.
5,000 00
Value of banking house (if unincumbered).
3,000 00
in
house.
Equity
banking
Furniture and fixtures.
Real estate owned other than banking house.
Net amount due from Federal Reserve Bank.
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in other reserve
cities.
12.557 62
Net amount due from banks and bankers.
Outside checks and other cash items.
53s 44
Fractional currency, nickels and cents.
53 59
Notes of other national banks.
Lawful money reserve in bank:
Total coin and certificates..

|
I

|
\

j

\

..

Legal-tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (not more than 5 per
cent on circulation.4
Total-

..—

—.

—

V

-••••;

j
(

f

j
1

•:

LIABILITIES.__

0O1

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Total capital anu surplus.
Undivided profits... .$16,71$ 40

25,000 00

Reserved for...
Less current expenses, interest and taxes

<

2,500 00

Due from U. S. Treasurer.

16,7l8 40
1,210 05

paid.

Circulating notes.
Less amount on hand and in Treasury for redemption or in

50,000

transit.

00

i

!

2 50
304 00

Dividends unpaid.

deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days.
Cashier’s checks;outstanding.

!

Demand

\

99,775 73
1,779 00

i
j

193 39
214 13

Postal savings deposits.
Total deposits.
Certificates of deposit.
Other time deposits..

16,412 18
116,258 99

Total..
of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
1, A. H. Nichols, Cashier of the above-named bank, do
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

;

State

Subscribed and

sworn

to before

me

this 13th

Correct.

day

Attest:

solemnly swear

that the

u

A. H. NICHOLS. (
of September, 1915
H. R. DYER, Notary

B. F. COLCORD.
D. C, NICHOLS,
WM. C. PENDLETON,

rHE FLAG

BORN.

|

a.,

;

!
Dirt"

|

ON THE SCHOOLS

r

To the Editor of The Joeknai
In Cranberry Isles, Sept 2, to Mr
Black
tell ps if there was a law passed in th
and Mrs Edgar C Black, a daughter.
ture
a few years ago
Evans. In Swanville, Sept 12, to Mr and
whereby all soli
are required to float the American 9
Mrs Walter Evans, a son.
GRAY. In South Brooksville, Sept 5, to Mr the school session; and if so, whose
to see that the law is enforced?
and Mrs C M Gray, Jr, a daughter.
lti Bluehill, Sept 2, to Mr and Mrs
Grindle
Winfield Grindle, a son.
A legal friend to whom this
quest
HARDi. In Deer Isle, Aug 23, to Mr and
nutted was under the impression t
Mrs George C Hardy, a son.
such a law, but was unable to
In Southwest Harbor, Aug 30, to
Herrick.
I
Mr and Mrs William Herrick, a son.
Revised Statutes, and we had no
Moody. In Appleton, Aug 24, to Mr and
Can any one furnish the desired :i
Mrs Leroy Mood}, a son, Lawrence Cummings. J
Perkins In Castine, Aug 30, to Mr and Mrs Hd
Carl V Perkins, a daughter.
Ripley. In Matinicus, Aug 28, to Mr and
BELFAST PRICE CURRM.
Mrs Edwin H Ripley, a son, Chaney Hall.
In Bucksport, Sept 4, to Mr and
Verrill.
Corrected Weekly for The Jv
Mrs Elmer R Verrill, a son.
In Castine, Aug 23, to Mr and
Wardwkll
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID 1
Mrs Harry M W’ardwell, a daughter.
Apple a,per Dbl,1.00f\2.‘)0 May.
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
MARRIED.
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
3 75 Lamb Skin?
Beans, Y. E.,
In Kriiduskeag, Sept 8, Butter,
Beverage-Ames.
2Sa30 Mutton,
by Rev E S Drew, Vernon L Beverage ot North Beef, sides,
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
Miss
Nellie
Marion Ames of KenHaven and
8 Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
duskeag
60 Round Hog
Barley, bu,
Burleigii-Huntington. In Montpelier. Vt, Cheese,
24 Straw,
25 Turkey,
Sept 8. by Rev Lewis Carson, Ph D, John M Chicken,
Burleigh of South Berwick and Helen Babbitt I Calf Skins,
18 Tallow,
Huntington of Montpelier
20 Veal,
Duck.
30 Wool, unwaCobbett-Smith. In Searsport, Sept 8, by Eggs,
16 Wood, hard.
Rev C H McElhiney, Leon W Cobbett of PittsFowl,
1? Wood, soft.
field, Mass, and Miss Maud Isabelle Smith of Geese,

j

i

j

j

Searsport.

In Pittsfield, Sept 8. by Rev
Eaton-Nason.
A E W'right, Richard Chandler Eaton of Exeter
and Miss Joyce Evelyn Nason of Pittsfield.
Edkins-Leach. In Rockport, Aug 31, at the
home or tbe bride, by Rev A E Bradford, Orville Edkins of Cambridge, Mass, and Miss
Anita, daughter of W E Leach.
Foster-Lamb. In Union. Sept 6, by Rev B
W Russell, Fred A Foster of Montville and
Mrs Bessie M Lamb of Union.
Grover-Nash. In North Waldoboro, Sept
5, by Rev Wesley A Wiggin, Clyde Grover and
Helen Nash, both of Camden.
Robertu-Estes. In Belfast, Sept II, by Rev
D Brackett, Earl Melvin Roberts and Miss Inez
Arlene Estes, both of Brooks.
Simmons-Richards, In Rockport, Sept 2,
at the Baptist parsonage, by Rev A E Bradford, William R Simmons and Miss Blanche E
Richards, both of East Warren.
Shibles-Studley. In Rockland, Sept 4, by
Rev W L Pratt, Stanley N Shibles and Agnes
I Studley, both of Rockport.
Wadsworth-Jones. In Rockland, Aug 14,
by Rev James H Gray, John K Wadsworth and
Miss Esther A Jones, both of Camden.

RETAIL PRICE.

I

^

j
\

]
!

j
j

RETAIL !»•

Beef, Corned,
18'Lime.
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat Meal,
97 Onions,
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
94 Oil, keroser
Corn Meal.
94 Pollock.
22 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
1 SO Plaster.
10 Rye Meal.
Codfish, dry,
8 Shorts.
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
19 Sugar,
7 00a8 75 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
376 Sweet Potat
Lard,
13 Wheat Mea,

|
!

j
j

Notice of roreclosm
Willie O. Mathews
WHEREAS.
ville, in the County of Wald

\

-A

of Maine, by his mortgage deed
seventh day of March, A. D. 1893, a
ed in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Bi>'
184, conveyed to Fred M. Boardmai
in the County of Middlesex and Con/'
of Massachusetts, one undivided h
a certain lot or parcel of land, with r
ings thereon, situated in said 1
DIED.
! bounded and described as follows.
No. 17, Range E in said town;
Boardman. In Cliftondale, Aug 28, Capt
the northwesterly corner ot said
Edmund Boardman, formerly of lslesboro,
of 0;is Eugley; thence N. 6C» deg’
aged 85 years.
said Eugley’s land, to land of Jame
Chase. In Belfast, Sept 10, Ellen M, widow ! thence southeasterly by land of
of George S Chase, aged 85 years.
j Levi Mathews to land of Elizabet!
In Corea (Gouldsboro), Aug 30,
Coombs.
gojnery; thence southerly by land f
James F Coombt.
! gomery to land of F. E. Wiley; tin
Crabtree. In Franklin, Aug 28, Gilbert D
westerly by land of said Wiley ami
Crabtree, aged 83 years, 2 months and 20 days. | road, to land of William Moody; tin
Dow. In North Ellsworth, Sept 3, Mrs Sarah
| westerly by land of said Moody, t.
G Dow, aged 71 years and 8 months.
I beginning; meaning to convey th<
Dyer. In Bangor, Sept 6 MrsF lorence Edna I occupied by said Mathews; said gra
8
48
of
Rockland,
aged
years,
Dyer, formerly
said buildings insured for the her
months and 8 days. Burial in Achorn cemetery.
grantee to the amount of live hun.i
Hall. In Rockland, Sept 7, Herman Alonzo, and whereas, the condition of sa;
son of Mr and Mrs Alfred F Hall, formerly of
has been broken, now therefore. 1
East Belfast, aged 12 years, 8 months and 10 signed, administrator of the estate
days. Burial at Belfast.
M. Boardnian, now deceased, by r»
Levensaler, In Waldoboro, Sept 3, Orris breach of the condition thereof 1
Levensaler, aged 76 years.
closure of said mortgage.
In Rockland, Sept 8, Arvilla M
MARSH.
September 14, 1915.
Marsh, aged 66 years, 2 months and 12 days.
FRED C. BOA RDM A N

Mr. Fred Wyman and daughter Marian of
|
were recent guests of his sister !
Mrs. Arad Mahoney.
|
!
Mrs, F. G. French of Rockland, Mrs. Henry
Goding of Hope and Mrs. Nellie Wilkins of I Bangor.
Greene, Me., were recent guests of Mr. and S Mobile, Sept 8. Ar, sch Henry Crosby,
Dr. and Mrs.
| Mayaguez.
Mrs. Peter Gilkey.
Miss Elizabeth Bates is attending Normal
Norfolk, Sept 8. Ar, sch Lucinda Sutton,
John H. Burleigh, whose marriage is reportdaughter, Miss Ruth, left Monday in his auto|
Clifford Bickford has returned to his work at ! from sea, returned leaking; sld, sch Mark
ed on the 6th page, spent several years of his school at Castine and Mr. Darrell Bates has
their
after
mobile for
Cambridge, Mass., home,
I
Pendleton,
Hila, Fayal.
the Hospital in Palmer, Mass., after a short
their annual summer visit in his old home, the
boyhood days in Searsport when his parents, entered the U. of M.
San Juan, P R, Sept 4.
|
Ar, stm F J Lisman,
!
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Burleigh, resided here
Mr. H. M. Coombs left last week for Orono, residence of his parents, the late Capt, and vacation spent with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ! Smith, New York (and sld 5th for Rio Janeiro.)
Will Bickford.
Bangor, Sept 8. Sld, schs Georgietta Lawwhere he has employment in one of the U. ol
Mrs.
Henry Albert Hichborn, East Main
back in the early nineties.
Bridgeport; Mineola, Boston; 9. sld, sch
j
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. MacKenna and son ! rence,
M. Fraternity house.
street. The village regrets their departure.
Fannie
F Hall, Boston; 11, ar, stms Matao,
The remains of Mrs. Eliza Sands, a former
Robert B. and Miss Sibelle Cummings left Norfolk; Bayport. do; sld, schs Ida B Gibson,
was
the
BosElwell
of
Miss Matilda
Mrs. James H. Griffin left Friday for
Northport
resident of Searsport, who died in Brockton,
9th for their home in New York City, New York; N E Ayer, do; 13, ar, schs Izetta,
week of Mrs. Isabel Sprague and
ton en route to her home in North Adams, Sept.
stm Matao Norfolk; sch Harriet
Mass., Sept. 6th. arrived here last Thursday, guest last
after a short visit with their father, Mr. John Boston; sld,
of her mother-inMrs. Velocia Coombs.
the
C Whitehead, Newark; 14, ar, stm L V Stoadard.
after
Mass.,
guest
being
her
James
Brown
of
son,
accompanied by
Cummings.
Main
Philadelphia; sld, stm Bayport, Norfolk.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Coombs returned tc | law, Mrs. Annie K. Herriman, East
Brockton,and were interred beside those of her
Searsport, Sept 9. Sld, barge Herndon, PhilDr. and Mrs. Charles H. Leach of South
husband in the Sargent cemetery.
their home in Whitman, Mass., Sept. 11th street, for two weeks: All friends regret the
11, ar, stms Meteor, Norfolk; Massaadelphia;
and
comof
this
of
Center
exceedingly genial
China, formerly
departure
Lincolnville, and | soit, Boston; barge Oley, Philadelphia; sld, stm
after a week's visit with relatives in town.
Dodge's Corner. Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Norfolk;
12, ar, barge L V No 703,
and
Meteor,
Mrs. Vesta Harding
panionable lady.
daughter Mabel of I
Mrs. Martin Ryder and daughter left Sept,
L V No 706, StonNickerson and family left for their home in ;
Rockland were stalled in East Searsmont j Weymouth, Mass; sld, barge
of
Belfast
Crocker
M.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
spent
E,
ington.
Portland last Saturday....Waldo M. Chapin, 11th for their borne in Massachusetts after
5th and were the guests of &r. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Sept.
8.
sch
Bessie Whiting,
brother
and
her
with
wife,
Stockton,
Ar,
Labor
Sept
Day
who had spent two weeks with his parents, spending the summer at the home of Mrs.
P N Co Nos 9 and 10. and
Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett, Sylvan street, Mrs. Frank Gelo while waiting for Mr. Clarence Portland; barges
Rhoda
Ryder.
returned
to
E.
R
&
R L Co No 4,
and
Mrs.
Newcastle, Boston; barge
George
Chapin,
Capt.
Crocker remaining through the week, Sunday Shaw of the Rockland Garage Co., to arrive Carteret, N J; 11, ar, stm Millinocket, New
his home in New York last Tuesday....Mr.
Miss Olive Coombs left Sept. 10th for GrindNorton. In Medford, Mass, Sept 6, Capt
and
make
After
in
a
new
nain
his
the
putting
repairs.
Mr. Crocker came to spend
day
York; sld, tug Standard, New York; 12, ar, sch Alaric
Norton, formerly of South Thomaston,
George Webster and family and H. Peabody stone, where she has a position as teacher in
ti ve town, taking his wife home with him at timer and making other minor repairs the N H Burrows to load lumber; sld, stm Milli- aged 70 years.
Farnham, wife and maid, have returned to one of the schools. She was accompanied by
New
York.
nocket,
auto
was
for
work
and
again ready
they went
Robertson. In Cambridge, Mass. Lottie L
night. Welcome guests, always, in Stockton.
West Sullivan, Sept 10. sld, sch William
her sister Marian.
their homes in Massachusetts.
Robertson of Isle au Haut, aged 51 years, 10
on their way rejoicing. This was only their
Bisbee, Philadelphia.
O.
RusBell
Mrs.
and
Gardner,
and 24 days.
accompaMr.
months
Mrs. Julia Rose made brief visits in Rocksecond mishap since leaving China, the other
Camden, Sept 14, Ar, sch Brigadier, New
The Journal correspondent has a plan of the
Roberts. In Belfast, Sept 11, Mrs. Lydia
Russell P. Goodhue of Boston,
York.
land and Belfast last week. The trip from nied by Mrs.
a yoke of oxen to land them at a
in
1844
which
is
in
requiring
a
of
Boston
Woods
Roberts, aged 82 years, 9 months and 4
city
printed
to visit Mrs. Carrie A. GardBelfast to Rockland and return was made with arrived Saturday
FOREIGN PORTS.
days.
place of safety, while this required but one
good state of preservation. Boston then had a
Mrs.
Gardner
Mr.
and
street.
Middle
ner,
In Stonington, Sept 1, Fronia E,
Spofford.
son Eugene and family in his automobile.
I poor old horse of 27 long summers and as
population of 120,000, All of the wharves on her
Bridgewater, N S, Sept 2. Sld previously, wife of Arthur E Spofford, aged 30 years, 1
took Monday's boat for home, business deto
do
the
cold
winters
New
wish
Lizzie
sch
York.
Lane, Closson,
many
job. We
A delightful lawn party was given the chilthe waterfront ;are named. The Eastern
month and 1 day.
manding his presence in the city. Mrs. Good- them better luck on their next journey, and
St Marc. Hayti, Aug 26. Sld, sch Melbourn
Stover. In Washington State, Sept 2, George
Packet Pier, where the Searsport coasting dren of the Sunday school and their teachers hue will remain a fortnight with her sister-inP Smith, Erskine, Philadelphia.
M Stover, formerly of Bucksport, aged 41 years
trust it will not require a stalled car to induce
captains took in their cargoes for the east- Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 7th. The time from law.
Newcastle, N B, Sept 7. Cld, sch Hugh de
Sands. In Brockton, Mass, Sept 6, Mrs Eliza
tbc-m to call on former friends.
ward in the days of the old topsail schooners, 2 to 4 p. m. was spent in playing games on
Payens, New York.
Sands, formerly of Searsport, aged 91 years,
their
with
Hichborn
Herman
G.
into
and
Mrs.
were
invited
visible.
The
months and 25 days.
Dr.
after
which
is
10
the
lawn,
they
plainly
seventy years ago,
One wav to relieve habitual constipation is t
map and plan was entered according to Act of the house where ice cream, fancy crackers son. Dr. H. Everett Hichborn, snd their daughmild
Doan’s
take regularly a
laxative.
Regu
For earache, tootnacne, pains, burns, scalds
Congress in the year 1844 by S. N. Dickinson and candy were served, the gift of a friend ter, Miss Ruth and her friend, Miss Crosby of
lets are recommended for this purpose. 26c a* sore throat, try |Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil,
FOR
in the Clerk's Office of Msssachusetts and was who wished to do something to give the chilCambridge, Mass., accompanied by Mr. Harry
box at all drug stores.
plendid remedy for emergencies.
dren a bit of pleasure.
an graved by G, W. Boynton. I
R.
Hichborn, Etit Mi in Etnet tcck Mil •
tm_

Northport

BANK,

Searsport, in the State of Maine, at the dost
business Sept. 2, 1915.

Morse’s

carpet
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of Belfast passed
spread, with scats around, and upon that
the week-end with Peter Harmon
protection against any traces of moisture from
The shipment of potatoes has begun. Some
the early,dampness, at one side of the
hedge
rot, with generally a light yield. Not more
enclosed lawn, two long tables were
arranged,
daintily spread in pretty paper table-cloth: and than half an average crop.
Wm. Harwell attended the meeting of Kora
napkins tastefully decorated in pale pink, with
nutplates and place-cards carrying out the same ! Temple in Lewiston last week and then made
color scheme.
Surmounting the smoothly cut a business trip to Boston.
cedar hedge were numerous small American
of
Mrs. C. E. Smith, State

on

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames, Church
living--Arthur Googins, in
Steamer Meteor, Capt. Barranger. arrived whose home Mr. Googins had lived since the street, went to their cottage—camp “Birken
Saturday from Newport News with 3,400 tons death of his wife. He leaves two granddaugh- See”—on the Blanchard shore of Fort Point
of coal to the P. C. & W. Co. at Mack’s
Pointf ters, Violet and Ruth; two nephews, Oscar cove last Satuiday for a week’s stay, the
finished discharging Sunday and sailed for Googins of Searsmont and Gejrge E. Nash of temptingly warm weather of the few previous
Norfolk.
Camden, and two nieces, Mrs. Lizzie Clark of days suggesting the desirability of such a
Brown of Long
change to the seaside.
Mis6 Ethel M, Nichols, who spent the sum- Rockland and Mrs. W. M
Beach, Calif. The Santa Cruz papers speak
Mrs. Jane Staples, widow of Mr. William
UIUU1CJ, ililD.
ill, I'lICUUIB, OU
of Capt. Googins, the “Veteran Fisherman,”
Water street, left Saturday for Ashburnham,
Staples, Church street, on Tuesday, Sept. 14th,
as a highly respected citizen and a friend to
rounded out her four score years and ten at
Maes., to resume her position as teacher in
all who knew him. The funeral was conductthe public schools.
her village home, her daughter and husband,
oH hu ion I.nronvn T Ailrro nf OilH Collnma
Ho
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Jackson, living in the
Lieut, and Mrs. Harold E. Marr, who have was a dear lover of California and had said;
old home with her. Stockton sends kindest
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Bowen “It is worth going to California to be buried
remembrances to this mother in Israel.
on Main street, left Sunday for Fort Sill, Oklaamong the flowers.” James G. and J. Frank
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder,with Mrs. Annie K.
homa, where Lieut. Marr has been assigned to Googins of Searsmont are the only survivors
Herriman, East Main street,and her daughterduty from Honolulu, H.I.
of a family of six.
I
in-law, Mrs. James H. Griffin of MassachusFresh tinker mackerel, herring and butter i
etts as guests, motored to Hampden, sept. otn,
NORTH ISLESBORO.
fish have been very plentiful the past month
finding the roads the best for autoing in this
many bushels of them having been taken from
vicinity. They drove out of the fogginess
the weirs daily and are being pickled for local
Miss Elsie Wyman of Boston is the guest ol
settling over the bay that afternoon.
use for the coming winter.
her sister,Mrs. Rudolph Hatch.
Herman G. Hichborn and
nuu

Mrs. E. N. Bartlett

W. A, HALL, Belfast, Maine.

was

Hichborn,)

only one oar in it. It is thought he
dropped his oar and in reaching for ii lost his
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kneeland, daughter balance. His body was not recovered for 17
Phyllis and Mrs. F. A. Curtis, who spent the days. Mr. Googins was born in Belmont,
summer in town, have returned to their home
April 10, 1839, a son of Abram and Salome
Robbins Googins. His parents moved to
in Dorchester, Mass.
Mr, and Mrs. L

Miss Catherine Blaisdell has accepted a
position in the Grammar school at Woodland
and began her duties at the beginning the
school year.

CO.,

BANGOR. MAINE

At

Mr. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, and son,
shops have brought a changing popThrough the personal efforts of Mr. Mr. George H. Hopkins, with a party of friends j
Mrs. Glenice Arey of Thorndike was the
McElhiney the newcomers have been made motored to Monroe last Friday to attend the
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
fair.
guest
have
been
members
valuable
Many
welcome.L
Littlelield, nearly all of last week and attendadded to church and parish during these years
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens Church street,
ed the Monroe fair.
Realizing that the future strength of the recently entertained her niece, little Miss Leexplains
church must depend upon the youth of today ora Blaisdell of Burnham. She returned home
Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss Avis returned
cess in the the
livery business.
to Castine Monday to resume their school duhe has put special stress upon the Sunday |
last week.
ties as teacher and pupil, respectively, in the
Wilbur Magune, Middle street, received
school, urging parents to send their children
a
Dr. ana Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn and two telegram
for t religious instruction. Infant baptism has
Sunday announcing the sudden death Grammar school there.
for of
his youngest sister, Mrs, Ambrose
also been given serious thought and its need young sons, with maid, left by boat Sunday
Master Albert Lewis White, the year old
Peterhome in Cambridge, son of
made plain to those responsible for young Boston, en route to their
Vinalhaven, from acute Brights disease. son of Mr, and Mrs. L. A. White, won the silthe
for
in
Stockton
had
been
Mass,
They
Mrs. Peterson and husband were
children. Due to this influence a goodly numSunday ver mug given by the Monroe W. C. T. U. for
summer.
ber of little ones have received Christian.
guests of her brother and wife too weeks the prettiest baby boy entered in the baby
Baptism. To meet the need of the boys and
Mr. and Mrs. David Hodgkins and three ago and she was then apparently in perfect show at the fair.
y oung men of the town a band has been organchildren, with her sister, Mrs. Adams, and health. Mr. and Mrs. Magune left Monday
miss
master v^oieman
mien Barnett ana
ized {and instructed by Mr. McElhiney. An brother, Mr. Studley, all of Rockland, arrived for Vinalhaven to attend the funeral.
Lord will be students at Bangor High school
e vening each week during the winter months
Thursday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Santhe present year. Miss Bartlett goes from
The Ladies' Aid Society of the
Universalist
has; been devoted to practice. Orchestras have born, Church street. They left Sunday for
parish held a meeting last Thursday with Mrs. Winterport High as a senior and Master Colealso been formed in both parishes. This, with
home.
man enters on his first year.
Charles C. Park in her rooms at Mrs. Grace
W.
the tireless energy devoted to the preparation
The schools began Monday with Mrs. Linda
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, with Mis, Britto's house. West Main street. These laof concepts and cantatas for all festival ocH. Griffin of North Adams, Mass., Mrs. dies will serve a “Baked Owl Supper." at the Bickford at White’s Corner, Miss Dora Chancasions,has given the boys and girls instruction James
Masonic banquet hall this,
Thursday, after- dler at the Conant school and Miss Elmira
which they would not otherwise have received. Alice Treat Doe, West Main street, and Mr.
at 6 O’clock, at 20c. per
plate. A delic- Porter at the Fisher school. The new superAs chorister and also a member of the choirt Earle Trundy, Church street as guests,motored noon,
new
ious meal is anticipated by those
he has greatly developed and perfected that to the Monroe fair, last Thursday in their
realizing the tendent for Winterport, Frankfort and Monreputation of these housekeepers for tempt- roe is R. D, Robinson of Warren and he has
organization. The eight years have been a Overland car,
ing viands, from whatever prepared. Don’t taken up his residence in Winterport village.
busy, fruitf ul period, and the demands upon
Mrs. Seth Brown and daughter, little Miss
miss the genera! good time and
the pastor have been many, taxing time and
surprisingly
last
returned
Saturday
Vivian, Middle street,
strength. To them he has given ready and from Islesboro, where they had been the satisfactory te„!
THORNDIKE.
sympathetic response,rejoicing with the happy, guests of her sister and husband for a month.
Lawn Party, On the afternoon of Wednesand
Everybody is at the Unity fair this week.
many, many times, weej ing with those
Previously they had been with Mr. Brown at day, September 8th, Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett,
who mourned.
A. R. Murch is building an extension to his
Perhaps more than to any Sedgwick through the summer.
ui uui
village postmaster, entertained the
other pastor in an equal number of years has
members of the Current Events Club, with garage.
Marston of Portland
L.
Frank
and
Mr.
Mrs,
it fallen to the lot cf Mr. McElhiney to speak
visiting guests, at her pleasant home, Sylvan
Miss Lillian Harmon began her school in
were in town Sunday, the dinner guests of Mr.
works of comfort.He has witnessed the passing
street. Twenty-four were
present, including Searsport Monday.
restreet.
B.
They
B.Sanborn,Church
of some of the town’6 fairest youths and finest and Mrs.
the hostess.
The grey morning
changed into
Mrs. Rosa C. Higgins is spending a few
turned to Camden in the afternoon, prepara-

Dorchester, Mass.

Miss Doris

and sten-

Frank Clements and Miss Barbara Conant
motored to Belfast Sunday and were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clements.

ooper
ulation.

a

Clifford Mason of Lowell, Mass., was in
town last week the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. Savory on Mt. Ephraim road.

Miss Gertrude Conant went to Castine Mon-

c

slight shock of

now

Lyndon and Guy Nealley were in Bangor
Saturday to visit their mother, Mrs, C. W.
Nealley, at Grace Hospital.
day to begin her duties as librarian
ographer at the E. S. N. S.

sit cere regret, The pastorate has been a period
of change in town and church history. The
coming of the B. & A. R. R., and subsequent
building^ of coal pockets, fertilizer plants and

Searsport Red Sox base ball team defeated the Prospect Blues, Saturday, by a

WOOD & BISHOP

C, B. Jewett and family, with their guest,
Miss Geneva Perkins of Belfast, were visitors
in Bangor last Thursday.

Crosby to the early afternoon train at Bangor
Sept. 8th, going to the Monroe fair, on their
return automobile trip.

| lil

bui

your

ESTABLISHED 1839

Mrs. M. A. Haley and Miss Phyllis spent
last Saturday and Sunday in Dixmont, the
guests of relatives.

MAINE.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Send us a plan of
and ask for estimate.

Mr. and Mrs. George Gould of Jackson with
friend from California were callers in this

vicinity Sunday.

BELFAST,

■'

AGENTS,

Skowhegan Maine. Since coming to Searsport
in May, 1907, Mr. McElhiney and his family
have served faithfully and well the double
parish, and the resignation was heard with

The

Capt. W.

shall receive another load

Rev. C. H. McElhiney. At
the close of the morning service, Sunday,Sept.
12th, Rev. Charles H. McElhiney tendered his
resignation as pastor of the Searsport First and
Second.Cong’l churches, in response to a call
from the Island Avenue Cong’l Church of

Dr. W, J, Garvey and party, who had spent
two weeks in town, returned to Troy, N. Y.,
last week.

score

WALDO COUNTY

Pure warm air in constant circulation is what you want. A
Clarion will give it to you.

Virgil Linnell and Miss Lois Beattie of Bangor were guests of A. G. Larby and family
Sunday.

Resignation of

son
a

L. A. White and family were guests of Mr.
Mrs. George Bickford in Newburg Sunday.

C. B. NORTON & COMPANY,

field, Mass.

Lawrence Hamilton and family, who spent
the summer in town, returned to Boston last
week.
and

we

There is no other apparatus
that will accomplish so much and
work at so small expense.

and

a

On September sixteenth
of these cars.

have simplified the heating prop,
osition from every standpoint.

Edmund Clement, Mrs. Edna Harquail and
Avis Harquail motored to EIJsworth, Sept. 7th.

On September third we received one carload consisting of three DODGE BROTHERS Touring Cars, all
of which were sold the following morning.

I

FURNACES*!

CLARION COAL

Mrs. Geo. Hopkins of Monroe visited her
daughter, Mrs. Walter Bickford, recently.

MOTOR CAR

Her sister, Miss Lillian Smith,
peas.
bridesmaid. She wort yellow silk muslin
and carried pink sweet peas. The groom was
attended by his brother, Lewis Cobbett of
Sanford. A reception was held at the residence from 1 to 2, many friends calling. The
Misses Elsie and Annie Gilkey, Mrs. Renfrew
Wilson, Miss Lena Nye of Belfast, Miss Doris
Crook of Brewer, Ralph and Archie Gilkey,
Harold and Earl Smith assisted. The couple
left on the Boston boat with the usual enthusiastic farewells by a large party of friends.
The bride is a graduate ol the Gorham Normal
school, class of 1910, and has taught at the
Higgins Classical Institute, in Belfast, and in
Searsport. Mr. Cobbett is a graduate of H.
C. I., and holds a responsible position in Pitts3weet

Richards of Milo was in town Saturday visiting relatives.
Andrew McGown returned to his home in

academy Tuesday as a senior.
Floyd Larby ed^ered the Monroe High school
at the beginning of the fall term, Monday.

Dodge Brothers

was

Daniel E

(Winterport.)

Amos Conant resumed his studies at Hebron

lence of Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Smith, when
their daughter, Maud Isabelle Smith, was
Harried to Leon Wilbur Cobbett, son of Mr.
tnd Mrs. Frank Cobbett of Sanford. The
jeremony was performed by Rev. Chas. H.
McElhiney with the single ring service. The
aride’s gown was white crepe meteor and net,
and she carried a shower bouquet of roses and

attend the

WHITE’S CORNER.
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TO LET
A six room flat with bath and
Basement and attic for storage
street, next to Colonial. Enquire
JOHN R. Dl N
3w36

I

Notice
DR. O. S. VICKERY has removed !
from his residence. Church street, to
block over the Old Corner Drug ston
he has a suite of rooms fully
doing eye, ear, nose and throat work
9 to 12 and 1 to 4.

equip^

^

